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Polyhymnia ‘I thence invoke thy aid’1 and seek inspiration 

in the attempt at an ‘overwhelming question… Oh do not 

ask, “What is it?” Let us go and make our visit’.2

 

‘”What one believes true, one must say, and say it boldly; I 

should like, were it to cost me dear, to discover a truth 

likely to shock the entire human race: I should tell it point-

blank.”’3
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‘“Listen, every object’s in flux. The earth, time, concepts, love, faith, 

justice, evil – they’re all fluid and in transition. They don’t stay in 

one form or in one place for ever.”’4

 

‘“Yes, I suppose what I am saying sounds unspecific,” said Malta 

Kano. “But after all, Mr Okada, when one is speaking of the essence 

of things, it often happens that one can only speak in generalities. 

Concrete things capture one’s attention, but they are often little 

more than trivia. Side shows. The more one tries to see into the 

distance, the more generalized things become.”’5

 

‘To be fully scientific I should have stopped at every manhole 

between Roxbury and Natick, following the trail, but sometimes you 

have to take your science with a grain of salt.’6

 

‘’It’s just info,’ Hawkley said. ’Information is neutral. It’s what you 

do with it that defines you‘’.7

 

‘There’s definitely a balance to be struck. But right now the 

imbalance is on their side. Right now, the big organizations got the 

upper hand. Ninety-five percent of people’s lives have to do with big 

organizations. Living creatures, man, giant bureaucratic Godzillas! 

They eat, they grow, there is nothing people can do to fight them! 

Only us, man – only the smuggling nodes, the ones that can live 

outside the various ’nets. We’re the only ones got an alternative.’8

 

‘’Look, I am not designing next year’s ad campaign here. I’m getting 

rid of the government, the greatest impediment to business in 

history. You don’t do that without a downside. Yes, some people die. 

But look at the gain! Run a cost-benefit analysis! Maybe some of you 

have forgotten what companies really do. So let me remind you: they 

make as much money as possible. If they don’t investors go 

elsewhere. It’s that simple. We’re all cogs in wealth-creation 

machines. That’s all.’’9
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‘”How do you think we look,” Bigend asks, “to the future?”…  

“They won’t think of us,” Cayce says, choosing straight into it. ”Any 

more than we think of the Victorians. I don’t mean the icons, but the 

ordinary actual living souls.”… 

”Souls,” repeats Bigend…  

“Souls?”…  

“Of course,” he says, “we have no idea, now, of who or what the 

inhabitants of our future might be. In that sense we have no future. 

Not in the sense that our grandparents had a future, or thought they 

did. Fully imagined cultural futures were the luxury of another day, 

one in which ‘now’ was of some greater duration. For us, of course, 

things can change so abruptly, so violently, so profoundly, that 

futures like our grandparent’s have insufficient ‘now’ to stand on. 

We have no future because our present is too volatile.” He smiles, a 

version of Tom Cruise with too many teeth, and longer, but still very 

white. “We have only risk management. The spinning of the 

moment’s scenarios. Pattern recognition.”  

Cayce blinks.  

“Do we have a past then?” Stonestreet asks.  

“History is a best-guess narrative about what happened and when,” 

Bigend says, his eyes narrowing. “Who did what to whom. With 

what. Who won. Who lost. Who mutated. Who became extinct.”  

“The future is there,” Cayce hears herself say, “looking back at us. 

Trying to make sense of the fiction we will have become. And from 

where they are, the past behind us will look nothing at all like the 

past we imagine behind us now.”  

“You sound oracular.” White teeth.  

“I only know that the one constant in history is change: The past 

changes. Our version of the past will interest the future to about the 

extent we’re interested in whatever past the Victorians believed in. It 

simply won’t seem relevant.”…  

Now it’s Bigends turn to chew, silently, looking at her very 

seriously.’10  
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‘The compression of story is wonderful, but its real wonder is in the 

spaces, in what the artist left out if his painting. To me that has 

always been the key to Dylan’s art. To state things plainly is the 

function of journalism; but Dylan sings a more fugitive song: 

allusive, symbolic, full of imagery and ellipses, and by leaving things 

out, he allows us the grand privilege of creating along with him. His 

song becomes our song because we live in those spaces. If we listen, 

if we work at it, we fill up the mystery, we expand and inhabit the 

work of art. It is the most democratic form of creation. Totalitarian 

art tells us what to feel. Dylan’s art feels, and invites us to join him.’  

 

Liner notes by P. Hamill for Blood on the Tracks. Bob Dylan. (1974). 

 

 

Facts are simple and facts are straight      

Facts are lazy and facts are late 

Facts all come with points of view 

Facts don’t do what I want them to 

Facts just twist the truth around 

Facts are living turned inside out 

Facts are getting the best of them 

Facts are nothing on the face of things 

Facts don’t stain the furniture 

Facts go out and slam the door 

Facts are written all over your face 

Facts continue to change their shape 

 

Excerpt from Crosseyed and Painless written by David Byrne, Brian 

Eno, Chris Frantz, Jerry Harrison & Tina Weymouth (1980). 
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‘… musiken har ett ”förädlande inflytande”… Det är förresten ett 

slags sanning, fast utryckt i en för våra lagstiftare fattbar 

översättning. På originalspråket skulle det heta: musiken eggar och 

styrker; den stegrar och bekräftar. Den bekräftar den fromme i hans 

menlöshet, krigaren i hans mod, den utsvävande i hans laster.’11
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Now that this millstone is off my neck, now that this which has 

caused inertia in my existence, but not in that intellect of mine, is 

over, now that the fucker is finally done, it is time to shift out 

gratitude. And of course there is plenty of that to go around.  

 

In the era of new wave (around 1979 – 1981) it was quite common 

that the recording artists wrote something along the lines of “we’d 

like to thank absolutely no one but ourselves”. In the era of hip hop 

(it began circa 1979; the thanking around 199o) it changed into lists 

spanning over booklet pages with names of human beings, family, 

gods, prophets, friends, foes, brands, products such as alcohol 

(Courvoisier to name one), bling-bling (which implies jewelry), cars 

(for example a Hummer or Lexus). And of course there are all sorts 

of other examples of ways of doing this. So what will I do? Thank 

musical inspirations, colleagues and supervisors or family and 

friends? Or just be obstinate, obnoxious and rude like in the good 

old days? Indeed it’d be plausible as there are those who suck and 

whose involvement does not render them any appreciation. Still to 

tell the truth I’d rather see it as naively as Candide and believe that 

everything will be to the best in the best of worlds. Then I should 

also contribute to make it a best one and center on goodness by 

thanking all good people wholeheartedly rather than add rudeness. 

In other words some serious love bombing is on the way. 

 

First and foremost I express gratefulness to my family. They are my 

son Anton, my Nina, my mother and my father. They have been, they 

are, and will be, for ever and always, my number ones and to them I 

owe my life, all of my joy, my existing.  
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Anton to you I am always indebted, but with pride and elated at the 

thought of it. You are patient beyond your age, have always been. I 

thank you so much for accepting me with all my shortcomings, 

faults, and whatever good traits you may find. You are my life and 

light, for always and ever.  

 

Mamma, Pappa – var du än befinner dig nu – I thank you so much 

for supporting me more than what is fathomable. I am eternally 

grateful that you chose me, my heart and my soul. I feel it every hour 

every minute every day.  

 

Nina with every fiber of my body, all of my heart and soul, I 

experience with and from you happiness, joy, and love. My prettiest 

of all the ballerinas, my Super Nova, mitt hjärtas stjärna, stjärnan i 

mitt hjärta “I thank you for bringing me here, for showing me home, 

finally I’ve found that I belong”. You are inspiring me beyond what I 

can ever hope to account for. Even so I will continue to try and try 

and try, try, try. So we can be going higher than the world. You are 

the shining star, my love. 

 

Over the course of a long individual project there are people that are 

there without it being their choice at all. They are involved and 

experience the good and bad, but like I said without necessarily 

choosing it. Maria you didn’t but yet you have provided me with 

calm by showing all your care and love for our son Anton. I thank 

you so much for letting me do this and being there for our lil’ kiddo. 
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When I was working with this, when I was working with and to 

myself, Nagata Miki-chan you were greatly present. You supported 

me profoundly. The gambare spirit! However, I did not reciprocate 

your being there in any manner approaching what I experienced, 

received and should have. I kept too close a watch. I saved a few 

percents. For this I am indebted. I am sorry but even so grateful for 

your precious presence Miki-chan. Domo Arrigato. 

 

Now friends it is all of you I have in mind. Hope you’ve managed to 

read this far since you are very very important to me. When thanking 

you there is certainly in my mind and intentions no sense 

whatsoever of magnitude or dimension in my gratitude. It is all 

humongous and definitely immeasurable! Every thank you is bigger 

than the universe, at least. OK here goes. I would like you to know 

how proud I am to have become one of yours. I have no sisters or 

brothers but for you. And what siblings you are, not in blood and 

genome, but more importantly in heart and soul. To think that you 

are being with me through thick and thin, listening, laughing, crying, 

eating, drinking, discussing, traveling is more comfort and more 

bliss than any deities ever could offer. Therefore I thank you with all 

of my being Ulf, Per, Ulrik, Ewa, Terri, Micke, Yuriko, John, 

Magnus, Perra, Ditta, Alfred and Alexander my two godsons. Thank 

you all of you so much. You know full well that words never do 

suffice. But they are what we have. 

 

Then there are the people with whom one touches base perhaps too 

seldom but it nonetheless is important since without them life would 

be so much duller. They are coming from the past, living in the 
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present, and their comradeship point to the future – cinders in 

existing. All of you, I am astonished at your loyal unfailing 

friendship. Thank you Niklas, Aksel, Anders, Tova, Peder, Anette, 

Stor-Bettan, Johan, Lill-Bettan, Micke, Danne, Erlend, Marit, Mats, 

Pia, Fredrik, Nettan, Gabbe, Tünde, Gumpa, Zita, Prallis, Jonas, 

Krille, Lars, Lena, Björn, Lennie, Svempa, Mia, Torre, Niklas, 

Helena, Johan, Sojde, Måns, the posses in Stockholm (where South 

Central  is most definitely the shit in my house), Karlstad and Visby, 

as well as here and there in Europe, and other spaces and places of 

our world. Thank you each and every one of you for you have in 

perhaps mysterious, although important, ways influenced me with 

good good experiences and things in my life. 

 

Research is sometimes solitary and on other occasions it is not. 

These are the people who, when solitude isn’t an issue, know what it 

is about. We are talking about the persons who are operationalizing 

government policy, and law, by arduously continuously being 

engulfed in work by themselves, with me and with others, talking 

and feeding back. Thank you Professor Pierre, thank you Doctor 

Thomas, for your networks, impromptu visits, the support and belief 

of yours, and also more importantly many thanks for leaving me 

alone, to my own. And finally thanks for taking on and doing the job.  

 

Further there are people that have contributed by becoming reading 

and immersing themselves in different stages of my manifestations. 

Something that is very important, of course, in a business which is 

concerned with the production of text. And not least of all it has been 

very central to me in my endeavour.  
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Thank you Bino for your long- lasting and unwavering support and 

for reading and discussing my manuscript even though you have a 

life and better things to do; Thank you Per for reading on short 

notice and showing me worth and promise in the material; Thank 

you Johan for reading and being easy on me, even though I didn’t 

get it at the time. Thank you, Micke, for reading versions and the 

final chapters, and giving valuable and amiably ruthless feedback. 

 

Thank you each and every one of you colleagues, networking people, 

and readers for being part of, and contributing immensely, to this 

arduous voyage, by making it less so. Without you I would never 

have finished this text. I would never have begun. I am grateful that 

you have shared your precious time with me and my text. That you 

have hailed, flailed, encouraged, bitched, that you were constituting, 

supporting, discussing, tipping, allowing, laughing with me in the 

corridors, on conferences, in seminar rooms, during lunches, that 

you were constructively critical and altruistically generous with 

examples, inspirations, references. If I have missed anyone please, 

please, please put your name in the blank in the middle. Yes I am 

serious. Thank you Marja,  Lasse, Pamela, Ali, Christian, Stefan, 

Irene, Niklas, Linda, Emma, Roland, Matti, Fredrik, Christian, 

Fredrik, Ulrika, Miguel, Anna, Antonio, Silvia, Daniel, Chris, Martin, 

Stelios, Stephanie, Anna-Greta, Katja, _ _ _ _ _ , Maths, Mats,  

Kicki, Helena, Eva, Rosa, Akiko-san, Jocke, Fidan, Micke, Richard, 

Richard, Lasse, Fernando, Jerry, Gunilla, Catharina, Jan-Eric, 

Bosse, Hasse, Jannis, Toivo, Lillemor, The Flow Project, all the 

funds that granted me contributions when I applied, and all students 

I have met. I humbly thank each and every one of you. 
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To the people whom I have had the pleasure of interviewing, 

Christian, Zak, Emma, Annika, Mattias, Martin, Max, Stuffe, 

Mingus, the employees at V2, to Helen, to all the pop people 

expressing themselves so generously about their conditions, dreams, 

beliefs in media, to all music magazines and record stores, especially 

Pet Sounds, Andreas and Skivfönstret, thank you each and everyone 

of you. I am also more than grateful to all people, machines, 

instruments and software that are untiringly making music. You are 

in the truest and most profound sense far too many to mention.  

 

Somespace, different times 2006 

 

Thank You So Much Each and Every One of You! 

      Peace and Love to You All. 
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‘To make thought a nomadic power is not 

necessarily to move, but it is to shake the model of 

the state apparatus, the idol or image which 

weighs down thought, the monster squatting on it. 

To give thought an absolute speed, a war-machine, 

a geography and all these becomings or these paths 

which criss-cross a steppe’12   

 

It is, I find, very difficult to express something that is personal and 

sincere, in writing. Well, you can soon tell of course as you will 

experience it. It is as if the practices of producing academy take over. 

I suppose this can be related in a different way. Namely with 

reference to the vocabulary that I use, or try to use, as it were, and 

the choice of wording I assume those that know their respective 

crafts would choose. I believe that a writer of fiction or a poet will 

approach something that is essential in their own or someone else’s 

existence, because they dare to expose themselves.  

 

A reticence regarding profound exposure is not something that will 

stipulate their use of their language. Perhaps this notion comes from 

a naïve preconception of mine, nevertheless, it influences at least me 

and I constantly find myself unable to overcome it. Thus, I seem to 

use words that are part of some kind of academic discourse and 

terminology even when I do try to put down something deeply 

personal. They probably work as a veil or a screening procedure will, 

blurring out sincerity and soul in favour of the wordy loquacious, 

shielding me from you. And actually preventing me from myself too, 

shielding I from me. In cases like this writing and reading what is 
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written can be pointless or not as rewarding as it could have been 

had I approached an unveiling, and that is certainly not the idea.  

 

I find it somehow of importance to mention a defining inspiration 

and one illuminating moment in my life. That is the encouragement 

and the event were at least as I now find them to be, and when 

related to what I’ve spent far too much time of my precious life 

working on, of a character that when reminiscing, two instances 

when I experienced something that I still find to be in this context 

significant.  

 

I guess I was around twelve years old when a series was aired on the 

single channel Swedish Television consisted of at the time. It 

revolved around a few characters attending classes and seminars 

and working at a law school in the US. The bright law student 

tutoring undergrads and the examining professor nearing retirement 

were the antagonists that, naturally, had some kind of barbed wire 

love between one another. Hart, so was the student’s name, could 

always answer the most difficult questions and refer to the most 

intricate and hard to find cases that set precedent in law practices. 

The professor of course loved his skills but possibly despised his 

ease. It was a long time ago but I remember watching it and 

becoming impressed with what I thought was life at a university. So 

much so that I always wanted to hang around campuses when I was 

an exchange student in Bethlehem, Pa. while my fellow high school 

pupils considered this odd. Needless to say we instead of checking 

college and university students out went to diners, wrestling meets, 

played ball and had an occasional keg party. Anyway the series was 
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repeated on one of the commercial channels some years back and 

not unsurprisingly didn’t have the same effect on me. Although the 

former affect it had instilled in me certainly still lingers on. By the 

way the name was something like Paper Chase, or so I am told. 

 

The second remembrance is of solving a task in arts class. I was 

perhaps a few years older than when watching the television series, 

perhaps not, and the teacher told us to draw what we saw through a 

keyhole. Drawing from memory, which by no means and with any 

necessity implies the truth, the task was more or less without any 

specifics as far goes as what we should see and how we could depict 

this. We were pretty much left to our own imaginary devices. I guess 

it was something we did over the course of one or two classes. After 

finishing we handed it in to the teacher. In any case she was in one 

manner or another alerted to our individual results. So everybody 

started drawing and painting the framing keyhole and the room they 

saw through it. Furniture, people, colours and whatever they 

connected with an ordinary dwelling. Whereas I drew mountains, a 

lake, and a herd of reindeer, or more likely something resembling an 

animal with four legs and a head with antlers, horns, drinking water 

or grazing the grass, lichen or what it is that they eat when they are 

strolling on their mountainsides. I remember using a pencil to do 

evergreens, clouds and a stream twisting its way through the gorges. 

Of course I am no Erland Cullberg, Klein, Turner or Robert Crumb 

for that matter. So I chose to picture the view from an imagined 

inside watching out on an envisioned landscape rather than doing 

like all my fellow pupils did and look to an inside, to a more secluded 

limited area, and submit myself to what proved to be the teacher’s 
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expectations. This is to be giving some kind of an honest lead as to 

why I perhaps have done this, as to why I have chosen to pay without 

expecting much by ways of return. I guess it’s a bit like  

 

Against the grain I am living again… 

Walk away fist in the air feet on the ground. 

 

Excerpt from Waiting for the Floods written by Richard Jobson, 

Russell Webb, John Doyle, and John McGeoch (1985). 

 

Some music works for me. Regardless of tonal scale, rhythm and the 

way the chords are put together. Some music doesn’t. Why is that? 

Why does some music appeal and find its timbre and resound with 

and in me and other people while other music doesn’t? If I were a 

musicologist, music anthropologist or marketing executive I quite 

probably could handle the questions. But since I am not I’ll do it 

differently. Because the questions intrigue me I’ll talk with 

musicians. I’ll try to understand something about what they do.  

 

I won’t answer the questions about why some music works and some 

doesn’t but I’ll, nevertheless, understand something even though I 

can’t write music. That is, I can’t write it in the sense of providing a 

reader with the feelings I experience from music. And of course I 

can’t compose or score either. But the notion that I can’t convey 

feeling similarly to music is not a sufficient argument or reason to 

not try in my opinion. However, disregarding this lack of 

musicianship it would still be a more honest, a more worthy and 

dignified way to communicate with people by rhythm and sound, I 

guess. 
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But listening to music has sufficed and been important to me since I 

was a kid, since before I could even handle my dad’s record player 

and my mum’s cassette radio. I tried to sing along with all the 

success the ignorance of a foreign language and lack of musicality, 

can imply. But I liked it. I was happy. Till this day I don’t know what 

got me so hooked. But beats, melodies still are doing it for me, hook 

me up. Admittedly not with the same frequency and profundity it did 

when I was younger. Simply because the output of recorded music 

seems much bigger and my input to my record collection is mimicry 

of the release strategies in the business and the time to handle it all 

is a bit scarce. Nevertheless, I endure and look for the best song, the 

best artist, the best voice, and the best record ever. Thankfully the 

forecasts of finding them are not positive – and that is mighty good. 

Hope I never do. Because  

 

De börja tidit,  

så tidit ja minns  

Å bakom de hela,  

ligger förstås ett kvinns 

Ja snackar om morsan,  

hon öppna världen för mig 

Hon satte på radion å ut kom en häfti grej 

De kom, musik musik, musik musik 

Musik musik, musik musik 

 

Å sen i plugget hade nån en grammofon 

Å så ofta vi kunde, va vi där å satte på’n 

Å känns de bara äkta, 

E de svårt att stå emot 

För de e ju helt naturlit, 
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Att liksom trädet behöver sin rot 

Behöver vi musik musik, musik musik 

 

Excerpt from Musik, written by Stig Vig, Tage Zalvadore Dirty, 

Zilverzurfaren, Beno Zeno (1980) 

 

Sometimes when I listen to pop music I become overwhelmed with 

emotion. My response to the singing of songs, the bass, the beat and 

melodies played on electronic keyboards, the sampling of odd 

sounds, is to close my eyes, sway, and shuffle, nod my head, smile 

and grin. I suppose, perhaps hope, that this smile carries joy, 

happiness, love. When listening on other occasions it is to perceive 

of music that is almost like melancholy in a landscape painted with 

sadness, love and longing, regret and sorrow, and occasionally 

anger. The feelings are completely different. I can feel my throat 

begin to shift into a mode as if preparing for a bit of the old sulking 

routine. It can be that I find myself intently, intensively listening to 

someone’s voice telling stories, while I in some moments am 

following an instrument, an atmospheric texture that evokes, 

augments feelings. And I wonder how they do it, why do I feel it? I 

wonder how the hell it works! Strangely, I don’t even know, haven’t 

got a clue as to what it can be. But I’ll without hesitation get into any 

discussion about pop music and, admittedly with the ease found in 

the convictions and beliefs of my right and correct version, present 

opinions of what it actually is that they hear, getting dogmatic and 

orthodox professing some kind of faith and passion. This is that and 

that is this. She has soul and he doesn’t, this sucks but that is of 

course nothing less than brilliant, and so forth. As if everything ever 

is as clear as crystal!  
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Being cocksure about something or not perhaps there are clues in 

reminiscing and it can become a way to get at an understanding of 

how it works. I remember when I and my son saw the movie Space 

Jam with Michael Jordan and different cartoon characters as 

proponents and adversaries. In it was a song by R Kelly that he liked, 

so I got the soundtrack for him. The song was a gospel tinged R ‘n’ B 

ballad with lots and lots of strings ending it. I did not like it at all. 

Listening to it was a horrific experience, to say the least. But my kid 

was plying it again and again, and again. I became used to the choir, 

the strings, and the grandiose arrangements. And as my son 

continued to play it the initial disliking grew into an understanding 

of how the artist had used a combination of musical elements and 

made them into a very passionate song, a piece larger than life, and 

then I began to like it a lot. I bought the double CD it was on. I 

bought a few more CD’s by the artist, despite his claimed illegal 

amorous preferences. And now I really, I mean really like gospel 

tinged R ‘n’ B ballads with lots and lots of strings. The more the 

merrier. But this knowledge is of course of another scope than the 

academic since it has more to do with tastes and preferences and 

stuff. It’s more about pop music and making it appeal as it were. But 

it is too a kind of understanding. 

 

Quite obviously it can be argued that a thesis or academic work 

really shouldn’t be used for revelatory writings. However, one need 

only read one or two examples of texts written with points of view 

found in ethnographic or cultural perspectives to note that it 

certainly can be argued that it is OK enough to become published. 

Anyway, the point here is that this book is not an illustration of 
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introspective exercises. It is an academic reflection, though before 

we get to that some honesty was and still is required in order for me 

to be able to account for something about the processes of creating 

knowledge, or, more appropriately, the processes of becoming 

researching. I had to lay my heart out, bare my soul, in a manner of 

speaking, to you who read this, because with all certainty my 

existence, the good, the bad and the ugly, the joy and love, all come 

into this text, nonetheless, that it is a piece of research. So, if you 

like, you can see this as a way, in less scholarly modes of course, of 

legitimizing and founding what it is in here, how it came to be, and 

why it is manifested. I stand as proud of me and this as ever Kevin 

Rowland did with his album My Beauty. And believe you me it is so 

difficult to simultaneously be attached and unattached to one’s own 

work as ever anything else in our existing. But as profoundly 

revelatory or blatantly obscuring you may find me or the words and 

thoughts in the book, remember what I have dealt with the whole 

time: it is not where we have before now gone that is interesting, but 

that we are going is, seeing as we are all restlessly moving like 

Homo Intermezzi. 

 

Before the first part of the rest of the book here are a few pages that 

can work as a welcoming to you.  I hope they do.  

 

The use of words is not entirely fulfilling to do this, and become 

aware of and create understanding of interim existing. However, 

when they are seen as instances like colours or music, with the 

possibility of a multitude of mixes and amalgams of them, one can 

perhaps also perceive of the strokes of a brush in a Klein or Turner, 
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or the amalgamated sounds of pop, as an image that is working to 

perform or inspire an interpretive flexibility with vocabulary. That is, 

colours and tones can be shaded and pitched as well as they can be 

quite to the point, exact. In that sense we can use words too. Please 

do as you see fit. 

 

Generally an overall aspiration has been to leave traces of what has 

been researched and some manifestations this comes into view 

through, and with the assistance of. But also how the material has 

been understood with the influence of a few ideas that involve 

among other things movement, and as an effect of this some modes 

at hand with which I could attempt, in my turn, to create an 

outcome, some knowledge about it all with.  

 

Therefore in the book the chunks of words besides implying 

something in their current place, also hint at what has appeared 

before and what will come after. Needless to say this is not the case 

with every example, suggestion, question and other bit of text. 

Although when it is, the idea is that when something is encountered 

the first time it is like fuel in the fire, and that same something is, 

met in a second and altered appearance then being subjected to its 

incineration. When it is once again being viewed in yet another 

shape, the initially read part can be functioning like ashes – it can be 

perceived of as fertilizing its following incarnations. Now these 

words are merely used to conjure up images of thought work, of 

thinking, of processes that presumably often are taking place when 

we read. What I am saying is that if you conceive of themes, 

groupings of words, sheets of notions as if they were emerging for 
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the second and third time around it is how some of this has been 

written. Thus, thought goods, who or whatever is its inventor, are 

used and changing and much like cinder have several functions, 

possibilities and meanings.  

 

It can be done explicitly by referring back and forth. It can be done 

implicitly by for example careful choices of wording, different but 

analogous references, textual disguises etc. Similarly this is the way 

many a time music is created. It is done in a manner of tacitly 

embedding contributions, if the image holds regarding something so 

involved with sounding. And it is used by people making it both for 

legal and creative reasons. So they take several wholes and parts of 

wholes and mix, process and meld them together to create and 

produce something entirely new.  

 

Hence, in this context, it is out of respect for the many people 

contributing and letting them express their knowledge in their 

respective manners, albeit words are of course most important while 

their music is greatly inspiring. Consequently it is an influence of the 

empirical material and how this is being conveyed by those passing 

on their aesthetic and prosaic experiences. Further by doing it and 

allowing for repeating modes, refrains if you like, the inspiration 

from Deleuze and others is becoming apparent not only by referring 

to their works, but also by interpreting, and then attempting to do 

how they can be understood to have suggested and done themselves. 

In short it is to deal with some of the pluralistic modes in which 

knowledge is being made into audible and other perceivable modes. 
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However, it also has to do with an ambition to try to involve and 

inspire someone, you, reading this. 

 

to make thought a nomadic power…  

As you have just seen it is an approximate in text of parts of me and 

why I have done this. As well as it is an attempt at conveying the 

importance of music in my life. Had it been possible for me to set 

this to music perhaps it’d been a nice pop song. But since I can’t it 

isn’t. Instead the aim of it is to give a bit of insight to me as person so 

that some choices, exclusions and inclusions, manners, inspirations 

etc. become imbued with further opportunities, to the ones seen in 

the text and endnotes, to create potential for your empathic and 

intellectual understanding.  

 

here we made use of everything… 

Themes are in this part appearing for the first time and they will 

emerge and be used over the following pages too. When presenting 

an argument and while reasoning there are certainly different 

pedagogical manners that can be used. What is used here is cinder-

like. One can say that it is a part wherein the first ashes and futures 

of the text as a whole are coming into view. The motivation for this is 

found in the researched material and in the theoretical inspirations. 

It means, which has been mentioned, that as you read on themes 

and notions will appear in several places but in slightly different 

manners and modes.  

 

The themes are being distinguished by suggesting a thesis that is 

applicable to work in general. This is being nuanced by proposing a 
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line of business, pop music, which is useful as inspiration in the 

creating of knowledge by understanding some its partakers’ 

experiences of social processes and materials. The problemizing and 

presenting of ambitions with the project are being put forward in an 

inquiry.  

 

Thus, it is here where the situating of the project, by showing how I 

am reasoning and writing about research, pop music and organizing 

in general terms, is being made. That is, you can see how I use and 

choose a vocabulary that is inspired by literary manners, scholarly 

modes, the strokes of a brush, and of course music. The way of 

wording, how I have preferred to do it, is also encouraged by what 

pop artists convey about their experiences of being in a popular 

culture business. Besides of course the epistemological influence 

which is quite obvious. These inspirations regarding language and 

how I am using it, especially seeing as it is employed from a 

minoritarian point of view, means that it is a makeshift way of 

dealing with and managing to create understanding of our 

experiences when we are existing in-between. I have done and used 

what I can to accomplish to communicate comprehension.  

 

becomings are not phenomena…                

The project is set more specifically in academic thought in relation to 

discourses of organizing and management, popular music and music 

ethnology, sociology, and cultural studies. The chapter is also used 

to consider the inspiration of Deleuze, directly and indirectly. That 

is, it is used directly by quotes and indirectly as examples of how 
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empirical and other material can be used to form modes of 

discussing both specifically and generally about phenomena. 

The inspiration in a few texts by Gilles Deleuze alone and with others 

has certainly informed the whole work. But those books are not the 

sole influence.  They have been taken together with an 

understanding of pop musicians, qualitative research and certainly 

all the songs I have listened to during the project. You can’t hear 

this. Just trust me on that. 

 

language rises like a wave… 

The part is devoted to develop and surpass what was introduced in 

the previous chapter. It begins by communicating a business 

through published research, media and other sources conveying 

artists’ perspectives and how they perceive of their practices in 

relation to those of the industry. Further there are the themes that 

are prevalent in texts expressing views and perspectives from an 

industry. Since there are quite a wide range of publications on this 

subject matter some of them have been used. Moreover statistics and 

biographical material helps to paint and set sound to this part. 

 

But there are certainly several ways of making and presenting an 

empirical example, a case of sorts. Here it appears in a two different 

shapes which are various manners of attempting to invite 

possibilities to understand what artists in the pop music business 

say about working and managing to be creating in it. What they 

propose, claim or are convinced about, is not only tangible with what 

others suggest, but it also concurs with the materials that have 

merely functioned as stimulation, i.e. stuff I have read, heard and 
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seen but not directly included. Certainly a writer with the forces of 

omnipotence that are implied in such a role would say nothing but 

just this. However, it, nonetheless, deserves to be offered out of 

respect for the people that do not stand out with their names, those 

that indirectly contributed. The directly contributing you know. 

Unbeknownst one another they have many points of tangibility, of 

lines intersecting in their respective words, interpretations, and 

experiences. 

 

Getting back to the second shape, this is the part that is devoted to 

quotes from the interviewees and others that are involved, in 

different ways, with and in the pop music business. They have been 

placed in relation to three headings. Had this material been 

quantitative to its character it would have been quite natural to 

categorize it by assigning it values. However, this not being the case, 

the material has been depicted as if it has an affinity with a heading 

and what it can come to mean. Or, as it were, the heading has an 

affinity with the words spoken by the pop artists and their 

experiences. Hence, one can see that the words carrying their 

content, a habitus of vocabulary, are attracted to, and attract, the 

headings. So when you read please consider that the quotes’ place on 

the page is a part of the interpretive work, yours and mine, as well as 

how it actually presents and situates itself and experiences in 

relation to understanding and basically the rest of marketspace. 

They are territorialized in the sense that they are easily spotted and 

consequently recognizable when they come into view. That is, they 

are in a way forms that emerge from time to time, although with 

variation, and often in interviews, lyrics, and now here. Certainly the 
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words are readable in any manner a reader chooses to do it. But 

when considered linearly, from left to right, the meanings, the forces 

of the words, what is influencing people, are modulated to become 

available. 

 

The manners of distinction, looking more like partition, are merely 

typographical. So please imagine or contemplate one of the paintings 

by Turner or Klein referred to, or listen to Akufen’s recycling of 

audible glitches and incidental bites of sound, and Sylvian’s voice 

softly intently singing “between no longer and not yet” while you see 

and read them. They’re in some ways very appropriate at 

communicating the in-between that here is being the optically 

distinguished. 

 

the hesitation of the nomad is legendary… 

The first part of the interpretive effort is tinted towards an empirical 

contribution, and deals with what the material in the previous text of 

pertinence to artists making pop music can imply. We come up with 

two relations that have been mentioned before in this text. Here they 

are being suggested and elaborated on further. This is a way of 

attending to, dealing with art and business, often perceived of as a 

dichotomous binding, although in pop music it is interpreted to 

emerge like Expression-and-Money – and this, as has been stated, is 

an including relationship. Therein lay a contribution, to not see 

exclusion, but rather potential in perceiving including, when we are 

existing in relation to forces that can attract and have effect on us. 
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the very conditions that make… 

The second part of the interpretive effort, is more focused on a 

theoretical contribution, and is used to deal with how the influence 

from the texts of Deleuze work and contributes to theories of art and 

management. More specifically since it is the empirical focal point, 

how they pertain to art businesses and in a sense, existing as it is 

intimately connected with popular culture producing and its 

producers. It is done by showing what an understanding of people 

existing in the before suggested relations of Creativity-and-Loyalty, 

and Expression-and-Money, can come to mean.  

 

In thinking-and-acting it becomes, arguably, important that 

dualisms and dichotomies often result in “this is right and that is 

definitely wrong” motifs. Then there is no persistence in attempting 

to exclude the binary solutions, activities and choices. But if “this 

and that”, and the understanding of relations that pop artists in 

some modes are both influencing and becoming influenced by work, 

social events can become events where possibilities and lines of 

flight and forces of invention are foci and not obstructions in 

practices of art, science and so on. At least this is reminiscent of how 

in Deleuze’s words, Genghis went about conquests and the 

administration of the results of those. 

 

In other words here is an ambition to contribute to notions of what 

existing in relations can imply for science and practice. It is 

emanating from the notion of contributing, not necessarily by 

creating new concepts, but by finding encouragement in prevalent 
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ones as well as in the empirical input, and fill, adding to a few of 

them with modulated or in parts novel content.  

 

to write is certainly not to impose… 

The final part of the interpretive effort deals with notions about how 

things are working when people are organizing themselves, and, 

thus, in a sense the other, in creative and commercial businesses. 

How are people managing their individual as well as their 

contributing in and sharing of collective processes and activities in 

businesses with foci on making commercial, and distributing, 

manifestations, when they are related to creative expressing like in 

pop music? How are they emerging to exist in relations of expression 

and money? How are they communicating and relating this to 

financial interests or how are they bearing in mind the implicating 

powers of capital and expressing their images of inspiration? In their 

answers lie the potential to comprehending our organizing of living 

and existing in modes while we are shifting between Homo 

Economicus and Homo Creatus, as we are becoming Homo 

Intermezzo.  

 

The primary idea is that we are appearing to be creating a 

continuous unraveling, disentangling and elucidating of our 

individual and joint existing in shifting social spaces and with 

changing influences. It is gotten at and accomplished by becoming 

profoundly aware of and appreciating how people are doing that are 

managing creativity and loyalty, as well as expression and money, in 

an individual sense, and with respect to organizing with others that 

may or may not share their inspirations and ideas. If the preceding 
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chapters have dealt with interpreting and contributing to empirical 

notions, and theory, the final one is aimed at adding to knowledge 

pertaining to when influential, inspirational, or for some reason 

important phenomena are attracting and having effect on us. In this 

book we have seen it appearing for pop artists existing in relations 

that are effectuating their movements between nodes. And that they 

are moving themselves in-between. Therefore we can assume seeing 

as existing is applicable to all of us, that it is pertaining to other 

people too. But by all means please read on. 

 

I report what I have heard… 

The samples, and what I have heard, are being cleared by giving 

references. This is where I suggest that all of my co-workers are 

showed appreciation, and where I humbly and sincerely bow to 

them. I am most grateful and genuinely thank you for your 

inspiration. 

 

lyrics and endnotes  

In which you will find the references to works quoted and referred 

to. But there are also discussions that are of pertinence to the text, 

albeit in an indirect manner. You will find arguments, or levels that 

are different than the ones in the main body, and elaborations as 

well as information about phenomena and where they can be 

encountered in the notes. It is for anyone that would like to look 

further, elsewhere, and somewhere other. 
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‘Here we made use of everything that came within 

range, what was closest as well as farthest away. 

We have assigned clever pseudonyms to prevent 

recognition. Why have we kept our own names? 

Out of habit, purely out of habit. To make 

ourselves unrecognizable in turn. To render 

imperceptible, not ourselves, but what makes us 

act, feel, and think. Also because it’s nice to talk 

like everybody else, to say the sun rises, when 

everybody knows it’s only a manner of speaking. 

To reach, not the point where one longer says I, 

but the point where it is no longer of any 

importance whether one says I. We are no longer 

ourselves. Each will know his own. We have been 

aided, inspired, multiplied.’13

 

‘The best way of all to approach the book is to read it as a challenge: 

to pry open the vacant spaces that would enable you to build your 

life and those of the people around you into a plateau of intensity 

that would leave afterimages of its dynamism that could be 

reinjected into still other lives, creating a fabric of heightened states 

between which any number, the greatest number, of connecting 

routes would exist. Some might call that promiscuous. Deleuze and 

Guattari call it revolution. The question is not: is it true? But: does it 

work? What new thoughts does it make it possible to think? What 

new emotions does it make it possible to feel? What new sensations 

and perceptions does it open in the body? The answer for some 

readers, perhaps most, will be “none.” If that happens, it’s not your 

tune. No problem. But you would have been better off buying a 

record.’14  
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Thus, inspiration gained in a matter of a few lines of introductory 

wording. And as such, inspiration found that is, incorporating such a 

citation in this book is meant to be a humble bow in the direction to 

where some of it came from. It is not meant to state that this book 

can, or that it will not, pry open or build anything to may have to do 

with any one’s existence. But rather the first lines are a manner of 

providing some insight into what has influenced the attempt to 

understand something about what people that are playing pop music 

convey about their existing. In this text one can say that the 

influences and inspiring texts have been so upon reading, and when 

the writing has taken place. As such they are merely just that, 

inspiration, and that can imply among other things part mimicry, 

part idolatry, part novelty, and part criticism. So it is encouraging 

then to realize that ‘ideas do not die… their application and status, 

even their form and content may change; yet they retain something 

essential throughout the process, across the displacement… Ideas 

are always reusable, because they have been useable before, but in 

the most varied of actual modes’.15 For this reason of using again we 

understand that per se becoming inspired does not mean to entail 

doing the same. How could one ever? That would be to commit an 

act of interpretive encroachment, perhaps violating ideas, or just 

perform a lengthy example of a giant misunderstanding. 

 

Let’s try to do this in another way. If one is accustomed to for 

example a CD or a piece of vinyl, one is also aware that the recording 

functions on many planes, but in most cases they will imply the 

repeat. Not the refrain, in that this can slightly shift, from time to 

time, and its content and consensual domains become incrementally 
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altered. The magnitude of recognition whether the alterations are in 

very small or somewhat larger steps will, however, be enough to 

reminisce by, and, hence, the refrain becomes perceivable and its 

content of similarities possible to detect. The repeat that a recording 

is implying repeats with accuracy and without free form excursions. 

It invites a kind of perpetuity within its circumference, which can 

only memorize with limitations in time, space and the durability of 

the specific recorded medium. As in cases with all mnemonics, 

gadgetry or human beings, what can be recollected is quite obviously 

limited and confined to the boundaries of the hardware. 

Amplification is only possible when keeping within the restrictions. 

In this sense the recording involves no novelties post the individual’s 

imagery and that is invoked by the sensory input that the amplified 

emitted sound summons. Music and the refrains of it refer only to 

itself and nothing beyond the particular tones it is consisting of. A 

recording repeats. But input like sound that is sensually received and 

aesthetically managed can evoke images even when it is only 

referring to itself and no space further. That is a distinctive power 

and potential of music whereas the recording deals with memories. 

So does the book, its text, too if one wants it to. At the same time a 

content of words holds capacities and evokes possibilities. In that it 

is something different from a repeating recording. It can point 

forward, outward and inward simultaneously, by the memory 

capacities it hosts. They are different from those of mnemonics 

because they begin working, and are amplified by the reader on her 

reading, by leaving their confines and create inhabitable, invented 

spaces that the interpretation of a text is. This is much like sound, 

for example music and its refrains. The mnemonic character of a 
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printed piece, i.e. what has been recorded before it can be read, hosts 

not only the reminiscences of what is past, but it can also instigate 

potential futures, whereas a mere recording’s capacities will be more 

clearly perceived and limited to a present. We are talking about a 

difference then in having potential as in the sound of a refrain and 

the ability to memorize like in an inscribed medium. The reader and 

the text have the possibilities to develop beyond each their particular 

confines, they have possibilities to expand, and expound existence to 

put it bluntly, when they meet and are interacting they can 

reverberate, echo in and of one another. The memorized content in 

itself does nothing but remembers and repeats when called upon to 

do so. Any potentiality, which in this book is seen in music, on the 

other hand is managed, and manages, people so that they can imbue 

themselves and other things with prospects and opportunities of 

futures.  

 

Getting on with it is no simple assignment, albeit sometimes it must 

be attempted, in several different ways, and even achieved when one 

reads, and when one writes. A way is to abstain from wide strokes 

and prevent them coming by deftly stipulating whatever is suitable 

to constitute confinement. To record, as it were. Another approach is 

to create leeway and fissures, to rupture or allow for invention. To 

think and create this is, on the level of an individual, activities and 

processes that may imply novelty. In a sense then the refrain with its 

infinitesimal alterations and deviations instigates and encourages 

the inventions that rupture and are becoming ruptures in existence. 

In between there are fusions of these why not say nodes of approach, 
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with perimeters and yet concurrently filled with promises of 

breathing space.  

 

Reaching for beyond can then be rendered possible with inspiration 

from near, close at hand, and afar, in books and refrains rather than 

in repeating and memorizing media. The marked difference being 

that the former demands some sensual managing and imaging of a 

person while the latter usually is subject to shelving for later use, 

consequently we’ll turn to words and music to try to get outside 

readily fathomed concepts and manners. This is radiating of the 

intellectual endeavours and grand ambitions of others that when 

internalized become the sources of inspiration that grow to be one’s 

own molecular creations of knowledge and minor parts of the self-

induced aspiration. Delusional as method in some accounts, yes, but, 

which should be remembered since it is more important and less 

disparaging, simultaneously inspirational and visionary in modes of 

practicing creativity. Attempting to manage a beyond, and that 

presupposes reaching it, and become outside is merely a modulation 

of becoming involved in seldom practiced academic promiscuity. But 

seldom as it is, nonetheless, it occurs. And it appears quite useful. 

We shall return to this, albeit of course in the style of a refrain. 

 

To think in itself, to perhaps in some manners try to philosophize, is 

no simple task. And maybe that is why it can allure people, still, so 

long after Aristotle, his it seems less disseminated female 

contemporaries, because the gratification of the actual attempts to 

do something difficult, while not inevitably succeeding or 

overcoming e.g. intellectual obstacles, can be conceived of as 
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rewarding in themselves. The easily accessed is not always preferred 

to the arduously acquired. With that said the novel is probably not 

widely occurring in contemporary thought, which is a little strange 

considering how, sometimes, struggles are appreciated. Instead the 

western ways of thinking can emerge like organization, while 

organizing often is evident as results of people having thought. 

Whether this is by happenstance or by habitus and the subsequent 

acting on this, inheritance and genome, from legacies of peers’ 

anticipation, and the search for acceptance or other social 

phenomena remains to be seen.  

 

What is obvious and can be said is that thinking and its related 

practices predominantly are conducted with whatever languages 

people seem to consider useful, although symbols also may work. 

Therefore one can say that it should not be a surprise when 

manifestations of thought and other philosophical endeavors appear 

to be organized. But adhering to technologies of representation, 

then, yet to be seriously considered are the forces inherent in 

languages and symbols. ‘Perhaps it’s necessary to say that language 

is profoundly wrought by dualisms and dichotomies, divisions by 2, 

binary calculations: masculine – feminine, singular plural, nominal 

syntagm – verbal syntagm’.16 With this in mind, a presupposition 

that seems not too unreasonable and farfetched to make is that 

organization and language are ways to attempt to be, if only slightly, 

lessening and managing flux by for instance composing and 

construing thought and the manifestations it results in, through 

ordering in binary systems. Perchance this is not as fruitful a 

condition in creating the novel and the un-thought. But rather they 
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are more evidently instrumental in reducing and controlling, which 

can possibly purport in effects of intellectual containment instead of 

proposing efforts to think, and, eventually, understand, if not 

uniquely, possibly slightly differently.  

 

So can a movement of foci from deterministic depictions and 

normative conclusions of individual as well as collective examples of 

living and working to the processes of becoming of people whose 

practices of creating are emanating from emotion, affect, and so 

called divine inspirations, and ambitions of communicating it, be 

useful?17 That is can their acting and processes of accomplishing this 

inspire and become a line of flight? Fleeing in this sense can come to 

imply passing through, stumbling, and stuttering into, upon events 

of invention and of comprehending with a little touch of difference. 

An escape in which the image of thought of the more common 

accounts of studying the organization of sensations of being, is 

momentarily left alone in favour of something else. Here, then is 

where notions of passing through become interesting insofar as they 

are profoundly involved in processes bringing on invention, which, it 

can be argued, is what creating music is to a great extent about. In 

other words, making a tune involves a magnitude of avoiding binary 

thought that may be more evident than in some other examples of 

practices in profitable strives where the acts of repetition can be 

perceived as stronger forces. Following this one could propose that 

the understanding of these endeavours can more readily suggest 

fragments of novelty, in other words refrains of previous and coming 

efforts, than some other examples of people producing and creating, 

wherein invention and overcoming divisions by 2 are of lesser 
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importance. Hence, I suggest that this book and its material is 

working with the musical refrain’s potential to bring something new, 

while certainly a memory’s repetitive structuring is a material that 

can be part of what this happens in relation to. 

 

The material which has become parts of this attempt to comprehend 

endeavours in the organizing and producing of popular culture is 

coming from what people are communicating about their 

experiences. They appear as individuals that are being deeply 

influenced by emotion, affect and so forth, to become inspired to an 

extent that they are able to create music, organizing for this and 

subsequently let others hear it. Their manifestations are emanating 

from inspirations like the just mentioned and other perceptions, and 

the consequent knowledge of them is being conveyed as sound. This 

is not a turn around of or an inversion of how what people are doing 

is comprehended. It is not yet to stutter and stumble, pass through 

and loose oneself. It is a way of attempting to understand what 

people that use artistic expressions and expressing and manners of 

communicating, tell about their practices, and how they are thinking 

somewhat differently than what is often customary in social space 

about these. It is like understanding, imagine if you will, ‘[a]cts of 

thought without image against image of thought; rhizome or grass 

against trees; the war-machine against the state apparatus; complex 

multiplicities against unifications and totalizations’.18 So in 

connection with this, there are the examples of pop musicians doing 

pop music and relating their endeavours of becoming communicated 

that are inspirations to the challenge to open up to a possibility of an 

other understanding.  
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This, as will be shown, is an awareness of continuous relating and 

becoming relations in existence. With it and with other empirical 

foci there lie suggestions that we can get at further interesting 

results. To accomplish this, when proposing an effort to understand 

how something is working and how we are doing when we are 

organizing it, it may be of some relevance to undertake research with 

empathy, listening in, and if only momentarily, perceive the cinders 

of human beings existing and their activities rather than derived 

idealizations of persons or the organization of industrial hosts of 

them. And possibly while representing other’s existential doubt and 

bewilderment connected to notions of creativity and financial 

implications related to their ambitions to communicate 

manifestations of affect and emotion, make use of and find 

inspiration in epistemological and philosophical promiscuity, 

methodological flexibility and empirical nebulosity. 

 

Of course this can be taken as a stab at advocating that some 

questions are more important than others. But that is not the 

intention. Basically all anyone can say about our different forms of 

asking and questioning is that they are different. Nonetheless, some 

modes of inquiring, some questions seem not on their own account 

or from the categorizing they are subject under, to be permeated 

with the probability or perceived importance to become important 

enough in society. For example some problems carrying suggestions 

about the conditions of workspace and about human existence are 

given answers and adhered to arguments that are perhaps to some 

extent not as important as attempts to profoundly understand 
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qualities in our lives. Then we would be dealing with conditions 

human beings live under, with, or unconditionally lack and need.  

 

More to the point we sometimes investigate and analyze a 

phenomenon without asking open ended questions. Following this 

we come to see problems, symptoms, of something that have effects 

on other things, and we consequently take action to decrease or 

increase those. Quite possibly we may then retort to deferred policies 

of governing rather than ideas of for instance empathic managing, 

and, as an outcome, the experience that instigated the investigation 

in the first place, whether it was an actual problem, a symptom of 

something disadvantageous to workspace, an ailment, or not, 

happen to end up at someone else’s table. An effect – we seek its 

cause – the result is policy. It can be interpreted as a movement 

beginning with a normative description of something and resulting 

in a deterministic prescription aiming to govern it.  

 

However, when seen in this way the point of a matter may deviate 

from the intention with it. Because questions found in reason and 

the predominant beliefs, and trust, devoted to rationally, objectively, 

created knowledge, are not imperative to consider, or compare, with 

questions of the qualities in workspace or of life. They, like the talk 

about comparing apples and pears, are related but not the same, 

appearing to seem different. So it is not important to try to level 

inventions emanating from and with pertinence to the profound 

understanding of human existence, with for instance the great 

efforts to conclusively map the human genome, or capture the wave 

patterns of tachyons, and propose the supremacy of the subjective. 
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Neither is it beneficial nor is it fruitful, or likely to temporarily 

succeed, to researchers and others to argue about this division. At 

least not when the developing social space is considered, but 

perhaps when zero sum games are. Anyway comparison and 

depictions of causality are naturally not part of efforts to understand 

activities, processes and endeavours people are taking part in. 

Therefore it is an interesting task to attempt to understand what it is 

we do, when we are doing something, if it can somehow further 

ambitions to slightly increase, improve, the dignity and profundity – 

if only for a single person and her possibilities –  in the duration of 

life and while the inventing of existing is happening.   

 

What can be research in a social sciences sense then? Besides 

showing the relation between ailments and symptoms in a 

workspace, and the consequences they may have. What can it be 

besides, for instance, to investigate how over time financial 

instruments, tax reductions and hedge funds’ speculations in a 

specific line of business, cause companies in ditto niche to have a 

greater profit margin, than with new capital investments? Or to 

continue with contrived questions, what in practicing an 

ideologically funded policy is causing the unemployment figures to 

increase during a boom? Is it not also reasonable to begin, since we 

spend perhaps up to a third of our adult lives in workspace, to 

attempt to think about possibilities to make it more inspiring, more 

pleasant and comforting, more rewarding by understanding its 

conditions, inherent ambitions and interests more profoundly 

through knowledge from comprehension? This can probably imply 

normativeness – make it inspiring, pleasant and so forth – but it is 
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only a manner of suggesting that academic understanding can mean 

something in relation to how people are experiencing their work, 

among other things, when the manifested knowledge is in its turn 

discussed. After all it is quite obvious that people not satisfied with 

the conditions of their livelihood seem to abound in daily life and its 

encounters, in research as well as in business, in care taking and 

governing as well as slacking, on the stock market and in the 

workshop.  

 

One can easily see that malcontent is common in human social 

experiences and thought, but why should we not attempt and 

deserve a life without regrets, with continuous well-being and bliss? 

That is, why can we not warrant and be worthy of striving for what 

we, as individuals, think is improving our aspirations with existing 

insofar as it does not involve any costs to anybody else, by doing 

academic inquiries? Whether reasonable as ambition and inspiration 

for qualitative research, or more befitting other activities like 

creating fiction, is of course a plausible consideration. Even so this 

book is such an effort that may, hopefully, be used to inspire similar 

endeavours in workspace. And in this way it can quite probably, 

considering lessening malcontent and increasing wellbeing, handle 

some doubts of its justification  by answering to one of the reasons of 

why research is publicly funded. Namely the one found in an 

assumption, and expectation that the results should be of gain and 

contribute to those who are footing the bills. 

 

One can say that human beings might on occasion prefer to consider 

so called rational arguments, reductive depictions, and objective 
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facts, quantitative solutions and analyses of human qualities, over 

interpretations of qualitative input, when coming to (make) 

decisions in their individual and collective social spaces. If former 

suggested foundations for decision making are plausible, and as a 

consequence even are prolific and proliferate, perhaps the irrational, 

the empathic and subjective, and the aesthetic knowledge and 

emotional competencies can tend to become somewhat discarded. 

By way of inquiring from perspectives that may allude to criticism, 

how come we allow ourselves to burn out, have nervous break 

downs, contract or create psychosomatic symptoms and 

affectations? Oftentimes they are proposed by news media to be 

emanating from our work spaces and have effects on our bodies and 

minds. All the same as a collective it is not unusual for us to persist 

with doing overtime and accepting rigorous control devices, while 

avoiding managing our individualities and private lives. Granted 

that we can support ourselves to a degree we find agreeable, how 

come we do not allow ourselves to follow our dreams, pursue our 

ideas and loves, and instead to a certain extent defer our own time, 

allow it to become re-contextualized, and possibly reterritorialized, 

in the domains of work schemes, industrial processes and strategies 

of business? Why are we continuing to concern ourselves with 

perspectives like seeing problems as bipolar, black or white, and 

show subservience to their solutions’ inherent potential to dominate 

us, without thinking twice about it? How come we cannot seem to 

laugh, love, and feel good and become benefactors of our own selves 

24/7? 
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Without actually trying to answer rhetorical questions like those 

above, perhaps it is because we lack some, even profound interest for 

and understanding of existing in conditions and relations where we 

adhere to the expectations of others and simultaneously pursue our 

own ideas. Not to forget that the experienced, accepted or believed 

obligations of the social, and financial spaces, for example expressed 

through materialistic pursuits and tales of 60 hour work weeks as a 

standard, have us striving to maintain and improve our levels of 

support – but not necessarily with equal vigour and ambition our 

levels of existing. Instead we are left with inquiries with no definite 

answers, incomprehension, no obvious insinuations or guidelines 

and a plentitude of avatars of uncharted territory. But no matter a 

lack of comprehending and any eventual and subsequent discontent, 

the querying deserves to be performed since it is to deal with human 

beings’ existing in social worlds, and ‘stating the problem is not 

simply uncovering, it is inventing. Discovery, or uncovering has to 

do with what already exists, actually or virtually; it was therefore 

certain to happen sooner or later. Invention gives being to what did 

not exist; it might never have happened.’19  

 

It is not remarkable to avoid questions that are of a character 

pertinent to existing on behalf of ones applicable with logic and 

rationality in existence. So why bother with phenomena like the 

suggestions of researching organizing of social spaces if ‘things fall 

apart; the center cannot hold’?20 Perhaps the answers may not 

benefit society and its individuals as much as they could have. 

Especially since some suggest that ‘[t]he Academy, in its daily life of 

pragmatic, ideologically-informed governance, and in its intellectual 
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life of learning and teaching, is a vast space, a glittering palace, for 

misrepresentation’.21 This is problematic if it is assumed that re-

presentations and representations are an integral part of the work of 

Homo Academicus when she discusses, thinks, teaches, and writes. 

Missing it in that case certainly will not improve any views on the 

accumulating and already accumulated knowledge that may be held 

by people. Hence, ’[i]f there is a “crisis of representation,” a refusal 

of central meanings to stand still… However much we exert 

ourselves, however much we deny it’22 why persist in attempts to 

write about and rewrite the social world, and the materials of the 

social? Because if there are kernels of plausibility in those 

problemizing and critical comments and suggestions the 

consternation entailing the raising of objections can imply 

hesitations and questions like why write? Why attempt to publish? 

To not perish, as the American proverb and sentiment advocates. 

Evidently we miss the point anyway. 

 

Well if nothing else becomes obvious quite possibly the reasons, 

answers and inducements are as many as there are people 

attempting to survive. Simply put, though, because the business, the 

craft, and in the publicly funded functions the intellectual 

assignments as Homo Academici employed by universities, and 

other research institutions, have traditionally been and still is 

reflection as well as textual production and materializations of this. 

Certainly another relevant notion to take in account, which is 

probably more centered on the ego, is found in the instances where 

an individual puts forth the view that curiosity is a prerequisite and 

research activities can be seen as springing from it. The products on 
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the other hand are probably of more or less societal gain to other 

human beings, and of more or less importance to the existence of the 

individual conducting the research and writing about it.  

 

Which is interesting considering that researchers are salaried from 

for example the Government’s tax revenue, grants and private 

funding, to produce, create and form knowledge, or what can 

become its foundations, that are communal achievements that are 

freely accessible. It is well known that the results are usually carried 

out in a manner which is printable, but also by sharing by telling, 

tales, stories, and make accounts of the work, as well as the path 

towards the fulfillment of goals. This is of course, regardless of 

judgments of qualities in the products, expected by the paying 

citizens, society at large, and governed by ideological policy 

operationalized by the Minister of Education, and administrated by 

Deans, staff at the Faculties among others. So then the stuffs of the 

Academy seem amongst other considerations to consist of and 

contain content of empirical material, epistemology, methodology 

but also demands and expectations of the guild, financial 

contributors and possible beneficiaries and proponents of political 

goals.  

 

But of course in its printed manifestations, assembled in articles, 

monographs and chapters content can emanate from other forces 

than this, like for instance that which is being fuelled by inquiries 

and efforts to understand the phenomena that curiosity have 

somehow illuminated. Thus, research can be, and is, if not mainly 

commissioned by collective funding then principally by individual 
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ambitions, their prying and inquisitiveness. In this sense research 

manifestations are created from capacities that might have effects 

such as something other, diverse, deviating or deriving from 

previous incarnations of knowledge. That is, inquisitiveness and 

snooping will then result in more profound or new understanding, in 

diverse ideas leading to suggestions of how we can be coping with 

existence. But at the end of the day, no matter the why and how, the 

question marks, research, professional survival, financed curiosity, 

implies the production of results, such as for example in 

supplementary explanations, novel accounts of causality, and tales of 

comprehension. As well as in representations and re-presentations 

of logues printed like monologues of text, the dialogues of discourse, 

and polylogues of thought.23  

 

Quite often in research readers expect accounts of methods, 

epistemological views, and ontological suppositions. Quite often in 

research they get it. Usually with respect to arguments that the text 

will be better, or more, understood, and the writers will come across 

as having viable and trustworthy arguments. Sometimes that may 

well be the case. For instance an ethnographic work will seem more, 

or less, relevant depending on the methods of gathering materials as 

well as the amount of time spent to do it. Common are the thick 

descriptions and they are often conveyed through a text laden with 

empirical material. In social anthropology perhaps qualities in the 

ways the studied peoples and tribes conduct their lives by, i.e. the 

oddness or “otherness” of them and their modes of living, are of 

some relevance when the results are discussed. In finance, finding 

inspiration from the research methods of the natural sciences, and 
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the formulas of higher mathematics and statistics and in the 

selection of data and how it is measured, valued, weighted are its 

foundations for testing validity and worth.  

 

In doing this a research report can sometimes come to consist of a 

comparably large amount of text devoted to arguments and accounts 

of practicalities and considerations of the academic crafts. And the 

empirical material itself and the results may comparably then in 

their turn amount to much less text considering where the seed of 

the new knowledge is stemming from originally. Certainly the case is 

in some examples that the empirical element of the story is quite a 

large part of the written work, and this can be exemplified in some 

ethnographic and other descriptive works as well as case studies. 

Quite probably these scientific manners are of both interest and use 

for explanations and interpretations, at the same time as they might 

also be questions of mere reproduction and re-presentation. It can 

be suggested that it is important for reasons of some kind of 

academic trust although it can all the same result in sheer 

recapitulations, and inventions of the wheel for the umpteenth time. 

To strike an equilibrium between all different components of the 

materials adhering to reporting research, or at least to near some 

tangibility or points of reasonable reference with a sense of balance, 

is undoubtedly an integral constituent of the job. Presumably it is 

also so with choosing what should be included and excluded in any 

final version. But this is not to suggest that the wheel like wordings 

should not be there. It is instead to reflect on if it is conceivable and 

fruitful to attempt to balance a text’s elements, or perhaps just go 

with the suggestion that ‘[m]ost thinkers write badly because they 
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tell us not only their thoughts but also the thinking of the 

thoughts.’24  

 

Anyway for a plethora of reasons and motives people are resisting, 

consisting, retaining, and containing themselves with working 

towards ideas of creating understanding by heeding to individual 

and perhaps egocentric call-ups. ‘Listen, tell tales, read, write. Four 

creative activities. Four different art forms… Grab the pen and write. 

To write is a way to live. In writing your life presents itself: clearly 

and beautifully and with all experiences and possibilities… To 

problemize, among other things the obvious. To make questionable. 

To see in a new way from a new perspective. To point out the 

possible but not yet realized. To invent the new. To reinvent. To 

surpass the established… magic kisses, existential parties, healing 

and inspiring meetings’.25 At the moment of being called up, while 

listening, if only then, to attempt to become creative and inventing 

are activities conceivably worthy of sympathy and enthusiasm and 

not utopian fantasies. Simultaneously this kind of paying attention is 

seemingly neither permeating social spaces nor processes of 

thought. Quite the contrary since thought is, it appears, constituted, 

organized and conditioned by, inter alia, language and theoretical 

constructs, political aspirations, financial expectations, emotional 

modes, reduction and stigmatizations, in short manifestations of 

establishment that are being made by ourselves.26  

 

In academic efforts and texts made and aimed to understand and 

disseminate our endeavours, our lives, and us there often appear 

ideas, suggestions, formats, demands, inspirations originating in 
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and deriving, deviating from considerations concerning techniques 

of and problems with empirical input, epistemology, methodology 

and representation. They can range from the universally 

encompassing to nanosized biotech, from the quite instrumental and 

holistic or containing to the more flexibly inquisitive and critically 

exploring or interpretive. At hand are ideas of for example dialectics 

and statistics, empathy and description, understanding and 

causality, flux and structure etc. The considerations and the methods 

may, or occasionally may not, have a lot to do with the resulting 

manifested representations of life. Aiding the work towards 

comprehending or explanation, to reiterating or exclusion are 

questions. That is, investigative, existential and philosophical 

questions that can influence the researcher when she makes her 

conscious and deliberate and less controlled and unconscious 

choices. Most certainly the manner and modes of wondering, of 

experiencing astonishment and partaking in questioning, have 

effects on the text and the results that are presented.  

 

For example a researcher can ask; how it works when Virpi Pahkinen 

performs and ‘finds the very essence of existence, in the cycle 

between life and death, birth and extinction’27; she can inquire into 

which, at the time, new sensations were labouring when e. e. 

cummings was Waving not Drowning; or how it remains 

continuously possible to experience new perceptions and sensations 

when Curtis Mayfield’s recorded voice is reverberating with soul 

voicing the words of a homicide in Billy Jack? The answers and 

arguments, i.e. the suggestions and new thinking that can be implied 

and thought, will involve notions of understanding. Indeed 
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questions can also be posed in other manners where hypotheses are 

stipulated, tried and led to causality, where arguments by thesis and 

antithesis lead to a synthesis, or possibly a falsification. In these 

cases, analyzes become, as a consequence, a foundation for critique 

of the old model and the outcome a presentation of a new and 

correct formula.  

 

On the one hand, with an overt focus on the inquiry, perhaps the 

answers might be slightly forgotten and rendered less important. At 

least if they are made to solely measure up to a believed or implored 

expectation and adherence to methodical and epistemological 

hegemonies. After that it can become rather a hesitant text and a 

reiteration of almost in some manners guild-like statutes. On the 

other hand, what may be of both societal and individually greater 

importance is the work to attempt to understand and invent, or 

explain if this is sufficiently applicable, for example forces and 

emotions, the affect creating and preceding them, in the activities 

and relations among people. Admittedly these are probably illusions 

of an imagined grandeur of what research can be, and, most of all, 

what its results can come to indicate and what public gain it can 

connote. More likely, what is left to spy on, what loot researchers 

and inquisitive people can bring to thought is probably mundane, 

worldly. Nonetheless, if such ambitions are realized the results could 

come to matter to people on a profound individual level seeing as 

they are after all emanating from their peers. These are the remains, 

more than cinder, less than manifestation, of the internalizations, of 

the externalizations by and of us as forces in humanity, that are 

prevalent and interesting materials of the social.  
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By using some other than the most common thought and knowledge 

usually associated with studies of the organizing of popular cultural 

production, by becoming inspired by this, and by people that seem 

to spend time in flight, attempting to understand what is not easily, 

readily perceived in, and from their thinking and acting, perhaps 

new spaces of understanding will open up. At least in comparison to 

the kind of comprehension that can appear as slightly unforgiving in 

the sense that the methodological effects in research texts like 

categorizing, compartmentalizing and modeling have been used. 

These elements may be interpreted as ones where so called reality is 

managed, and consequently manufactured, by, primarily, excluding 

materials of the social. But to some people usually none of the 

materials, none of their perceivable phenomena are appearing to be 

readily ordered and categorized.  

 

Rather they seem to occur and manifest by happenstance, 

serendipity and momentary fluke. People are doing. They are acting 

and conducting, revolting and chancing, inventing and managing. 

People are partaking and endeavouring, as well as excluding 

themselves and therefore examples are ceaselessly appearing of 

those that are applying, implementing while not necessarily 

reflecting over their activities. Enter enduring inquisitiveness! 

Naturally whatever is being discussed is worthy of it because 

someone has chosen to devote their time to it. Whether they choose 

to use common, traditional examples and works or texts and 

empirical input that is bordering on what is conceived of as avant 

garde. The point being, as it were, is to suggest that when organizing 

and effects of the creating emanating from planes of emotion, 
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inspiration, affect are being considered and researched, perchance 

the writing about comprehension can appear with profounder 

possibilities of novelty in thinking and understanding.  

 

The challenges to flee the seemingly tacit, although apparently 

consensual modernist boundaries of thought, by making a conscious 

avoidance of dilution, delusion and reduction, can become fruitful by 

watching, listening to, spying on people making efforts to do things 

inspired by pure feeling and deeply felt urges. These are for instance 

human beings that are involving themselves in processes, acting and 

phenomena that stimulate their minds and bodies in movements, 

progressions of creating, followed by the sometimes intuitional 

manifesting of expression. In other words people that are inventing, 

creating, effectuating, and expressing events emanating from 

emotion, urges and so on, which come into, if at all, perceptible 

domains, while they are existing in relations to and with more 

prosaic forces such as for example organization and investment 

analyzes. The expression itself can probably in its turn achieve some 

affect in whomever that perceives it. But who are they these people? 

‘To this rare species artists, and those benign contemplation of all 

kinds, but also the category of task-less that spend their lives 

hunting, on travels or with love affairs and adventure, belong. All 

these people welcome work and sacrifice as long as it is united with 

desire, and of the most difficult, of the toughest kind, if needed. 

Otherwise they are noticeable by a resolved un-resourcefulness’.28  

 

And it is as interesting, and important to try to understand how the 

resolvedly unresourceful do, how they make their representations, 
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interpretations and expressions, as it is to explain an industry and 

convey comprehension of its management. When the spaces of our 

social lives are experienced in manners that can be perceived and 

comprehended, there are continuously appearing illustrations that 

emanate from cracks at thinking individually, originally, and living 

freely. Not all the time coming into graspable modes but often 

enough for them to be treated with humble curiosity. This is 

suggested with respect to notions that put forward ideas that not all 

modulations and instances of the social spaces are comprehensible 

or even possible to understand in any useful way. In other words it is 

seldom contested that artistic, creative, and artful endeavours and 

expressions that people are involving themselves in are proposed to 

emanate from for instance divine inspirations, the benevolence of 

muses, profound individual urges of expressing and communicating 

one’s privately acquired knowledge, and so forth. This makes the 

persons and their expressions very different. They are manifesting at 

times what is considered to be of a magnitude other than the so 

called commonly mundane, secular and corporeal materializations 

and examples of expressing importance in professional and social 

life. Thus, it can be somewhat thorny and imbued with complexity to 

venture to successfully understand examples of this, of acting and 

processes where and when the appearance of ‘[a] life is the 

immanence of immanence, absolute immanence: it is complete 

power, complete bliss’.29  

 

Arguably these people’s existing and what can be understood of it, 

basically it is usually coming from what they are expressing in their 

respective art forms and communicating in media, is of interest. Not 
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merely or necessarily because this can imply blissful experiences or 

notions of the plane of immanence as an ever flowing cornucopia 

wherewith creativity and inspiration for inventing is given force. But 

because these individuals sometimes talk about their efforts in ways, 

and through their various manifestations when they already exist or 

are becoming evident, as if they were remaining primarily curious 

and as if they were making use of and understand our terra firma, 

our social and intellectual spaces, in manners and ways slightly 

deviating from the professed consensual making of worlds. As a way 

of perhaps making a finer distinction one can say that they are 

perhaps not always curious but at least they are trying to invent new 

stories, images, movements, melodies and songs etc. So they are in 

that case attempting to combine their skills, thinking and acting, and 

knowledge in novel arrangements to get something new to become a 

result. That is, to be able to do this, possibly they are apparently 

uncommonly experiencing and managing intensities in art, love and 

philosophy, in work, in life in relations rather than as excluding 

forces.  

 

These people, like most of us, are doing it while they are also 

containing and conforming to, becoming contaminated and aroused 

by phenomena of the social world. But in their manifestations of 

understanding, and in their utterances there is something other, 

‘something material – visible but scarcely readable – that, referring 

only to itself, no longer makes a trace, unless it traces only by losing 

the trace it scarcely leaves’30 that is hinting and shading 

implications. At least it seems a safe enough assumption to make 

since their accomplishments are often involving people with both 
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cultural products and their makers. Hence, presumably thinking-

and-organizing their lives, their processes they offer and present 

traceable forces and phenomena, cinders of expressing and 

communicating and beings of sensation, that are hopefully useful in 

other ways than what is oftentimes claimed with research results. So 

from the oddness, the originality of others, if there are suchlike 

qualities, there might be something to learn.  

 

Whatever suggestions and insinuations there can be from research, 

of scientific studies, of questions and answers pertaining to how it is 

working, people concerning themselves with them are obliged, for 

reasons of illustration, of pedagogical concerns, to come up with 

examples, experiments, illustrations, or create images, etc. All of 

these can, of course, be questioned, and criticized, hailed and flailed. 

They are, nevertheless, there to aid the conveyance of researchers’ 

understanding and what can eventually become knowledge. There 

are the examples of problematic relations in human endeavours that 

can occur when e.g. one, or a few, individuals’ trajectories are 

tangible with those of collectives. That is, a single human being’s 

ideas and pursuits in relation to those can imply spaces, interests, 

ambitions, and friction, which may affect that selfsame individual 

for instance, in her work spaces, in her interpersonal relations. It can 

be one among many a working assumption of people’s organizing 

and making business, while the leading of their lives is the backdrop.  

 

That is to say that resistance may occur but the obvious lack thereof 

is an equally plausible and likely effect of the trajectories and forces 

of humanity as a collective as well as to its individuals. So if frictions, 
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for example, are obvious research might be fruitful, and, as a 

prospect, of gain. On the other hand examples other than frictions, 

of e.g. frictionless relations, of encouraging achievements, can of 

course also be fertile in the conceptions of texts and created 

knowledge and how these can come to matter in the social spaces. 

However, it appears that what is good, what is working well, is 

seldom deservedly appreciated, least of all in research, unless 

evident factors and traits of success, of marketability and 

profitability are concerned. Probably because these are easier to 

legitimate and conceive of as worthwhile, for instance by association 

with experiences of gratitude, as they are possibly considered as 

progressive and beneficial to earth’s populations and therefore can 

be described and function as for example normative guidelines or as 

an essence for prescriptive actions. 

 

Nonetheless, it is not by necessity fruitful to center attention on 

whether there are actually perceptible good traits of successful 

acting, human beings experiencing desperation from roughness 

caused in their processes’ tangible or almost adjacent trajectories. 

Invention and comprehension, the creating of knowledge, can also 

emanate from and be inspired by examples that invite 

experimenting to understand. One suggestion where these can 

become known are pop musicians, and their organizing in and of 

pop, let’s say they are existing in pop life, seeing as ‘the same thing 

that leads a musician to discover the birds also leads him to discover 

the elementary and the cosmic. Both combine to form a block, a 

universe fiber, a diagonal or complex space. Music dispatches 

molecular flows… music is not the privilege of human beings: the 
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universe the cosmos, is made of refrains; the question in music is 

that of a power of deterritorialization permeating nature, animals, 

the elements, and deserts as much as human beings. The question is 

more what is not musical in human beings, and what already is 

musical in nature’.31  

 

Although since music is here ascribed some generality together with 

its permeating qualities that are being expedited, it is also thought of 

as inherent with an ambiguity, opening up both for thought and 

movement, and energies to instigate acting. This is very likely 

considered to be in some instances quite different from other 

expressions of creativity and bureaucracy. Hence, if music is or can 

function like an intensity, a power, that permeates both women, 

men, nature, activities and culture – the social spaces – possibly 

then musicians attempt to in other ways, than what is consensual, 

expected, suggested and recognized in more institutionalized, 

bureaucratized businesses, and organizing, understand life, living, 

art, work, and how to represent it. Not for the reason that the music 

itself is on occasion suggested to originate from energies, intensities 

and maybe even spaces, where human beings are not prevailing, but 

because musicians by their capacities to funnel inspiration from 

these perform their processes of finding creativity in modulations 

that are slightly deviating from other modes of creating and 

organizing. Thus, perhaps it can be advocated that they also, 

sometimes, somehow are acting, producing, living, assumedly, 

existing through and on other levels, and planes, that have to do 

with effects, and the hosting of affect, of something completely 
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different, almost alien but, nevertheless, familiarly immanent in all 

our lives.  

 

‘The life of the individual gives way to an impersonal and yet 

singular life that releases a pure event freed from the accidents of 

internal and external life, that is, from the subjectivity and 

objectivity of what happens… This indefinite life does not itself have 

moments, close as they may be one to another, but only between-

times, between-moments; it just doesn’t come about or come after 

but offers the immensity of an empty time where one sees the event 

yet to come and already have happened’.32 So by attempting to 

understand what people are communicating about their experiences 

and instances of existing between, that is in the professional lives of 

persons paid to create aesthetic output, who are one can say hired to 

perform their perceptions and representations of life of what has and 

has not yet happened, what is becoming happening, an 

understanding of some novelty can be manifested. These pop 

musicians can be suggested to find inspiration to create sounds 

from, and of, events that are not connected to their own subjectivity 

or the one of others.  

 

Expressed differently, it is naturally not uncommon with researchers 

that they host hopes that their examples, their reading and studying 

will provide, stimulate, rouse results, and therefore textual 

production of some originality. For that reason by tapping some 

planes, perhaps they too can be receiving affect like e.g. producers of 

cultural goods. This can be inspiring curiosity, and figuratively 

speaking then another way to understand how it is working when a 
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recording of Curtis Mayfield’s voice is implying how soul sounds. It 

may in its turn present some understanding of what is not first and 

foremost a managing of others. But instead it will illustrate what 

happens when people attempt to profoundly involve themselves and 

influence activities and processes in their own lives.  

 

By way of expounding the idea with the investigation, it is not a 

question of recognizing executive management but rather in its 

place, it is to try to become appreciating of how pop musicians 

perceive how it is working with the managing of one’s self in a 

context influenced by business thought. In this manner when 

considering their handling of themselves in a commercial setting, 

the aspiration is to comprehend, from what they are communicating, 

how they are appearing to exist in relation to a few influential forces. 

In this context they are perceived as being creativity and loyalty, and 

expression and money. The relations are making the space which is 

working as an inspiration in the effort of figuring out what existing 

with simultaneous possible persuading forces, can come to imply for 

thinking and acting to these people.  

 

But why spaces of pop music and pop musicians, and not where 

people are working more according to what is advocated to be 

common conceptions of what this can be? Well, if ‘[w]ork keeps 

everybody at bay and provides an obstacle for the development of 

the capacities of thought, want and independence’,33 is a reasonable 

categorization, then unquestioningly it is a suggestion that involves 

that formal employment and activities like these may function as 

reductions. If so, work, interpreted as above, can bring effects of 
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monist and similar ways of diluting and deluding professional life. 

Whether this is a reflection with quite an obvious bias and as such a 

prejudiced construction, or an empathic and insightfully rendered 

version of how work space can be presented, it, nonetheless, exerts 

influence. To decrease this influence, as obstacles in connection with 

processes sometimes convey unwanted effects, whether it is biased 

or insightful, one can bring into play inspirations that previously 

have diminished impediments by employing thought that is not 

primarily safely anchored in the familiar. For instance like the 

challenge in trying to understand how ‘an “ideological,” “scientific” 

or “artistic” movement can be a potential war machine, to the 

precise extent to which it draws, in relation to a phylum, a plane of 

consistency, a creative line of flight, a smooth space of 

displacement’.34 As a consequence then here is an offer of work, as 

input, which is not as covered by accomplishments of curiosity as 

some forms and modes of processes involving ideology, science, 

planning or artistry are.  

 

In other words, by understanding artistic movements more 

profoundly rather than alleged obstacles of work, and what those are 

is a matter of opinion of course, examples involving inventing, and 

sometimes while existing, experiences of otherness and even 

originality present themselves. And it can be argued that if ‘[m]usic 

has a thirst for destruction, every kind of destruction, extinction, 

breakage, dislocation’35 it is an artistic movement, and not 

something chiefly categorizable as work, and, accordingly, it can 

become useful in this book. If not as an experimental space, quite 

probably it can provide examples specifically pertinent for 
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understanding and discussing people’s endeavouring and organizing 

leeway to become and remain existing as creating and inventing 

individuals while adhering to their loyalties to different influences 

and forces. To do this the empirical input becomes not only that 

which is usually required in a work like this, it also becomes of 

profound importance in how comprehension can be got at. In a 

sense the promiscuity and movement of what can be perceived in the 

empirical materials should at least momentarily harmonize with 

unanchored thought and flux found in already published 

encouragement. Now this would presumably take that it is 

considered that ‘[e]mpiricists are not theoreticians, they are 

experimenters: they never interpret, they have no principles’.36 But 

then it deserves to be stated that there appears materials to be 

experienced and experimented with, almost certainly only if artists 

and thinkers, or, rather inspired and inspiring human beings, can 

insinuate, or leave, traceable cinders to their understanding, and 

their lines of flight out of the State, into the machine. 

 

‘What does music deal with, what is the content indissociable from 

sound expression’?37 That is to say besides sound and rhythm, what 

can music imply? When it makes an impression, and when it is 

perceived, often enough ‘people identify music and musical works 

more or less with musical experiences, or the intentional objects 

thereof, others stress the creative act of composing or playing, and 

still others emphasize the objective outcome of these processes… all 

three areas, that is, the poetic process of music making, the objective 

work or performance, and the aesthetic experience of the listener’38 

offer examples that can work in this book insofar as they can literally 
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emanate from e.g. money-making ventures and their resulting 

carrier media units as well as the lives and existing of those doing it. 

However, here the primary research interests are with the creating 

pop musicians and in a deeply inspirational albeit scientifically 

superficial sense some inspiration is coming from the music made 

with their sound- and noisemaking instruments, their hard- and 

software. Albeit as has been stated, it is not the assemblages of 

women/men + sounding machinery bringing about the music and 

the manifestations that matter but rather the principal sources of 

materials are coming from what artists that compose and perform 

their own songs are expressing about a few of their working 

conditions. The backdrop is an industry that seeks to earn a profit 

and yield on their investments by distributing and marketing 

peoples’ musical expressions, given that it is reasonable to generally 

assume that ‘everyone else engaged in record-making is simply a 

part of the means of communication’.39  

 

It has here, and elsewhere, been suggested that music is originating 

from the planes of divine inspiration, emotion, urges, affect and so 

forth, and, hence, that it can be perceived and received as an 

expression of pure feeling, in much like an approach similar to 

becoming aware of a haecceity, with other meaning, other 

implications than what comes out of accompanying and 

complementary appearances and individuations of cultural 

production and work. Certainly it is not all that farfetched to 

interpret a notion like this, regarding where it is emanating from, as 

an illustration of imbuing music with ambiguity and to not simply 

abstract amplified sounds from vinyl, compact discs or digital data 
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files. And it is nothing original in suggesting or implying this. But as 

a way to argue that this is pertinent when contextualizing musicians 

and pop music in relation to studies of people creating 

comprehension of their experienced conditions and organizing 

themselves it functions reasonably well and is of some importance. 

Because the idea that music may come from other spaces and host 

some qualities and effects that can be argued to differ, if only 

diminutively and temporarily, from other fast moving consumer 

goods and other materializations of human achievement, in how it is 

experienced and received by listeners and how it is a priori and post 

its creation spoken about by its composers, will have consequences 

on the research materials, the interpreting of them and the results of 

this. 

 

To further consider music’s suggestions and potentialities, some of 

its ontological characteristics, ‘[i]s it by chance that music only 

knows lines and not points? It is not possible to produce a point in 

music. It’s nothing but becomings without future or past. Music is an 

anti-memory. It is full of becomings: animal-becoming, child-

becoming, molecular-becoming’.40 After all it is said to be referring 

only to itself. So one can see that it is often proposed as a becoming 

of pure feeling and therefore possible to only comprehend of in 

relation to those whom it can affect even before it has been received, 

in the duration of it being perceived, and after it has been heard, as 

an instantiation of a being of sensation.  

 

Nonetheless, thinking of image it has a relationship to and can be 

associated with what cinders involve. Because ash is a remnant as 
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well as it can function as a fertilizer; it is in this sense an amalgam of 

a history and a future. Therefore it can entail traces from a past and 

of what may come simultaneously. If it did not have effects of affect 

it would not, so profoundly, and over and over again become 

communicated by people to people. And people wouldn’t invite and 

internalize it; wouldn’t dance, cry, snap, smile and tap while hearing 

it. But since the main interest here lies with the very corporeal 

musicians doing it, let us not forget that this is not to claim that all 

music is made, or perhaps mediated, solely from emotion, pure 

feeling and other influences or even have listeners at all. So to 

modulate an impression of music it can be mentioned that it also is 

presented in a utilitarian way because some of it is made for and has 

a role and finds use as supplementary cultural products in e.g. films 

and theatrical performances, as an ingredient of ambiance in 

shopping malls, elevators, and commercial advertisements and so 

on. It also is made to contribute to an ordinary commodity, the 

prerecorded unit of memory one could say, with content. In that 

sense perhaps one then that entails less affect and involves more 

effects of an aural atmosphere, and, hence, becomes more of a 

utility.  

 

But, nevertheless, whether an audience can perceive and profoundly 

feel it, whether people can compose refrains of their lives, traces of 

their acting, mediating feeling as well as utility, those engaged and 

existing in pop exemplify encounters of interstices, interstitial 

spaces, relations within continua of internal and external processes 

and activities. That is, relations as in something that probably 

happen whenever human beings are doing things at the same time 
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as showing an awareness of and loyalties to different interests, 

demands, ambitions, whilst attempting to improve on life, making a 

living or striving for survival. It is, in other words, to be expected 

that people with involvement in manifestations of their personal 

interests whilst contemplating loyalties make for existing in 

relations, and that is most likely something many individuals do, are 

experiencing, or even feel they are subjected to. 

 

‘Can we escape this thinking in terms of spatial metaphors? Must 

thinking be visual thinking?’41 Maybe we can not since root 

metaphors seem to be spatial and working by evoking images.42 

Probably it can have something to do with sight and the constant 

investigations looking for and making patterns, whether they are 

intellectual, visual or audible etc. Perhaps it is therefore, as the 

powers emitted by root metaphors seemingly influence someone’s 

fantasy and fiction, the cyberpunk novel Neuromancer set in the not 

too distant future, presents the Matrix of information flows as 

visualized by colours and shapes.43 The author could have chosen to 

depict it differently. So what to do with something that appears as 

chronologically or more precisely, a rhythmically linear anti-

memory, thirsting for breakages and dislocations? There appear no 

shapes and colours, and no imagery that is readily connectable with 

and possible to distinctly affiliate with it. And this is after all 

suggested by thinkers about music. At the moment this grows to be 

conceivable in the cases when music is involved and has profound 

affect, it can be proposed that there appears something like an 

otherness, an “oddness” inviting subsequently new comprehension. 

The reconciliation, and inspiration, is in the thought that ‘[t]he 
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passion for music is in itself an admission. We know more about a 

stranger who abandons himself to it than about someone indifferent 

to it whom we deal with every day’.44 Despite then that any kind of 

patterns, besides from the rhythmic ones, are lacking, understanding 

can be found and knowledge, thus, created. Maybe we can escape 

after all. 

 

The ambiguity and abstractness of sounds still entail possibilities to 

find something out about the stranger, composing, playing and 

recording them. So even though attempts to understand our social 

spaces and processes, and the becoming qualities of these, may 

present these as being evasive, efforts should be made since people 

most certainly benefit from a plurality of perspectives of 

understanding the conditions we live with. The new and assumedly 

original understanding may come across as abstract, ambivalent and 

farfetched, or it may be presented comprehensively and legibly. 

Without any of it what remains is equilibrium, a status quo in the 

created comprehension, which may loose in importance when other 

phenomena and endeavours are changing. That is when the social 

and the very material worlds are continuously developing like they 

do. At least this how a realization of a notion of national policies as 

well as policy making regarding the activities, and the funding of 

research, can be fathomed to be proposing.  

 

Focusing on expectation can mean compartmentalization and 

intellectual confinement. And concentrating on qualities of 

originality invites attempts that are if not entirely novel then at least 

with some inventiveness concerning empirical material and/or the 
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modes it is to be understood by. So generally, ontologically, 

epistemologically, although arguably not aesthetically, examples of 

pop musicians, and their creativity emanating from for example 

experiences and feelings become plausible for assumptions and 

expectations of thinking and research, because they mean, at any 

rate, minute qualities and implications of novelty. In other words it 

is possible to attempt to avoid representations of monism and 

rationality by trying to understand, momentarily, plurality, and flux, 

through and in the undulations of creating related to industrial 

structures and stratifying.  

 

Buzz Lightyear in the movie Toy Story said ‘to infinity and onwards’ 

or something along those lines. It is reminiscent of when a boxer is 

practicing to hit not the belly button but the spine, not the jaw but in 

its extension the vertebrae in the neck. She aims to build up her 

muscles and techniques and have them uniting in the fist and reach 

the greatest momentum about 10 – 15 centimeters ahead of the 

actual point of impact. This is evocative of and can be compared with 

the sprinter or short hurdles athlete that plans her race by trying to 

reach the highest speed after having passed the finishing line. Of 

course what happens is that she accelerates somewhere around two 

fifths of the race and after that maintains her velocity.  

 

All of these, Buzz included, are aiming, through practicing and in 

certain ways programming movements and thought, to surpass their 

limits and increase their possibilities of managing what they have 

not done before. In writings about project management and 

entrepreneurship thought goes to ideas meaning to conceive of the 
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inconceivable, surmount the insurmountable, or strive to realize 

potentialities in people and processes, and making goals that are 

partly fixed and partly flowing.45 This is of course generally 

applicable in many research studies. Reach for the stars, end up in 

the tree tops and perhaps avoid poking around in the mud covering 

the roots or something like that. The judging of whether it is working 

or not involves diverse opinions but to make every crack at it, is as 

honest and humble a way as any, at spending what government 

policy suggest is okay and reasonable, for society to move on.  

 

But are ambitions as such, of surpassing, reaching the highest 

velocity after finishing, throwing the intellectual punch were it 

makes the most impact, to go for infinity prevalent in existing 

research trials with pertinence to pop music? Many studies of pop 

with a media perspective are conducted from industrial and 

commercial viewpoints in that they have a notion of it as a 

homogenous business that aims to put out, distribute media 

products with engraved music. Simultaneously they highlight and 

argue that this is counterproductive to innovative sounds and 

compositions. This takes place with smaller actors managed by 

idealists and music lovers. In cultural studies the work, e.g. the 

lyrical content, rather than the person/s behind it are the 

phenomena of interest. The studies made from business perspectives 

are commonly conducted in the same manner as in media studies, 

albeit the focus is more on the financial, strategic and the structural 

notions of the business. Thus, no answers or claims as to whether 

the cool Mr. Lightyear’s inspirational shout to his toy friends, how 

boxers and runners train, whether or not entrepreneurs and project 
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managers make efforts to reach beyond merely presenting the 

fulfilment of specifications and plans, or generally reaching for the 

infinity that hosts the stars, have any bearing on research. But 

besides theirs and the intellectual encouragement of others, and 

moreover the evocative effects that satisfied muses may share, it 

seems a good idea to work towards ambitions like these and try.  

 

To reach an aspiration as this, to attempt to provide, in concordance 

with ideas of why research is funded, some new and original 

knowledge to society, there are a few things that can be tried. One is 

to find empirical material that is infused with novelty. For example 

by it not having been abundantly and gratifyingly covered or 

disseminated by curiosity. Doubtless it is very hard to argue that 

such is the case with most phenomena of the social spaces. But it is 

also reasonable to suggest that the approach of understanding the 

specific phenomenon is imparting the material with possibilities 

implying some newness of conceptions and understanding.  

 

In a manner of speaking it can be said that an attempt at being an 

early academic settler interested in events in social spaces can result 

in a product sufficiently reaching, and living up to what society 

expects of new knowledge that is being added to what already is 

there.  The examples that are used in this text come from a milieu 

and business, wherein ‘the roots themselves are in a state of constant 

flux and change. The roots don’t stay in one place. They change 

shape. They change colour. And they grow. There is no such thing as 

a pure point of origin, least of all in something as slippery as music… 

every day new connections are being made that create potentialities 
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which are unimagined. The journey from African drums to the 

Roland TR 808 drum machine, or from the Nigerian “griots” to 

UB40 and Ranking Ann doesn’t run in straight lines like a sentence 

on a page. It circles back upon itself at every opportunity. And 

nobody can catch a sound on paper because a sound melts into air as 

soon as it’s made’.46 Correspondingly, of course, nobody can catch a 

haecceity on paper if it is pure like this individuation that music is 

with its mooring in feeling and emotion and so forth. Insofar as we 

even should strive to seize anything imploring a vagueness of 

perception, if it is at all conceived of, it yet remains quite possibly 

sound to expect that whatever is caught is at best a very incomplete 

and drab representation of anything involving an impression of 

individuality, to not say human beings, their experiences, emotions 

and practices, even their statements.  

 

In the rootless spaces of pop the social materials, for instance 

processes and activities, i.e. examples of the input of empirical stuffs 

needed and used to understand people becoming involved in 

something that is of importance to them, are, to their appearances, 

fleeting, in continuous flight evading, undulating. Granted that using 

them is a way of recognizing how something is working it has 

consequences for research and the writing-and-understanding, as 

well as understanding-and-writing anything about it. In a sense the 

material becomes profoundly involved because it not only influences 

how interpreting it will work, it can also be seen to harmoniously or 

disharmoniously sway the application of the inspiration of the 

efforts and the processes of comprehending. Quite obviously there 

are instances where the conception of the tool someone is using, 
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whatever kind of construed or applied framework this is, it will be 

more or less predisposed to compartmentalize material and 

interpretation, and whichever philosophical inspiration and 

inclination one is ascribing to, it will be anticipated to complement 

and accurately correspond with and to the empirical input.  

 

However, if traditionally the conditions of research are presented as 

precise and ordered, formed, it can all the same also be proposed 

that people’s lives are becoming imprecise and unformulated, for 

example when they are situated in modes of existing that are 

fuliginous, transparent, unfulfilling. So is it unreasonable then to 

suggest that an approach need rather harmonize whilst still swaying 

somewhat, than disharmoniously cut and paste what has been 

observed, or people have shared, into a framework that will 

compartmentalize and render flux into the fixating of precise 

depictions? Is it implausible to instead internalize and work towards 

the suggestion that the social materials, in that sense, cause the 

model’s guidance to be obsolete, the interpretations offering norms 

transparent and practitioners in a way clueless? The answers could 

easily have been no and no. But that is probably to commit a grand 

error and underestimation of human beings and research, as well as 

practicing a variation of precision and conveying modular 

knowledge. It is only another way of being irreverent towards 

previous and coming endeavours of researchers and their 

understandings of simplicity and instability.  

 

Although by mulling over attempts at finding a little harmony 

between materials and influences while simultaneously considering 
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how spaces of pop are referred to, it is not farfetched, to withhold a 

primary interest in and foci on the people that are continuously 

providing it with events and content, and the more so related to the 

ones responsible for the actual sounds than those making up the 

members of management. Even if the events the artists instigate and 

provide and the content of their music presumably will remain vague 

and hard to handle, what they tell about their thinking and 

experiences is making it possible to become aware. While 

ambivalence and vagueness are inherent characteristics when it 

comes to grasping for example processes it is not unreasonable to 

propose that the ambitions of comprehending the traces of humans 

endeavouring with their convictions, dreams, ambitions and 

loyalties leaving cinder-like implications, are at best experiments, 

resulting in inventions and misrepresentations. But attempting to 

understand our spaces and worlds is currently what we do to avoid 

blissful ignorance. 

 

By way of beginning processes leading to reminiscing we will see this 

again: How is it working when people are organizing themselves, 

and, thus in a sense the other, in creative and commercial 

businesses? How are people managing themselves as well as their 

contributing in and sharing of collective processes in businesses with 

foci on making commercial and distributing manifestations? How 

are musicians emerging to exist in relations of expression and 

money, when they are associated with the creative manifesting of 

pop music? How are they communicating and relating this to 

financial interests or how are they bearing in mind the implicating 

powers of capital and their ideas of expressing their inspirations? 
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Questions as these indicate and inspire an inquiring that offer 

possibilities of investigating and deliberating, and, following this a 

potential to more profoundly comprehending our organizing of 

living and existing in modes while we are evolving between Homo 

Economicus and Homo Creatus, that is while we are managing 

interim events, our individual intermezzo. The primary focal point of 

the queries, or more exactly the heart and gist of them being that 

they are making possible an unraveling, disentangling and 

elucidating of our continuous individual and mutual existing in 

shifting social spaces. Thus, we are not going to be concerned with 

for example connectivity – dichotomy, relation – singularity or flux 

– inertia. Rather in this book the inquiry that is inspiring, guiding 

and supporting is formed as a marveling over what people are saying 

about their manners of organizing pop music. So it is coming from 

how it is appearing to work for pop artists existing in relations that 

they have effect on, and that are also effectuating their continuous 

movements between influential nodes. 

 

It is, hence, an endeavour to perceive of an existential connecting 

and linking which pop musicians seem to be involved in when they 

are working. Certainly related to the effort is the job to provide some 

traces or premonitions to this by way of conveying how my 

wondering over something has become manifested, and it could be 

expressed as an idea of seeking to understand how we attempt to 

simultaneously appreciate and distinguish our individual ideas, 

strives, needs, and dreams from our professional and collective ditto. 

Hopefully it emerges as more nuanced as the text is moving on. In 

this we will find ourselves dealing with organizing, i.e. phenomena 
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seen between blinks in the corner of an eye, which is different from 

organization, since that is like a house in the street, something we 

can step up to and touch.  

 

In any case the challenge to understand people’s activities in the pop 

music businesses is an endeavour to understand a few relations in 

organizing taking space in a competitive and commercial industry 

emanating from processes and practices that are the acting and 

realizing of individual ideas and collective ambitions. They, the 

relations that is, appear as producing and emitting influences and 

forces inherent in people’s lives that they, internally as well as 

externally, adhere to and are affected by. It is in doing this also a 

trial that echoes of for example other considerations wherewith 

questions in relation to the social world and a workspace which 

seemingly is expanding within and having effect on our private 

worlds are dealt with. Anyway to attempt discussing possibilities of 

dignified, worthy work-lives by studying an organizing emanating 

from ideas of dispensing aesthetic output, spaces where both senses 

and intellect are employed in the processes of creation and 

production seems a start. So since there appears in the businesses of 

pop music manifestations that include the negotiating of aesthetics 

in its marketing and manufacturing of products it works as material 

for this. And in addition political processes are for example 

discernible when they emerge in the bargaining and bartering with 

and in the argumentation for individual and collective interests and 

expected outcomes.  
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Processes and activities taking space in the materials of the social, 

now beginning remembering what will come again, I suggest appear 

perceivable as relations of forces that for instance are influencing 

and attracting, maybe distracting people. So pop music can 

exemplify in the organizing and managing of its creating, 

distributing, and marketing, an endeavouring and working that may 

be about titillating beauty, or other knowledge from the senses, at 

the same time as it is about analyzing investments.  Presumably that 

can be said for most spaces of business, but, nonetheless, it could be 

that sensual and intellectual faculties and capacities are given, 

delegated, different focus of attention and used differently 

depending on what kind of output the organizing is aimed to result 

in. Senses and intellect may be understood and handled, or valued 

and measured as it were, differently depending on where in the 

continuum of relations, in the organizing of activities of creating, 

and distributing, output, they can be understood to be situated. In 

pop music they, as has and will be repeated, appear to be in modes 

of relations of nodes which the individual will relate to and on 

occasion sometimes experience herself being managed by.  

 

Relations in existence, or rather relating and existing, especially 

when this is pertaining to what someone does for a living and when 

financial questions are regarded, is a continuous managing and 

organizing that is emanating from among other things processes that 

may anticipate or derive from what is recognized as qualitative 

materials. Of course these materials can unquestionably consist of 

quantified and quantifiable data, but here this is not so. Like data, 

qualities are important, no matter what characteristics, worth and 
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capacities we find, ascribe or imbue them with in our respective 

ways of existing as working people, and becoming more aware of 

their potentialities can be interesting and of certain benefits to 

society. The simple idea is that notions of what well-being can be in 

work- or other spaces can emanate from profoundly understanding 

the relations and the conditions of these by considering peoples' 

intricate loyalties and manners of handling and considering their 

existing with and in them. That is the loyalties, or ambitions to 

adhere to one’s individual and the company’s collective expectations 

appear and are rendered understandable, as relations. In a sense 

then perhaps the restoration or invention of joy, dignity, pleasure 

and profundity in a lustful workspace is a possibility. It may entail 

some inspiration for the individual striving to fulfill ideas, as well as 

the collective ambitions of industrial subjects, so that by 

understanding that there are movements in existing we can avoid 

overloading and burning out our selves. At least to a lesser extent 

than what it now appears to be.  

 

When attempting to handle and deal with an approach of human 

beings appreciated to manage themselves it seems reasonable to 

consider how it appears to work when organizing is understood by 

considering relations as inherent in the practicing, thinking and 

experiencing of it. That is, in other words, how organizing appears to 

work in the spaces of the continua that are making up a relation’s 

possible trajectories and connecting points. It is an inquest into how 

it is working when people are managing their individual ideas and 

the collective’s ambitions and goals, by understanding what 

musicians tell about processes in the creative and commercial 
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businesses of pop music and comprehending in these relations and 

influential forces. Supplementing and inspiring this, is a superficial 

aspiration which may be stated as an effort to understand the 

organizing in and of pop, rendered useful by modulations implying 

more of what is going on in pop music; the actual processes of its 

industry as they are presented by artists and materialized in 

representations in media.  

 

However, that can be argued to be too simple, too arbitrary an 

ambition for research. Hence, an additional idea is to employ and 

problemize how some understanding is manifested in text, of the 

representations and techniques of representing materials of the 

social. If the suggestion that stratification pervade, persevere, in life 

and in the making of worlds and constructions of sociality, is 

plausible, how, then, can researchers research in materials stratified 

by themselves, and the researched, and what effects will it purport to 

techniques and considerations of representation? What gives of a 

qualitative understanding when distinction, distinguishing, is 

supposedly the foundation, basis and essence of for example rational 

management and decision-making?  

 

It may appear as a little strange when the bodies with the powers of 

problem formulation also can suggest solutions and present the 

resulting knowledge. Nonetheless, by researching existing and 

organizing in pop and considering the representation of organizing 

in and of social spaces, quite possibly the thesis – an argument 

formulated through an underlying assumption; it is being handled 

by expressing it as a hope that we are capable of by continual 
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reflection on the ways we evidently understand and produce 

knowledge profoundly, frivolously contribute to life and living – can 

be made to somehow fit and work. Therefore we approach the notion 

that, presumably, ‘ideas of reading, writing and text can contribute 

to social analysis by breaking the distinction between social reality 

and its representation and by questioning ‘how’ we are implicated in 

the construction of knowledge’.47  

 

With pop as an empirical example, there is a phenomenon that is 

hosting instances where people invent and negotiate aesthetic 

processes and products simultaneously as they appear as 

performers, producers, consumers, critics, judges, and human 

beings. As a result the persons engaged in creating pop music 

present very good examples of the relating to several influential 

forces. It is not to imply that they are being solely unique in any 

space and time or that their stories should be necessarily more 

important than others. But rather it is to propose that what they say 

about existing between forces of creativity and money provides 

something highly interesting and useful. It is also the case that being 

curious regarding something is more endemic and inspiring to 

thinking than solely striving for uniqueness. It means that a very 

good, if not by chance a superior example can inspire the efforts to 

feed the curiosity in ways that are sufficient. Consequently we need 

the examples that are good enough, so to speak, to avoid too great a 

degree of compliance and orthodoxy in results, while remembering 

or seeing that ‘the less people take thought seriously, the more they 

think in conformity… Truly, what man [of the State] has not 

dreamed of that paltry impossible thing – to be a thinker’?48  
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So by becoming playfully serious and, of course, seriously curious, 

and please do exchange playful, serious and curious as you see fit, by 

attempting to envision, to become feeling, and inventing that ‘the 

problem is not an “obstacle”; it is the surpassing of the obstacle, a 

pro-jection’,49 inspiration and the territories of the Academy where 

creating and understanding becomes knowledge, is encountered. In 

that, there may hopefully originate a few more opportunities to 

create, to find, to serendipitously come across yet an other space for 

an attempt at thinking-and-understanding, and, understanding-and-

thinking. It is a like trying to pry open some spaces and making use 

of and becoming inspired by their potentialities.  
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‘Becomings are not phenomena of imitation or 

assimilation, but of a double capture, of non-

parallel evolution, of nuptials between two reigns. 

Nuptials are always against nature. Nuptials are 

the opposite of a couple… like sounds. Colours or 

images, they are intensities which suit you or not, 

which are acceptable or aren’t acceptable. Pop 

philosophy. There’s nothing to understand, 

nothing to interpret.’50

 

What often is being researched in the human and social sciences are 

you, we and our lives, in a sense what we are emitting and 

effectuating as well as connected effects, and existing is where 

nothing is with necessity easily concluded, rational, or even 

appearing to be evident. When doing is concerned, often exemplified 

by diverse processes and activities as well as eventual manifestations 

of these, it is at times suggested that we are organizing. The 

manifestations themselves become organizations because they are 

inflated with inertia, i.e. one can say that this is what has made 

processes possible to perceive. The territories of understanding 

organization, organizing, and representing this, can be 

circumscribed by protocol and conduct not necessarily sprung from 

the researched materials, but rather from social and environmental 

expectations. Those can for instance be to adhere to methods of 

collecting and interpreting information, or data, and how this 

should, or can, be represented. Undoubtedly the methods and 

techniques of representation can be helpful, although they can every 

now and then certainly produce and perform like obstacles.  
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For example it is reasonable to imply and bring to mind that an 

effect of an ontological presupposition that processes in social life 

are becoming, that they undulate, is neither uncommon nor 

unreasonable, which therefore comes to mean that a precise 

impression from time to time is too simple a representation of 

something so profoundly complex and continuously in movement. 

Even so, obstacles and support aside, the will to power over self and 

collectives, being a force in for instance the spaces of pop music, and 

the affect and effects of the unexpected and unforeseeable and the 

unruly chaotic processes of becoming are important to continuously 

bring to study. After all implied in an idea of an ontological state of 

the movements and flux of the social, is the assumption that it is not 

actually one but an unremitting change of states that are 

momentarily and temporarily minute, paced sluggishly as well as 

rapidly in shifts, modulations and alterations of people doing. For 

the creating and creations of knowledge it may indicate that they can 

be imbued with certain fleeting sensations or if those are to be toned 

down the results, interpretations, the abstractions need to be 

presented as ones that can host the multitudes, the ambiguity 

suggested by the possibilities that an ontology of instabilities may 

involve. Therefore single handedly ideas of something conclusive 

over the ambiguities of the social may not work as well as they could, 

and solely dichotomizing is a somewhat unwarranted conditioning 

for perceptions and representations of living. Quite so since in the 

researchable phenomena of the social spaces, existing, and living, 

can be argued to appear like a fine mesh of interstices, nodes and 

networks, flux, quivering places, and cool, beguiling, human beings.  
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Perhaps it is rather better after all to take complications sincerely 

and consider the support of popular common techniques of handling 

materials genuinely. Instead of letting curiosity lead, which 

admittedly can be to romanticize and idealize research after a 

fashion or treat academic work naïvely and accommodate and deal 

with the assumptions of organizing as instances of becoming, maybe 

it is more advantageous to partake in what some critically refer to as 

‘soulless instrumentalism’.51 Not doing it may well come to mean 

that interpreting becomes all the more inconceivable, and 

accordingly all the more difficult to communicate instead of a source 

of benefit for knowledge development. To be more precise all one 

can do is to make few choices, suggest and argue for them, be as it 

may with helpful and obstructing methods and the ontological 

fluidity that seems to be life, whether or not it means ‘the 

subordination of emotion to reason’.52 Hence, by understanding 

what artists say and propose about the spaces of pop music, of e.g. 

the importance of its processes of creating and their effects, and of 

the aesthetic possibilities and other influential phenomena, there is 

leeway to attempt to work influenced by social, philosophical as well 

as academic ideas other than the ones concerned with primarily 

obvious and overt characteristics of commonality. If for nothing else 

so because the creation of music, and the listening to it, is expressed 

to come from and produce affect. In other words it is an 

individuation that can have affect on people, and then as an effect of 

this it may produce activities that need not necessarily be only the 

expected ones of dancing, smiling, and crying but also processes of 

other kinds and with other scopes than those adhering to our 

corporeality.53 Here, in this context, they are rather more concerned 
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with commercial enterprises than for example perception or what 

and how something is being communicated. In some ways this event 

of having affect, before, in the duration of and after creating music, 

on the musicians as well as the presumptive listeners and 

consumers, is a profound characteristic that seems not to be all that 

commonly distributed. So part of the argument then, and following, 

consequently, thus, is a good moment for making a choice. ‘It is time 

for scholars to stretch their imagination, to ask questions about 

music’.54

 

When it occurs that the compartmentalization of work life and 

private life is obvious, when categorizations and separations happen 

to be plentiful and simple, and the privilege of formulating problems 

and solutions appears to be predominantly legitimated politically or 

hierarchically, myths of rationality, and hegemonies of ideals and 

truths may prevail. Of course neither work nor private life is that 

simple and easily conceived of. Although when using a simple notion 

of organization understanding may still very well appear with 

effortless, even austere, clarity. But to assume, comply with and 

explore flux; enter the conditions of artists. For the reason that it 

seems as if individuals and collectives organizing art become a mesh 

of ambitions and dreams, loyalties and convictions, expressions and 

money together with music’s characteristic connection with affect. 

They emerge among other things as an obvious blurring of the 

private and the public, leisure and work. That is to say, the 

sometimes referred to as traditional manners of distinction are not 

as readily applicable as they previously have been suggested to be. 

For example the space wherein what is categorized as work in the 
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sense of invention, creation and production, is not necessarily 

limited to an office, the shop or the studio.55 The hours devoted to 

work that support the more prosaic times and modes of life and the 

hours devoted to leisure seemingly blend together in activities that 

may, or may not, be rewarding to the individual in her pursuit of for 

instance commercial or relaxing effects. 

 

‘Why the continual stride to organize – is existence inherently 

disorganized? Why is it necessary to expend so much energy and 

attention on organizing – would there be no order without constant 

human intervention? Obviously organization silences 

disorganization – organization makes its “opposite”, or hidden 

cause, invisible. The necessity to stifle disorganization is born of its 

efficacy. After all, the complexification of the natural world is 

achieved through disorganization – i.e. through self-contained 

processes that depend on no external “hand of man” to create their 

order. Organization is normally conceptualized as a logocentric force 

– a way of thinking that assumes that human intervention, planned 

action, man-made constructs, are superior to nature and/or 

spontaneous causality’.56 That is, superiority itself, is constructed 

with and made to function and be understood by logocentric tools 

and instruments in that it is both initially formed by them and the 

comprehension, in its turn, is most of the time manifested with read 

and spoken language; words.  

 

It can also be argued that logocentric forces can become self-

fulfilling, when they are being enhanced and perceivable as for 

instance a prophecy of sorts, with momentum fuelled from itself and 
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by itself. What we think will happen happen, to put it bluntly, not 

because we could foresee anything, but in the act of wording 

foretellings lay powers that constitute. In a sense, in that case, 

something like a theory, or an account of events passed, can also 

project effects, at least if they are expressed in any manner where it 

can be said that it is done with a logocentric approach. One can 

suspect that if this is reasonable, then manners of reproduction of 

previously noticed organizing will be some of the outcomes as not 

merely original logocentric instruments are the only ones employed. 

But as not all can be projected and foretold, in spite of the 

constituting potential of prophesies, there is most of the time space 

for spontaneity, and natural development so to say, since creating 

and creations can in their qualities of becoming, invoke and accept 

flexibility and novelty. Disorganization is apparent together with 

spur-of-the-moment causality and the stifling organizations of 

efficacy. 

 

In other words notions of thinking and acting become of some 

importance when reproduction and reaction are considered to be 

obstacles for shifting and altering modulations of organizing.57 In 

that way the logocentric superiority may perhaps work by suggesting 

hesitance and some anxieties, or uncomforting feelings regarding 

disorganization and not intervening. Not merely an organizational 

laissez-faire turns problematic but also the option to not organize 

and shape maps. The lack of comfort can stem from a want and urge 

to control but not being able, allowed, to do so. And indeed control 

and order, symmetric pattern generation seem to be traits inherent 
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in, almost indigenous to humanity, often in combination with strives 

of generating and reaching efficacy.  

 

If social constructs, instances of temporary inertia, social 

agreements or however we prefer to call our different 

understanding, work to recount and pro-ject it is plausible to assume 

that human initiated logocentricism and organizing is if not readily 

perceived as superior, then conceived of as more workable, 

manageable, and more agreeable for us. This implies that pattern 

recognition, often through actual words and concepts denoting 

organizing, will become occurrences that are comforting and easier 

to incorporate. They are perhaps seen as more readily internalized 

individually and collectively, than exposure to the continuous 

adapting and adjusting involved and inherent in an existence 

influenced by disorganization, self-contained processes and 

autopoesis. So like so called chaos destabilizing forces of 

disorganizing seem to be avoided, generally, with retreat and salvage 

found in forms and schemes, plans and expectations, like the 

markets aimed to produce and maximize value and worth. This is 

not to say that fears of, wishes, urges, and wants for organizing are 

either less or more important than processes without human 

intervention in for example nature. However, it is not the un-

organizing, disarrangements and patternless arranging of for 

instance fractals, or the subversions of the rebelling and conquering 

weeds in the foliage and grass that are understood by discussing 

organizing in this text. But rather these are some minute aspects of 

social existing in commercial spaces of cultural production. Studying 

artists making pop music provide examples of organizing in 
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temporarily less hierarchical, constituted modes that are, 

nonetheless, simultaneously intricately interwoven and inter-related 

with formalized modes and structures of organizing such as goals 

and financial expectations.  

 

Still it is not implausible to ask why someone would make efforts to 

read and write about the organizing of the social world; so why 

should any one aim to understand social phenomena? Especially 

considering organizing and disarranging, human intervention and 

rhizomatic growth, or as it is proposed here; why try to understand 

how movement and people existing in-between or inter-nodal works 

when it already seems that ‘things fall apart; the center cannot 

hold’?58 The conditions which any achievement of understanding is 

weighted under are, it appears, suggested to be gruesome. 

Supposedly there are as many answers as there are individuals prone 

to give any. After all people obviously still show some pertinence in 

realizing their ambitions with consideration to the creating of 

knowledge. Regardless of if there are arguments proposing the 

impossibility of an essence, a middle of things, or if there are 

patterns to be recognized. And in spite of contesting perspectives 

that take precedence over each other there are notions that would 

suggest at least some intellectual commonality and consensual 

agreements of temporary understanding of how it works when we 

are existing. Although if for instance ‘the paradigm mentality does 

not acknowledge [is] that the philosophical assumptions which are 

understood to 'underpin' research are themselves discursive effects 

rather than being foundational axioms’,59 then that can come to 

mean that results are less influential than they otherwise could have 
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been. Even granted that essence, axiom and paradigms are supposed 

to be how patterns of the social are signified, and designated, in 

relation to what the materials are actually allowing for. Perhaps 

when people are concerned humbleness could be as important a 

feature in research reports as ever epistemological, ontological and 

theoretical considerations are. 

 

Arguably the lack, or acceptance of trustworthiness in intellectual 

and literal nodal formations, whether they are geographical, 

philosophical, and political and so on, appears to be inherent in 

arguments of their pertinence in knowledge creation processes and 

activities. Maybe then if in general arguments we were more 

forgiving and including, not to say humble, they would perhaps 

merit that the influence and the implications of research, despite 

them being divergent rather than confluent, can be more interesting 

and of some use in social spaces. Having suggested this it is probably 

reasonable to assume, if it is plausible to put forward that 

inventiveness can emanate from not only competition but also 

senses of lacking on the behalf of the results of others, that since 

knowledge continuously is created, the modes of agreement and 

manners of incongruity and discord are to some extent fruitful.  

 

‘The Academy, in its daily life of pragmatic, ideologically-informed 

governance, and in its intellectual life of learning and teaching, is a 

vast space, a glittering palace, for mis-representation’,60 it is 

claimed, so it seems important to create awareness about concepts 

concerned with the academic milieus, if not because of its societal 

responsibilities and policy making effects, so for acquiring some 
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honesty and responsibility in the possibilities of continuously 

creating new knowledge. Unless practices of research are to become 

less inventive and more conserving and the views of the results 

neglected and disregarded – which the social and human sciences 

occasionally are subject to in times of scarcity of funds for example – 

perhaps the efforts to understand emanating from its ideologies, 

social constructions, so called foundations could be somewhat lesser 

used. But it seems that curiosity is prevailing because, nevertheless, 

obstacles, policies, politics, people persist with being astonished at 

the wondrous, wonderful, possibilities of wondering about how we 

do, whatever this emerges to be when we provide for our existence.  

 

So it can be argued that since ‘work comprises so much a part of 

everyone’s life, organization practices can contribute greatly to 

[spiritual] (mental) growth. For example, problem solving processes 

which call forth creativity or challenge conventional thought 

patterns, or which lead to workable or new solutions result in 

additional learning and thus we experience [spiritual] growth’.61 

Expressed differently, by attempting to continuously understand 

how it works when individuals are organizing the social spaces, inter 

alia, the processes, activities, practices of and artifacts in human life 

one can find the input and inspirational material needed of use in, 

and for, interpreting our realities and worlds, in short our selves, in 

modes somewhat differing from previous tries and manifestations. 

However, given this, the materials of the social spaces still appear as 

becoming fleeting, evading, undulating, organizing, and even when 

practices, as reifications, as relations, can be perceived, intellectually 

if not literally performed. They remain amorphous elusive 
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phenomena that defy still momentary capture. But no matter the 

possibility of not fixating even momentarily or satisfactorily social 

life, understanding empathically, really should be attempted 

basically on the assumption that profound comprehension of ever 

changing conditions may make life, for individuals, more worth their 

wile, more pleasant, more inspiring, more comforting, more 

rewarding, with mo’ less blues, because comprehending then means 

to offer some knowledge of characteristics of flux in social spaces, 

some shady moving momentary patterns. It is in a way an 

understanding that is at least imbued with possibilities of becoming 

upgraded and lingering with changing circumstance, and not 

remaining like an instance of neglect that will result in backwaters of 

unawareness, which is perhaps blissful but still reaped from or bred 

by ignorance. And besides behind notions of funding intellectual 

explorations there are ideas of contributing to society and the 

common good. 

 

Often assumptions are made regarding established and principal 

ideas of right versions being created and supported by their 

manufacturers and advocates, and they are at times withheld by 

entrenchment, and by embedding. That is the legitimacy of versions 

of the world is sometimes argued for by their being situated in 

discourse that is agreeable to its creator and her peers. Save for a 

gnawing notion that perhaps it is naïve to hope that someone could 

find a direction of ideas, a version of the world, to be the right one. 

This would be a hint that the situating of it in an agreeable discourse 

is not a justification or legitimization of anything but instead a 

placement that means to belong to and become accepted into a 
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community of peers. This is neither to claim that the assumptions 

and versions would not be advantageous to societies, nor that they 

would be unsurpassable obstacles for development and insight. But 

the pluralism of versions continues to be suggested by for example 

agreeing that the social worlds and ‘[s]ociety cannot be entirely 

summed up in terms of rational, economic contracts, [as] it is also 

experienced through moral encounters as well as random concrete 

experiences, which are not necessarily aimed at a particular goal, or 

finality’.62 This can be perceived as a demarcation or distinction of 

sorts, however, it can also be seen as versions with differing scopes 

and opportunities to contribute and benefit to, for example 

knowledge makers and practitioners. Certainly suchlike world 

versions, i.e. those who are including pluralistic materials and 

interpretations, are in a similar way embedded and entrenched in 

modes much like those ideas are that can be perceived of as 

excluding a likelihood of interpretive leeway.  

 

Still it does not seem unreasonable to persist with the belief, a hope 

that all someone researching, working and existing can do, is to try 

making their version fit and work.63 Hence, scientific knowledge can 

be and possibly already is a matter of belief, preference and trust in 

uncertain descriptions, or of versions being adopted, legitimized, 

and, in this fashion earning their levels of applicability and of 

rightness. In for example news media and general everyday 

conversations, a somewhat unquestioning, uncritical, view of life, 

more so than in research, ascribing to the general ‘dominance of 

rationalist assumptions… that promote and legitimize a privileging 

of reason as a source of moral action’64 may be sensed. Insofar as 
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acting is moral and not a reptilian reacting to a stimulus perhaps 

ethical considerations are made albeit with an explanatory rationale 

as foundation.  

 

It is probably not out of spite, or of any profound convictions of how 

society really truly is that rational views resulting in versions of and 

processes in social space are not uncommon. Maybe it becomes 

more conceivable if one thinks that people may, arguably, confuse 

moral and ethical reflecting with rational reasoning and explanation, 

and therefore it is also plausible to consider and assume that the 

materials of the social spaces and notions of organizing are all the 

time available although notwithstanding pluralistic. That is, it can 

appear as a mixing of the content or configuring of the social 

materials that are complex, in flux, with those that are simple and 

stable and, and so we see and experience plurality not by choice but 

by necessity. The outcomes then of this, it seems to be suggested, are 

probably slightly in favour of that which is more accessible instead of 

complex and complicating and because of this easier to manage and 

comprehend. It is possibly one cause to why rational reasoning 

sometimes precedes.  

 

However, versions can too be effects of different interests, and 

agendas, regarding representation, and what and how materials, or 

data, as it were, can and can not be used. And wherefrom interests 

emanate, and from where we choose modulations of doing inquiries 

into our materials is as much a matter of personality, life and love as 

it is about ontological presupposition, epistemological 

argumentation, philosophical points of view, financial opportunity 
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and academic mentorship. Admittedly it does not seem all that 

widespread to refer to our spouses when we argue choices. So maybe 

it is a time and space for us to displace ourselves, and abandon the 

ideas of finality, of encompassing knowledge, of ideal states and 

circumvent activities that aim to conclusively strive for an ‘accurate 

representation of reality’.65 Maybe now there is a time and space to 

be generous and at least in practice and in the manifestations of 

research of businesses and organizing, inspire, and allow people to 

problemize and criticize ‘the modern way of thinking about the self 

in organizations [which] marginalizes destabilizing encounters that 

take place all the time’.66 After all it is not out of all proportion, it is 

not unjust to suggest that no matter epistemological assumptions, 

theoretical inspirations, ontological convictions and philosophical 

beliefs, activities of entrenching results and analyses and embedding 

them in discourse that maybe does not contest but rather 

corroborate them is comme il faut in academic publishing practice. 

Of course there are also the published manifestations performed 

that serve to constructively criticize texts. But the arena where the 

peer reviewer acts out her perceptions of the discursive consensus 

does, seldom, aim to include what is not agreeable by those 

standards. Whereas it must be stated that those texts that are not 

agreeing can, but certainly must not, be excluded in journals. 

Unquestionably it is presumptuous to claim such a single minded 

version of Academia. All that can be said is suggested by 

acknowledging that such publishing practices or problems thereof 

can be observed.67 And this is evidently for reasons of scientific 

preferences that not necessarily are solely emanating from 

philosophies and methodologies of science.  
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But while concentrating on and measuring up to what society, whose 

members are funding research, can expect from practices in the 

social sciences, the people and phenomena that are studied, in other 

words instances in organizing processes, planning and managing etc. 

should not be forgotten and excluded. That is their contributions are 

equally important to funding and the intellectual labors of 

comprehending and making use of themes of epistemology, method, 

representation and so forth. Not only given that most often the 

people that are offering to be studied also being taxpayers, 

contribute financially to the studies. But because with their taking 

part the work, as it is qualitative in its character, it will, indeed, 

stand a greater chance of becoming, trustworthy, and fruitful. 

Furthermore being intimately connected with the individuals taking 

part with their tales and their money, albeit that connection is very 

distant, one has to consider claims and aims with the academic 

freedom and emancipation of Homo Academicus. It is like being 

consciously free of others while retaining altruistic and empathic 

attitudes towards humanity at large as well as its individual people.  

 

A very reasonable question, as it were, is how this can be conducted 

practically? There is maybe not a conclusive answer – and why 

should there be one – but a reasonable suggestion is that it can work 

by tracing lines of flight, meaning for instance both studying those 

who are inventing novel modes and opposing consensus and the 

expected, in the organizing of work and other practices, as well as 

trying to become an inventing person oneself. Both the conceiving 

and learning of others concocting something new, and the creating 

of something original about this, are implied in the tracing of the 
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actual and the conceptual lines of flight. For together, the inventing 

and researching, whether it is being as an assumption, a conviction 

or a plausible argument, they are important blocks in the making of 

knowledge that is the challenge and assignment of doing research. 

‘Scientific knowledge does not reduce or abolish the world, nor does 

it reveal its essence … Scientific knowledge is added to the world; it 

is inside it; is part of its beauty, mystery and monsters, part, in brief, 

of its myths, of its culture … When the sciences add variety to the 

world, they are to be used. When they subtract variety they are to be 

rejected’.68 So to lessen the influence of subtraction and increasing 

the potential in adding, the tracing of people who are inventing, the 

suggestion goes, is a way to both be uncontrolled, uninhibited, 

empathic and altruistic at the same time as the contributions to 

science and society are essential and fruitful. 

 

In the creating and constructing of understanding, the producing of 

knowledge in the communities and spaces of research, the world's 

complexity and variety, the heterogeneity and inconsistency, its 

hybridism and messiness can be acknowledged, by paradoxically, as 

it were, making ‘the pragmatic choice [which] is a choice for 

proliferation of readings rather than the dictatorial privilege of a 

single reading strategy which denies instabilities and 

uncertainties’.69 In that sense the density and mesh of social 

processes can be made noticeable and exhibited with 

epistemological and methodological considerations in text, in ways 

approximating what can be agreed to be sufficiently reasonable. 

Presumably some credibility can be conveyed in the manifestations 

of instances when conditions and expectations are constantly 
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changing both for the people that are being studied, and for those 

conducting the study. Since of course those we have the opportunity 

to do this with are altering and shifting when they are influenced by 

other actors, agents, subjects and the like that are influencing their 

work contexts.  

 

And we who are doing it in our turn are too being affected, by e.g. 

the people we try to learn something from and about, as well as 

guidelines from universities, institutions, benefactors and 

marketspace.70 Despite the manifold possibilities of experiencing 

pressures ‘the alternative for totalizing codes is not necessarily a 

fragmented collection of ‘voices’ as some commentaries of 

postmodernism seem to suggest, but an ongoing dialogue of 

individuals, situations and moral commitments’.71 And it can, thus, 

be considered and imaged with representations that visually and 

textually illustrate the intellectual, virtual and actual dialogues and 

polylogues that may exert influence and, which is important, 

contribute to the production of original knowledge. Although in this 

context the moral commitments are primarily left aside but for the 

approach to the interviewee’s material. This, as always, deserves to 

be treated with the deepest humbleness and respect. Of course there 

are other manners of representing catering to ideas of being humble 

and dealing with uncertainties, that can be used. Be it plays, 

documentaries, artful interventions, visual, musical and other 

audible compositions, etc. which are some ways to handle this. Most 

of them are, by the way, quite often used in the contexts of scientific 

conferences and workshops, because the traditional written products 

are argued to be somewhat inherent with shortcomings regarding 
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the practices of representing. But this approach may still not be 

enough to avoid totalizing themes in a text.  

 

After all, its writer, its assembler may obviously find it most difficult 

and quite possibly unwanted for some reasons to become free of the 

omnipotence that authorship can bring about. It does not mean that 

an author has to or will seek supremacy over the subject matter 

along with the subjects and dominate her interpretative space, so to 

say. But it is, nonetheless, hard to ignore the prospects of control 

and the primacy that choice and authoring a text may involve. With 

this in mind attempting to represent fragmentation in a 

manifestation of research is not necessarily something that is for the 

worse. But a reasonable suggestion is that it can be encompassed 

more profoundly than mainly by layout and a textual distinction of 

voices. By for example perceiving of all the collected materials that 

are being used intellectually and textually as elements, and forces, of 

equal or similar magnitudes in seamless continua, instead of as 

dichotomous alternatives. Then the latter, i.e. one or the other, can 

be understood more readily as ideal states which work under 

premises of excluding possibilities of comprehending by 

‘essentializing differences into dichotomies and then privileging one 

side of a dichotomy over the other’.72 While the former, reflecting on 

materials in continua, may be understood as elements, points or 

nodes in relations where what is particular about the instance which 

is currently being considered, of the related forces, always contain 

elements with general connotations from all nodes.  
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One more time as it is important, all materials that are being used, 

are conceived of as being permeated with magnitude and inclusive 

forces and not with means of excluding. It is of course not to claim 

that any holistic perceptions can be represented in a text. Rather the 

proposal is that a relation of influencing forces, where a high density 

in or focus of these constitutes a node, is used to grasp 

comprehension from and by inviting inclusion. In that it can when 

this idea is applied instead of distinguishing by omission become the 

inspiration to produce insightful understanding. In authoring there 

are the moments of authorization, and in interpreting there are the 

opportunities to be respectful about one’s omnipotence so by trying 

to be aware of this with notions of nodes and relations there are 

possibilities to manage it. Then the appearance of knowledge can be 

trustworthy, and reasonable, with respect and profounder 

pertinence to the complexities of the flux of human interacting, in 

activities and processes that among other things and forces are 

making up our existence. 

 

Cautiously consenting to that in some cases ‘maps are a sufficiently 

credible version of the territory’73 does not necessarily only imply a 

strict image of the territory, but also that there are possibilities of 

finding and negotiating our ways, and that there is a likelihood of us 

understanding our surroundings, which here are pop musicians’ 

experiences.  The suggestion is that that which is sufficiently credible 

is in contexts of social life, i.e. spaces where not everything is preset 

or not yet wholly stipulated, begotten with qualities where including 

nodes can converge, attract and repel and probably also diverge. And 

that this can be represented in modes which can be perceived and 
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understood is the offer. Although undoubtedly the credibility of a 

map will be more or less comprehensible and conceivable depending 

on, in this case the relations, how the studied phenomena are 

handled. That is, how a map of organizing is adhering to and 

eventually managing the social space that is studied – humbly 

through an including relation or more strictly, by a dichotomy 

excluding parts of the illustrations of the territory – becomes 

relevant.  

 

So to enable, to follow and find comfort in our representations and 

ideas, our tentative and empathic understanding and the only for 

moments plausible sketches and models must challenge and 

accommodate the nature and interconnections, the liminal qualities, 

of our churning lives. If the phenomena, activities and things that we 

attempt to represent are moving across different spaces and times, 

through various phases, growing and rotting, changing and 

disintegrating, like grass and rhizomes, but not trees, continuously 

undulating, then our theories and methods perhaps should too. The 

possibility of practicing promiscuity, hence, becomes one way to 

manage to understand practices in organizing as well as how to use 

and choose theory, method, epistemology insofar at this is actually 

chosen and not a reflecting something basal in who we are, for 

practitioners and academicians alike. Almost like the bricoleur uses 

what is at hand, and reshapes and invents objects and her tools to fix 

what is broken or craft a new solution, in order to manage what is 

asked when creating her bricolage.74 The ready, the set and the 

excluding would work by discriminating among the research stuffs. 

Promiscuity on the other hand could work by curiously including 
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materials of various and diverse kinds, with their different and 

singular specifics. With them a researcher can be attempting to 

preserve her original curiosity and empathically understand social 

life and how it can work. Perhaps it is merely temporary but still 

reasonably fulfilling so she can create a representation. Then it is 

enough most things considered if it becomes a contribution others 

can build on. 

 

In heeding to versions that are considered to be right and wrong 

there are chances of clouding, disregarding or toning down material 

that may be comparably softer, lighter, weaker or even different. In 

that case the knowledge is perhaps more foreseeable or streamlined 

than what may otherwise have been the case. Promiscuity can, in 

this sense, come to mean attentiveness towards and a conscious 

choice of including the supposedly feebler versions so that the 

research and the tracing of lines of flight become more inspired by 

invention than foresight. If this is reasonable then that which is 

becoming ordered in text, that which is comprehended during 

writing and collecting material, which mostly appears nearly under, 

although simultaneously eluding, evading, our control, is not as 

profoundly important as continuously creating examples of 

attempts, and voyages of discovery. We can generously allow 

ourselves this, because multiplying the by appearances softer, 

lighter, feebler, and different versions, provided naturally that they 

are conceived of as important and useful, means a pluralism in 

efforts and results. This can contribute if not with the knowledge, 

presumably in their originality of approach, which may enable 

further challenges of studying the increasingly complex contents in 
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the social worlds. It is ever the more plausible to be generous since it 

seems we can only be trustworthy and imply success in the results 

temporarily, almost briefly, anyway. But isn’t it there where there 

the grandness and comfort of peoples’ lives and endeavours lie, that 

we try the best we can with most of what we can, to strive and find 

inspiration and trying again and again to understand and represent, 

to create not only a repeat, but a refrain. And in that way minutely, 

or enormously, as it were, add to knowledge while encountering 

obstacles and clouding vagueness, and receiving help by serendipity, 

plain altruistic good will, and by working hard. 

 

In research texts published about organization and organizing, 

which are on occasion distinguished, several streams and themes 

make up the different discourses. For example those dealing with 

concepts and methods imported primarily from anthropology and 

ethnography, which often are related with discussions of techniques 

of representation such as storytelling. Or the research that presents 

configurations of and metaphors for shapes and patterns of 

organizing or organizations. But inspiration is also found in religion 

and belief, appearing as texts on e.g. spirituality. Furthermore inter-

organizational and environmental as well as external changes make 

up the content in streams of research. Other influences are the 

natural sciences, psychology, cultural and political studies and 

interests expressed to be and aiming towards for instance 

emancipation, criticism and dialectical change, the legitimizing of 

practices and the stipulating of guidelines of management and 

organization. They would probably not be influences if not the 

natural and the social worlds are subject to, and drive, organizing in 
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different modes and modulations. In other words it is current 

practices that inform research and results in manifestations of what 

organizing and organization can be understood to be, what it 

arguably appears as and consequently is, and what it is not. So what 

can be proposed in all of these themes and discourses is that in its 

published appearances organizing is what we assumedly call aspects 

of the understandings and the explanations of how it works with the 

ordering of social and physical phenomena. Supposedly this implies 

obvious and evident features of what seems to go on in the social and 

natural spaces.  

 

On the other hand it may possibly be that the concepts of organizing, 

and without doubt organization, do not cover everything, they are 

not a holistic take on processes. But then again, what is? 

Nevertheless, questions of what is going on and how things appear 

to be working emerge time after time in the social spaces. Quite 

probably they are asked and answered so that we can claim more 

and deeper knowledge of most phenomena around, and within us. 

And quite possibly the answers are very pertinent to the 

development of social life – whatever this may happen to involve. 

The materials of the social certainly convey meanings of changes, of 

shifting conditions, and of aspects of adaptation to, and the driving 

of progress. The connotations of the prefix “pro-, undoubtedly, 

entails meanings of just transitional advances and forward motions, 

or at least what is constructed as being it. However, more so, one 

could advocate, and discern, it can mean moving in a sense of where 

a notion of pure directionless movement can be hinted at. And 

subsequently not as one could expect, only in directions, states or 
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suggestions that are signifying e.g. advancing, increases, larger, 

better, or examples of drawbacks, re-actions, lessening, and 

decreases.  

 

Nonetheless, in social spaces, alterations and shifts, progress and 

development, may not only come to mean exclusively anything pure 

or something with bearing. But also what can be considered of as a 

focus on a precedent and history, as in temporally situating qualities. 

That is, organizing, in a present, can be mimicked from the 

organizing and organization of a past, and yet it will with certainty 

not be exactly as it was, as it used to be. In other words organizing 

and its main influences can be emanating from passed modes of 

processes and people’s doing, where inventing may also be involved 

if not for anything else so for reasons of adjustment to whatever 

conditions, expectations, demands, and so forth, that were not 

previously present. No matter whether movements are figuratively 

and literally, going back or forth, no matter if they are mainly 

emanating from processes of mimicry or invention, or if they are as 

pure and unscathed by this as ever any expression of emotion, or 

celestial inspiration, it still seems we ask endlessly about organizing 

and assume the curiosity to be connected with progress and 

developing social spaces. 

 

Hence, one can say that when ‘change is the norm, organizing 

processes express struggles of competing worldviews, discourses and 

action. Neither organizations or technologies are static, but must be 

seen as actors involved in the organizing efforts. A focus on 

organizations or technologies as static entities neglects the 
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intricacies of such struggles. Organizations contain a swarm of 

change efforts but organizing implies a mobilization of the efforts in 

order to obtain configuration’.75 So much so that when organization 

has been obtained, in for instance practices of exercising influence 

over people and artifacts like hard- and software, milieus and spaces, 

neighbouring environments, with for example instruments, 

techniques of control and management of objectives, one can 

suspect that vibrant forces and trajectories of invention have been 

temporarily slowed down or frozen and stifled, in a sense where they 

do not exist with their powers of dynamism in the minds of people. 

However, all events involving moving, and acting processes, in this 

context people experiencing and creating existential and actual flux, 

more so than approaching fixed incarnations of ditto, can not be 

entirely curbed by aiming for swarms of changes and adjustments or 

even configuration and general modifications, so then they can be 

seen as nomadic.76 It appears that networks, projects, temporary 

entrepreneurial and contractual endeavours, in short organizing 

instigated not only as a means to accomplish efficacy and maximize 

utility, of e.g. budgets, resources, time, problems, but also as spaces 

of inspiring instabilities and the unique handling of business, 

purport suchlike nomadic forces. We’ll get back to this. 

 

These modes of understanding as well as managing organizing 

suggest more probably than not effects of both logocentricism as a 

conscious technique of thinking and acting, and as notions of the 

instigators’ perceptions of their organizational spaces being 

dynamic. In examples where nomadic events can be conceived of, 

organizing is often a loosely constituted and contained notion for 
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and capability in people, where its assemblages of individuals and 

artifacts supposedly remain in trajectory, moving within and outside 

of processes and activities in the spaces of comparably larger 

collectives. People in suchlike and similar contexts may, or may not, 

attempt to dodge inclusion into or prefer exclusion of the social 

spaces consisting of others.77 In other words the ambitions to avoid 

inclusion into a configured collective can be perceived of as the 

nomadic activity of striving for flight from inertia, the usual, and 

attempting practices of inventing, the unusual. As such, these are 

processes and performances of neglecting what is the suggested 

ontology, and further the case in human action, when organization is 

comprehended of as a means to accomplish what logocentric 

instruments can aim to. They are aspirations of not primarily 

seeking to adjust or relate to ideal states, since idealistic norms may 

perform in aspirations which can become realized as forces of 

inertia.  

 

So the suggestion of more empathic and careful wording, of offering 

to imbue dynamic and vibrant inspirations and mindsets, albeit 

perhaps too arbitrary and abstract to be readily accessed and 

understood, but still imposing awareness of movement instead of 

lapsing images of intellectual terra firma, can also be argued to be 

succumbing to or recognizing the ontological likelihood and 

epistemological sensibility of human doing, people’s practices and 

processes, being hosted by concepts like organizing. Seeing that any 

of this pertains to endeavours of understanding how social spaces 

are working, or efforts to get something done with and in their 

materials, it is reasonable to be considering that it may very well 
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serve to problemize common images of thinking and practicing. It 

should, hence, in a research context imply modes of understanding 

with originality and a creating of knowledge that can be projected, or 

managed by making choices of perspectives, questions, and manners 

of experimentation that accommodate epistemological as well as 

applied nomadic practicing in thinking and acting. Of course that 

would also mean ambitions to be careful about instrumental 

inspirations and presumptions of structure as primary elements 

informing comprehension, when they are perceived of and function 

as configurations of organizational lethargy and cerebral solidity. 

 

The wishes, the longing for and needing of order and control of 

diversity, of flux and the apparent undulations of and within social 

spaces, may become apparent through and evidently are effectuated 

with modernist, monist, techno-logic, rational methods and ideas of 

reduction that are adhering to and inherent in for instance 

explanatory models and normative theories. Effects of this need can 

be observed for example in the news reporting from discussions and 

debates foregoing political decisions, and occurrences in financial 

markets. And surely what is referred to as rational methods of 

choosing and reducing among the more prosaic of life’s alternatives 

can be experienced in many everyday decisions that seem to manage 

and make those parts of it more agreeable. When research aims to 

explain and causally map phenomena of the world quantitative 

methods are widely and predominantly argued for and, 

consequently, expected to be used.  That is, both in researching the 

social world as well as in attempting to handle and dwell in it people 

appear to seek fix and simplicity to create and experience order and 
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control. Even so there are of course other modes of handling 

alternatives and choices so that if they are not encompassing all 

alternatives, all possibilities and the whole territory of what life can 

come to develop into, they certainly present the approaches 

differently. These can be forms where an understanding is created by 

comprehending for instance the specifics of a few qualitative aspects 

of flux and pluralistic materials or chosen themes of diversity.  

 

Positively then the understanding is not holistic but more 

reminiscent of perceiving of an image of a whole through a detailed 

knowledge of some of its parts, some of its aspects and together with 

the profoundness of intuition. It can be advocated that neither 

should an adherence to techno-logic phallogocentrism nor a belief in 

the hegemonies of the claimed profundity of comprehension, make 

for rampant criticism of the other. However, naturally it can also be 

argued that it is merely an ingredient of academic work to analyze, 

disseminate and constructively criticize, and so forth. Whether it is 

reasonable to critically discuss and pass judgment on how other 

people prefer to produce and create knowledge or refrain from it 

may be a matter of dispute. Nonetheless, it can be suggested that in 

its daily practices humanity at large attempt to rationally order, and 

try to discern, contain and ‘encapsulate the inner turmoil of the 

fragility of existence’.78 What is noticeable and interesting, though, is 

that we still continuously produce diversity, pluralism, which 

seemingly is resulting in the gently chaotic processes and activities 

of our existence.  
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For some such evanescence is connected with revulsion for, or 

alienation towards existing in the world. It has been presented and 

distributed in art and cultural manifestations such as for example 

theatre, music, and in the form of novels.79 But this is quite probably 

not a solely sufficient path for research. That is, if disgust over 

existence is a motivator in academic texts it has been manifested in 

other manners; possibly as criticism with an emancipatory view of 

social life, problemizations of epistemological claims, 

deconstructions of previous knowledge and texts, feminist studies of 

supremacy founded in gender, and Marxist perspectives seeing 

dialectical change.  

 

Not only with regard to research fuelled by disconcertment, as it 

were, it can also be argued that there are many possible, contrasting 

world versions emanating from pleasant notions; some considered 

right, others wrong. So what inspires, drives, forces, human beings 

to continue to make worlds, fictitious and reported, to construe their 

realities and our social phenomena, in spite of desolate and perhaps 

cynical experiences of existence and regardless of cheerful and 

optimistic expectations of it? What can we find, invent, when we tap 

the resources from outside our disciplined knowledge apart from 

stabs at representing that for which we yet have no words, no 

worlds? One notion is that human endeavours whether they occur at 

work or play, in life and love, can be perceived among other things as 

attempts to handle and negotiate the numerous events of our 

everyday life as if they were in relations. Because ‘it is in the relation, 

through actions, that a temporary stability can be reached’.80 So 

despite trying to attempt to accommodate for the shifting changing 
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modes of existing, during work and leisure, it appears we are 

working to perceive of them in momentary states. Thus, the 

temporarily stable experiences that acting with and in relations 

appear to produce, emerge in as many connections, and nodes as 

there are attempts at tapping inside and outside of knowledge, 

disciplined or not. The relations appear in as many constructs, 

assemblages occasionally, as there are efforts to make possible 

worlds. And the impossible is not an option outside of disciplined 

space. It is merely another relation, although such are often 

mistakenly, seen as dichotomies, paradoxes, and excluding forces.  

 

As it occur strategies, activities and associations, conspiring and 

collaborating, construing and categorizing, processing and 

structuring evolve through, revolve around and emanate from 

several things, among them attempts at ordering complex 

phenomena.81 And it seems that, accordingly, it is important to 

people to attempt to align and render, temporarily static, what is flux 

and flow since it may make possible an anchoring of thought.82 In 

everyday practicing and thinking it is done by besides modernist 

models and rationalizing alternatives, for example modes of 

communication with others and self, more often than not with words 

in mind or written down, printed, documented. But certainly maps 

over flows and images of thought may suffice too. Hence, quite often 

‘we can see organizations as resulting from linguistic and social 

practices associated with the ‘taxonomic’ urge to order life 

experience’.83 So communicating, with words orally, or conveyed in 

printed form, by images figuratively, with for instance moving 

descriptions and pictures, and by three dimensional modeling, is 
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simultaneously an effect of trying to understand life and attempting 

to organize flux into fix. Therefore it deserves to be mentioned that 

organization of course does not necessarily only mean a formal 

ordering resulting in taxable associations, whether seen as petrified 

or in very vivid states, and numbers of people with some binding and 

connections. But it also entails notions of creating understanding 

cum knowledge with a focus on organizing activities and processes.  

 

The undertakings of anchoring thoughts may implicate to 

comprehend, to hold, ourselves and reality, together, to be 

explicating an implication, formalizing the informal, appropriating 

order out of disorder, to if not be recognizing then creating and 

possibly forcing pattern to radiate in difference, and to understand 

and map relations in the social. So it seems reasonable, and thought 

provoking that the arguments that we are occasionally engaged in 

worldmaking are made, that the notions of constructing realities, as 

we live and organize our lives, are discussed.84  If not for general 

notions, and maybe awareness, or policy making so because the 

instances of making new worlds and producing knowledge out of the 

turbulence, bewilderment, ambiance and noise, are probably made 

more profoundly reasonable and trustworthy with theories of 

knowledge making, and knowledge making theories, as well as with 

ideas and technologies of representation. Thusly, it can be 

interpreted to be as if we occasionally are exploring and creating 

comfort.  

 

The representations, which are naturally before becoming this, a 

producing and representing of knowledge, of what is referred to as 
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reality, are, however, neither simple nor definite. The results of the 

representing and producing will much like perspectives of 

comprehending remain acting by illuminating and hiding 

concurrently, in chorus or like cacophony, with or without 

appreciation and consciousness for any effects on those who sense 

the worlds and their assorted representations. But, nonetheless, 

however hard we try to make our illustrated versions accurate or 

true, or in the making of new ones, they will most likely always be 

just images, imaginations of inertia that obviously is not there. We 

always, anyway indulge in attempts to grasp or capture, to replace in 

the form of renderings a deferred reality, with language, colour, 

form, which itself can be perceived as constructing, construing, 

disciplining, discriminating, social life rather than representing an 

understanding and temporary knowledge of our instable existing. 

Perhaps we are in that manner, to be recapping exploiting 

possibilities to be restful and comfortable in spite of flux. 

 

There are published examples of contemporary academic research 

and discourse that problemize and discuss phenomena that are 

concerned with what is often referred to as aesthetic endeavours. 

Some of the phenomena of studies on occasion become ones dealing 

with the organizing of art ventures.85 In this mode of research the 

possible understanding might be dealing with ideas of sensual 

perceptions or something along a polarizing, bipolar, continuum 

routinely depicted by adjectives of evaluation and judgment.86 In 

other words, in these cases of making inquiries regarding aesthetics 

the results can happen to dwell in the realms of either ascribing 

degrees of beauty, antonyms to this, or how the gaining of sensory 
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knowledge informs interpretations, analyzes, and the subsequent 

management of something. When research implies the perceptions, 

and also the agents of and in activities, and processes, it may entail 

possibilities of inviting revelations of and transformations in 

knowledge-, and sense making that are less intellectually rational 

and descriptive and more empathically, emotional and profoundly 

interpretive. After all, the phenomena in the studies are frequently 

claimed to come from, besides planes of immanence, also emotions 

and emotional experiences, so perhaps it is reasonable that this is 

somehow reflected upon in the results. 87  

 

By asking questions about how it works and what aesthetics may 

imply this time, and how do arts of organizing emerge, etc. the 

researched phenomenon may bring us to understand with aesthetics 

as epistemological and philosophical inspiration, something with 

novel qualities about human thinking and doing.88 Thus, what is 

suggested is that we may create possibilities and opportunities to 

make something tangible, for example through interpretations 

insofar as trying to intellectualize and understand in text is actually 

substantial in any manner, from manifestations of pure emotion and 

feeling.  In other words the bid is that it is possible to create 

knowledge about existential experiences, i.e. existing, from 

inspirations and the people mediating and telling about them. 

Hopefully, the inspiring nebulous implications of aesthetics, as in 

capacities of creating knowledge and abilities to interpret sensually 

from something pure and without image but still deeply felt, when 

conceived of as conceptions such as metaphors, methods, or 

judgment and cultural fingerspitzgefühl, can imply possibilities of 
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understanding approaching organizational modes of what seems to 

be humanely innate. That is, to create knowledge from research that 

might have profound meaning to individuals’ thinking and 

practicing of their arts of organizing life and business, in manners 

similar to and inspired by for example how we are supposedly deeply 

touched, affected and inspired by art itself.89  

 

What is projected is not a break with those ambitions that attempt to 

explain or create knowledge that often can be seen to be devoted to 

simplified representations, diverted derivatives, depicted 

reductionism, by for example ascribing and prescribing values for 

appearances and judgments of characteristics. It is not to align 

anything with them either, but instead to consider other, novel, or 

with some contributions of novelty, modulations of understanding 

our abilities, faculties, and how we make them work in our 

endeavours is what is suggested. Hence, by endeavouring to 

understand organizing and businesses with manifestations of 

aesthetic qualities, a research and knowledge-creating that is open, 

inviting and inspiring can be proposed because it is dealing with 

what other appearances often are not. Otherwise we may become 

formed frozen by assumptions along lines that do not include and 

invite a knowledge which is not already sided with and supporting 

the by now common knowledge.90 Which is not to say that such facts 

and understanding are without worth, nor is it to claim that they are 

graciously and substantially functional.  

 

However, it is to put forward that by becoming inspired by profound 

comprehension of other practices and thoughts than those of 
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research, whichever they now are coming into view to be, perhaps 

the results, interpretations and manifestations of social science can 

matter more to people. Of course most do this although one might 

suspect that the input from research traditions have an upper hand. 

It is further to have in mind and offer notions from experiences of 

processes that among other things derive from forces of pure feeling. 

In different words it is to suggest that by understanding 

manifestations and powers inspired by less deliberation and more 

sensation and awareness, we can make the approaches of science 

more worth the wile to the society that after all funds them. In 

addition it is to say that by trying to comprehend how people are 

doing when they are manifesting their experiencing and perceiving 

of emotion, urges, feeling and so forth, while involved with and 

relating commercial interests, the worth is found in the notion that 

we can create an awareness that to some extent is complementary or 

can substitute parts of the already common, traditional, knowledge. 

 

If it is probable that research texts work as temporary forming and 

ephemeral stabilities of the trajectories and forces of existence, and 

even so while thinking and practicing remain amorphous, that would 

make social life possible to represent briefly and thus possible to 

comprehend. Though as expected knowledge is by definition 

historical even before it has been printed and distributed since the 

collecting of information, data, material, implies events that have 

passed. Of course to accomplish a lessening of historicity and a 

projecting aiming future wards, it can come to involve some 

promiscuity of methods and inspirations.91 And such intellectual 

promiscuity can in its turn suggest that openness in epistemological 
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ideas could be of some importance. Which is not to claim that the 

curiosity in, for instance, method must inform the perspectives on 

knowledge making processes, since it quite reasonably can work the 

other way around.  

 

Therefore an interest in epistemological issues, discourses, 

criticisms and points of view could so to say pave the way for many 

methodological approaches and preferences that one may feel 

inclined to add. Just as long as whatever choices that are being made 

are treated and followingly conducted with some empathy towards 

what and who is studied and how results can come to have effect. So 

it would be then that an empiricist quite probably can understand 

examples of sociality with concepts, rather than speculation and 

other faculties of chance.92 That is, the concepts are neither holistic, 

nor all encompassing, but they will allow for possibilities of 

interpretation of the materials that are becoming understood with 

and producing them.93  

 

The materials will if they are reasonable in relation to the context of 

the empiricist’s concepts, for instance by conveying movement or 

creating spaces of possibilities, exemplify what can actually be 

understood somewhat more profoundly than if the attempts of 

comprehending how people are becoming affected by experiencing 

and managing intense purity were not being made. In practicing this 

a person, by making and becoming both herself and the social 

materials she has assembled in a matter of speaking deterritorialized 

and reterritorialized, can make this perform and bring about effects 

by trying out the concepts and the empirical stuffs on one another 
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simultaneously. Or at least she can be approaching a proximity to 

this to an understandable extent, in the way that an image of lateral 

thinking, with signs on paper, lends itself to make some one believe 

that it is working through a concurrent reciprocity. If this works 

there appears images, cinder, i.e. traces from, and within, the 

movements of the examples and the concepts. Thus, a thought of 

image deriving from the intellectual endeavours of understanding 

how it works when people do things, can almost certainly become 

useful in thinking-and-writing and writing-and-thinking, and, 

hence, made into knowledge. 

  

The examples of peoples’ doing then can emerge as effects of their 

experiencing of progressions becoming and of course the becoming 

of the representations of them. So like yet another image of thinking 

the cinders of human processes and social life become almost 

perceptible although, ontologically, and practically, they of course 

remain as nebulous and undulating as ever. In a sense the spaces 

around us, with all their forces, trajectories, frozen moments are 

virtually being there although actually flying, fleeing.94 Not only 

therefore is an awareness of what it may entail to study phenomena 

in social processes, of what it may be to try to understand rather 

than explain constant movement, important for those who attempt 

comprehend for instance artists doing pop music by researching, 

reading, listening and assembling. But also because the effects, the 

results and the manifestations can become more trustworthy when 

representation, its techniques and epistemology, is addressed and 

problemized.  
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In other words this book is in some ways an attempt to disseminate 

organizing, by studying a space of popular culture production which 

is relating for example by contracts to interests focusing on earning 

through distribution, and as such it is of course influenced by 

philosophies accommodating flux and movement, more so than 

structuring. Therefore, one can say, an interesting sentiment is 

proposed by arguing that ‘[b]y the time the pen has stroked paper 

the object of study has already moved on. Indeed, the very act of 

description transforms the object in question… there is no possibility 

of an innocent encounter with an inimical other, be it across 

anthropological tradition or a crowded dance-floor. Yet there is not 

to foreclose the possibility that there might exist liminal spaces for 

cultural refabulation. Spaces thrown up for instance by the messy 

contingencies of popular musical cultures… those temporal 

configurations whose unique potency resides in their musically 

mediated temporality’.95  

 

Thus, it perhaps is advisable to perceive of ‘the discursive site of 

music – as a social force and practice’,96 a par with its spaces in 

social worlds, by observing concern and carefulness. This is, 

naturally, not to claim that researchers in general are not concerned 

or careful, it is just to highlight that it has not been forgotten in this 

project either. In this case a problemizing and critical reception is 

also inferred by the temporality of music, i.e. parts of the ontology of 

music, the actual and virtual of the phenomenon itself.97 The 

perceptions of what sound is, what it does, but indeed also what it 

can become and do and how it can affect listeners entail something 

about music’s states of being, and of organizing its appearing in 
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modes that are possible to become aware of. Or more specifically, 

the modulations of organizing and perceiving of ones activities seem 

related to the phenomenon that they originate from and what they 

furthermore can emanate in. So whether music influences how 

people go about their processes, or if how they do things configures 

the sound of it, is not the issue. But that the ontological status of a 

phenomenon and the activities related to it are, simultaneously, 

affecting people is. And if one can talk about ontology together with 

organizing, e.g. as in qualities of movement and the specifics of 

fleeting characteristics, it can be an appropriate or possibly workable 

manner of trying to make sense when aspects of music are the issue 

at hand. It is not strange considering then that a saxophonist stated 

that music is the only expression which is referring only to itself. A 

tone has no history but its present oscillating, its sound. Perhaps it is 

not fair to them that are being affected, and are expressing 

themselves and consequently affect others, to present this in what 

can be referred to as traditional manners. By, for instance, using 

conventional terms of organization, and organizing, space and place, 

and their likes, in analyzes, knowledge making et cetera since 

notions connoting inactivity may reduce important qualities of the 

phenomenon.  

 

But certainly also because if it is unfair it can be problematic with 

respect to the created knowledge and the context it is suggested in. 

So treading lightly among the intellectual and ontological weeds it is 

in its place to mention that ‘scholars are savvy media consumers, 

and members of fan communities…. Popular music is a personal 

area of research for nearly all popular music scholars…. Our own 
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embeddedness as scholars in the space and time we share with 

others, whether literally, figuratively, virtually, imaginatively, should 

cause us to be reflexive. How does music reach us, how do we locate 

ourselves within it, in relation to it, from it?’98 In other words the 

understanding gained, created, assembled while comprehending and 

creating knowledge about pop music and in ‘any given study – 

qualitative and quantitative – stands on shaky epistemological 

grounds. All methods are flawed in some way or another’.99 

Therefore some kind of ethical influences, in the sense of 

approaching the creating of knowledge humbly and with respect to 

those who might identify themselves as partaking in anything with 

resemblance to what is mentioned in the text,  can be seen to be as 

useful as other modes are. For this reason, a proposition can be that 

if the effects, the results and the manifestations of the research, are 

to become trustworthy, the preferred techniques and epistemologies 

of promiscuity should be addressed and discussed in the written 

representation, just like those that are principled are, although quite 

possibly not in the exact same ways that those have become merited 

originally in.  

 

What goes for many human beings goes for people doing pop music 

too, so like other individuals, granted that they have the privilege, 

they probably entertain hopes, dreams, ambitions and have urges 

and needs like their fellow women and men do. Hence, it is to all 

appearances that many people (go to) work, whether they want it or 

not, whether they like it or not. Provided of course that they have an 

opportunity and right to do it, or pure necessity demands it. The rent 

has to be paid. Food is required on tables around the world. Clothing 
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certainly appears to be a social integument most often expected to 

cover vital or major parts of our skin when we appear among others. 

Some people go to work out of habit, and some because they have no 

where else they would rather be – family or no family. Other 

additional forces that make or entice us to our jobs whatever they 

are, can be found by individuals experiencing recognition, in the 

sense that ‘[t]he traditional, the local, attains its specific significance 

on the way into a ‘placeless’ modern world’,100 by placing, by forming 

rather than displacing. It becomes possible to experience 

momentary familiarity, or inertia, in movement and change, through 

going to and existing in a known context like the one of an employer. 

Hence, habitual, addictive traits and actions constitute and impel 

people to busy themselves. And others show up out of the sheer 

delight of the experiences of the processes of working. So that which 

can influence our occupational social spaces comes from inter alia 

comfort, habit, inspiration, protection, joy, hunger etc. Besides these 

influences, however, it would seem reasonable to assume that 

people, when they do business and organizing, whether emanating 

from ‘heterogeneous interests, emotions and consensus, as well as 

carelessness, conflict and clashing intentions’,101 or strategies, 

intelligence, venture capital, and organizational grids, matrixes and 

so forth, are also effectuated by both the sensual and the intellectual 

capacities of collectives and individuals.  

 

So elaborating somewhat on notions of what may mean something 

and create effects like processes and activities, examples of perhaps 

what can be called laissez-faire and instances of order, or organizing, 

negotiating, dealing with matters and, with perspectives of aesthetics 
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occasionally referred to as mentioned the sensual and the 

intellectual spring to mind. The former in this case is related to 

aesthetics, as perception, negotiable, perceptible to the senses, 

among other things, and the processes of creating knowledge from 

phenomena perceivable by the aesthetic faculties.102 That is, there 

appear no raison d'être for any activities after knowledge has been 

created, only the possibilities to do just that, to entertain perception. 

The latter, the faculties of the intellect, on the other hand are 

oftentimes, quite readily conceived of as processes of handling for 

example plans, strategies and other logocentric manifestations albeit 

without the sensory input.  

 

But a distinction in general and specifically such as this is of course 

flawed since human abilities or faculties are most probably used 

simultaneously, being related in the individual, both for creating 

sensory and intellectual knowledge. Because otherwise what can be 

inferred is that the intellectual capacities merely seem connected to 

processes of thinking about theory, data, facts, choice and so forth, 

almost like binary, bipolar computing. Consequently one could then 

suggest that the aesthetic capabilities would be mindless and of no 

other use than satisfying the senses with nothing but stimuli, so that 

they are just functioning.  

 

Nevertheless, one would at any rate be hard pressed to distinguish 

too stubbornly, when curiosity, empathy, and innovation and other 

examples of what organizing can emanate from are concerned. 

Because it is occurring practices that are presented as plausible, ones 

that are argued to be adhering to assumptions that ‘[a]nything 
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opposed to the techno-logic is rejected and brushed aside as 

“unscientific”, “irrelevant”, “primitive”, etc. The techno-logic 

becomes totalitarian – only what it recognizes, understands, 

embraces, exists; anything else is blotted out’.103 In other words what 

is suggested regarding how we are doing things is that it is referred 

to with conceptions of objectivity, rationality, and that this exists, 

proliferates and precede others, whether it is a question of 

negotiation, or other things like talking, arguing, listening, receiving 

and decision-making. And depending on for instance convictions, 

belief, education and so on it certainly can be seen that numbers, 

percentages, seem to, if not thrive, so oftentimes rule out other 

ideas. And indeed it is at least prevalent, even encouraged, in 

education and marketspace by and through just those selfsame 

notions of rationality, objectivity, of the prerogative of the number, 

being and remaining in the black figures etc. Thus, quantified 

information, which can be handled by computing binary, bipolar 

alternatives, can appear to take precedence over other assumedly 

arbitrary and ambivalent attractors being received and perceived by 

human faculties.  

 

Therefore what is possible to compute becomes consensually 

seconded as advantageous to emotive, intuitive, affectionate sense 

making. Possibly this goes back to traits like habit, hunger and 

notions of inertia being more agreeable in the existence of flux that 

work space seems increasingly becoming to be. However, regardless 

of if it could be suggested that knowledge created and formed from 

aesthetic perception originate from human or other qualities, or not, 

which are seemingly discarded in contemporary organization and 
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organizing, suchlike arguments can of course also contain 

possibilities of closure. These will have effects on attempts to 

understand peoples’ processes and activities, whether they are in 

contexts of making decisions and managing influenced by 

information conceived as numerical values and data, or input 

becoming agreeable by sensual perceptions, that are not inevitably 

fruitful. To avoid fruitlessness, and barren and futile attempts then it 

could be argued that distinction can be neglected on behalf of 

conceiving of relations of individual and collective goals, of the 

emotionally subjected and the rationally constituted, and so forth. 

That is conceptions that are otherwise evidently quite often 

dichotomized. And let these effectuate spaces that possibly will give 

an impression that they invite conflict, friction, and disturbance, but 

instead assuming that they achieve, invent, intellectual plateaus 

emanating in for example activities in marketspace. From which 

inspiration and gathering of information can be gotten and used as 

input by them being conceived of as non-excluding relations.  

 

The conception of relation, or rather how it is interpreted in this 

context, and put to use, is emanating from an ambition to avoid 

notions of the prevalence of intellectual, political, practical and 

philosophical confinement in bipolarities. Ideas of Nomadology are 

used to suggest movements on several levels, like themes in thinking 

and acting, simultaneously. It working by inspiration coming from 

the thinking that ’speaks about the philosopher as a nomad, like a 

wandering war machine, like a constantly destructing force active to 

shatter the own, always philosophical tendency to root, become 

domiciled, to build monuments of systems and raise thought and 
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reason to state machine, court and control body… What am I doing 

here? It is the constantly recurring philosophical question. Which 

territory have I created, in whose traces am I following without 

knowing about it, what signs am I interpreting to create the concepts 

that determine the own thoughts’ limits, what state machine am I 

annihilating, whose enemy and whose friend will I be? 104  

 

Both notions, the one of the nomad, and forms of it, and the one of 

relation, are elaborated and developed further on although here they 

are presented and used more briefly. But the idea, or rather the 

understanding that a loyalty to a node in a relation is not a force of 

singular trajectory is introduced to discuss ideas that there are 

several complementary and contradicting processes of competing, 

bartering and negotiating, including and excluding etc. in dealing 

with and managing practices in pop music. For example, quite 

obviously they, the forces of the relations and the nomadic 

movements, can be played out between people, in their inter-acting 

and inter-personal relations. However, these processes can also 

appear within a person in her involvements in different levels of 

thinking and organizing, on occasion exemplified with the personal 

strives to become for instance independent in relation to powers of 

management, as well as ideas and forces within herself as individual 

and part of a collective. This becomes evident, and effective in pop 

music, in e.g. lyrics, clothing and image, in how people are 

expressing themselves in media, but also in the more general aspects 

of the lives of artists. That is, the processes within the individual 

become perceptible as or in minute, molecular experiences 

becoming molar forming being effectuated as or effectuating levels 
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of organizing.105 Further a relation can be perceived of as consisting 

of nodes proposing for example impetus and importance.  

 

In practices the nodes work as points of bifurcation whose forces 

attract and/or repel attention and action. They can be distinguished 

in many ways. Perhaps considering them as molecular/minority 

forces of acting-and-thinking-and-experiencing and molar/majority 

expectations-and-forming-and-organizing, influencing every point 

in the relation, can suffice to comprehend of the individual and the 

collective. Thus, the nodes are always producing effects, and possibly 

result in affect, but not necessarily with equal magnitude or 

equilibrium. In other words one can say that people appear in 

relations when they experience themselves to be negotiating degrees 

of adherence to different agendas and loyalties.  

 

As is obvious it is here exemplified with pop artists negotiating 

externally and internally about what, how and when, something can 

be done with their music with the management of the their record 

company. Usually an important topic is if and how their 

decontextualized aesthetic knowledge, becoming recontextualized 

perceivable aesthetic force, can function with an audience, i.e. in 

business terms: what can be done with their creative output. The 

example or more to the point the people’s words provide a few 

relations that effectuate spaces and, therefore intellectual 

possibilities. The two relations of Creativity-and-Loyalty and 

Expression-and-Money are assemblages, in the manner of the one 

with the other with a consistency making an aggregate with 

possibilities, or combinations as influencing concepts, but arguably 
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also practically working when for instance choosing, negotiating, 

composing and earning pay are involved. As such they are suggested 

to have profound pertinence to the understanding of producing and 

organizing conditions in cultural spaces in a broad sense and of 

popular culture in particular. The assemblages or seeds of concepts 

are brought together and accumulated from what pop music artists, 

record industry representatives, and academic scholars say and 

write. The abstract and slightly more ambiguously tinted relation of 

Creativity-and-Loyalty works as the space wherefrom the more 

evidently niche typical modulations of Expression-and-Money 

emanate. This is of course not to say that it could not work as 

inspiration for the understanding of other businesses. And certainly 

it is not to say that it could either. However, this relation is 

suggested to be more useful when the examples are more general 

than say those coming from the businesses of pop music.  

 

An attempt to understand something about human existing and 

doing by using a relation, is to consider and making assumptions, 

among other things about organizing, that it ‘is performative; it calls 

upon engagement, or rather re-engagement, with organizational 

practices and processes’.106 In this it can be effectuating moving and 

flux, at least when people are feeling inspired. Therefore, in this 

sense, a relation caters more evidently to notions including that 

people have choices to become acting and existing rather than 

abstain and so be part of void, inertia, and mystification.107 The 

argument is that it allows more generously for the movement and 

temporary instabilities of people doing things, or actually it is to 

propose that stability is only a very momentary, elusive, almost ideal 
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and minimal state in any process. Consequently if people are doing, 

acting, partaking in or instigating processes, it is plausible to 

imagine that they are too ‘‘taking care of the self’. The care of 

operations is thus an endeavour beyond empowerment; it is the 

quest for an ethos, an ethos that might be directed towards self-

fulfillment and individual well-being’.108 Expectedly that has effects 

on the collective goal fulfillment by maybe smoothing out or 

antagonizing within and between levels of organizing, as it is also 

depending on what “self” is in a context experienced to be. But that 

is after all another story. 

 

As such and with notions of the relations aiding and creating 

understanding the direction of the care taking can be comprehended 

somewhat differently depending on if the more specific modulations 

of Expression-and-Money or the greater ambivalence found in 

Creativity-and-Loyalty is the stronger influence. On that note it is 

interesting to ponder over aesthetic knowledge creating processes, 

since they may entail differences of understanding whether wide-

ranging or particular concepts assembled in relations are used. In 

other words whether a general mode or a niche specific modulation 

of organizing in cultural endeavours is considered, when 

comprehending is sought and knowledge created, results will of 

course differ. 
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‘Language rises like a wave out of its unthinkable 

origin and comes into the linguistic habitations 

(the ortschaft) of human speech or into the gedicht 

of the poet. It is up to thinkers to make these 

habitations audible, and up to poets to discover the 

song within these traces. The rising itself is a silent 

ringing, a hissing noise, like heat escaping, like 

something burning, a wave of agitated motion 

which thinkers and poets translate into differing 

modes of audibility’.109

 

‘Pop music is created with the record industry’s pursuit of a large 

audience in mind; other music is not… Pop music is created, 

[however] successfully, for a large audience and is marketed 

accordingly by the record industry: pop records get the bulk of the 

attention of the advertisers, distributors, and retailers. The 

assumption is that a pop audience can be constructed by the record 

industry itself’.110 ‘This is how popular music divests the listener of 

his spontaneity and promotes conditioned reflexes… Popular music 

is ‘pre-digested’ in a way’,111 and in that a likeability, i.e. an adjusted 

mode of culture and commerciality is frequently an endemic quality 

in the industry’s output. Simultaneously it becomes a quantifiable 

entity, for example in manners of producing sound, in the many 

considerations that are made when a record company organizes its 

business. These, borne through decisions, guidelines, wishes, can 

also affect how the musicians, the performers attempt to engage in 

their professional activities. So if the form of the composition 

appears standardized, ‘[m]usicians are treated as property, each 

with a price, a measurable value that can be exploited, increased, 
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realized in the marketplace.’112 Consequently it has been vigorously 

suggested ‘that the artist’s responsibility to the record company is 

delivering the best possible product… accessible to the air waves for 

the media within the talent’s perspective. Not all this self-indulgent 

bullshit that’s being written to mesmerise little teenagers’ minds. 

That’s a lot of bull. Commerciality should be truly borne in mind’.113  

 

Globalization, international marketspace, commoditized human 

beings, and with the audience in mind, ‘every record company 

aims… to transform its bands into household names. When a band 

has reached a certain stature it is more like a brand name, and 

people start buying its new albums on faith. Although two bad 

albums will dent almost any star’s career, once you have built up a 

following it is quite easy to predict how many copies the next record 

will sell. New artists have a high failure rate, but once they have 

crossed a threshold they have far greater potential for growth than 

books or films, or indeed almost anything else… Along this 

astonishing potential for growth, music is more international than 

almost any other business. Some countries such as France and 

Japan, remain quite parochial, but the big stars… sell globally in a 

way that most industrial companies can only dream about. Pushing 

exports is difficult for any company, but music is one business that 

soars over most boundaries: it is carried on the airwaves and by 

word of mouth, and when a band starts being successful there is no 

limit.’114 While attempting to accomplish commercial limitlessness 

people are managed in spite of their possible ambitions of 

independence. One can interpret it as if it were a trade off between 

strives to be commercial and ambitions to be creating. Although that 
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would mean to accept already dichotomization and binary 

comprehension instead of perceiving and understanding of practices 

that they entail nomadic existing in relations rather than firmly 

placed in nodes. Thus, commoditization, whether an intention of the 

musicians, creators or not, can contain simultaneously investment 

and an artistic, creative, aesthetic interest.  

 

A note: The commodities of pop, pieces of plastic, vinyl, tape, have 

been until recently for the most part distributed in brown cardboard 

boxes delivered to record stores. However, that is evidently changing 

as distribution and stock keeping is becoming mediated by, and 

through, servers, hubs, file-sharing software, cell phones and other 

communication technologies. The emerging possibilities to spread 

pop music have implications for the record companies and the 

musicians involved. The commodities whether they are originally an 

intention of the creators or not, are clustered, assembled with and 

adhering to investment interest. There are examples of mediation 

technologies and software that are, in this context, primarily 

emanating from and adhering to consumers’ interests and 

preferences and people’s ideas of communicating, and, hence, with 

little or no regard for an industry’s commercial focus.115 If there is an 

ambition to distribute pop music it probably is plausible to expect 

that it may have implications for the human beings involved. But it 

can also be comprehended as if there is a question of another idea of 

what economy, and patterns of consumption in this, can be. One can 

see in it the development of an other way of practicing economy, 

where for example so called piracy, bootlegging, counterfeiting, 

taping and other types of exchanging take place without any 
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remuneration, or shifting of monetary wealth, reaching the rights 

holders.116  

 

But it seems also that ‘[m]usic can never be just a product (an 

exchange value), even in its rawest commodity form; the artistic 

value of records has an unavoidable complicating effect on their 

production. The use value of cultural goods (the reason why people 

buy them) depends on aesthetic preferences; the demand for them, 

is much less manageable than for more straightforwardly ultilitarian 

[sic.] goods – the culture industry has to make available a far greater 

number of goods than are eventually sold… Because record 

companies don’t sell most of the titles they release, they must, 

instead, maximize the profits on the records that do sell, minimize 

the losses on those that don’t – hence the critical status of the rock 

“risk”… The music business capital investment per item is actually 

comparatively small (compared with the costs of moviemaking, for 

example). Record company costs relate, rather, to the maintenance 

of an “infrastructure” – pressing plants, recording studios, A&R 

departments, and so on. The outlays on these have to be covered 

continuously (whatever the cost of making any particular record) 

and record companies try, indeed, to exploit their fixed capital to the 

fullest – to operate their pressing plants without slack, to use studios 

twenty-four hours a day, to keep sales teams permanently busy. 

Most of this energy is expended on records that don’t pay for 

themselves, but the records that do well cover their own costs many 

times over and so cover all these general costs, too. The record 

company risk is not that any particular record won’t sell but that 

none of their releases will hit; the record company problem is that 
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the sales needed depend on competitive marketing mechanisms that 

the record makers don’t, themselves, completely control.’117  

  

‘Any examination of the record and music industry is an increasingly 

difficult undertaking because music itself is in a flux brought about 

by the blurring of barriers like pop and rock, the collapse of 

definitions and ‘discrete categories’ of musical genre. The voracious 

appetite of record companies, brought about by their increasing 

ability to engage in any activity that will return them profits and 

prestige, means that popular music incorporates potentially all 

musical forms as legitimate activity… The result is that it may be 

accurate to say that the only essential feature of the record industry 

is its ability to adopt and adapt in order to enhance its economic 

prospects’.118 It is worth repeating this, that clearly the motives have 

commercial and financial characteristics and these are driving this 

part of the entertainment industry to keep adopting and adapting 

and therefore maintain their focus on profitability.  

 

A few major record companies Universal Music, Sony Music, EMI, 

Warner Music and BMG, cover 71,1% of the world market. The 

smaller independent record companies have a 28, 9 % market share 

worldwide.119 But while a few large record companies envelop a large 

part of marketspace and the total revenue of the industry as a whole, 

they remain in single figures as far goes as the number of actors. The 

majority of the companies are ranging from small to medium-

sized.120 The figures for sales reason worldwide are suggested to be 

at least 37 billion US dollars, having increased 35% 1991 – 2000. 

The Swedish music industry’s exports in the year 2000 was 
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approximately 535.8 million dollars and the growth in unit sales, 

over the years 1991 – 2000, was estimated to 24, 7 %.121 The US and 

Great Britain dominate the export markets because of their size. But 

when recognizing the number of citizens Sweden is the most 

successful export country per capita. In 1997 the incomes from 

royalties were higher than in any other country.122  

 

However one chooses to approach theses figures and percentages, it 

appears safe to suggest that the entertainment industry’s turnover 

indicates that it is a large operator on the world market and fairly so 

in Sweden. Although having mentioned this it is also interesting to 

note that even though the industry and its employees and main stake 

holders aim to increase revenue and reach, develop new markets, 

while the conditions on them are occasionally different. Partly due 

for instance to a legal situation where rights have less or no 

protection, or at least not in the same manner as in Europe and the 

US, and partly due to a pricing strategy. This is in all probability 

derived from circumstances where the GNP/capita is higher than in 

some of the new markets that the entertainment industry would like 

to develop or become introduced in.123  

 

It in many cases emerge to be a business, nationally and 

internationally, wherein there are people that have, and work 

towards, goals not very different from e.g. what employees of banks, 

financial institutions and similar organizations, which pursue their 

outcome and benefit earning profit and yield on invested capital, do. 

Because there is a market, there is demand and the record 

companies supply to meet it. Or if one chooses to see it differently, 
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there is a space for business that some apparently have populated 

since they found a demand therein for musical experiences. Perhaps 

it is not interesting or important to ascertain what came first, the 

market or a demand, spaces or experiences, with something as 

profoundly innate in the history of humanity as music and rhythm, 

although one can still offer for instance some niche specific traits.  

 

One which can be argued to be one is that the record company 

employed to put out pop music, manage, distribute, market and 

‘ritualize the flow of entertainment’124 by consciously, 

conscientiously working towards ‘the transformation of music into 

commodity’.125 This can be seen in examples of processes when 

creating from inspiration and aesthetic perceptions, halts and 

freezes, and becomes a fast moving consumer good emanating from 

e.g. market research and strategies. Though, presumably, it is very 

similar when the profoundly felt emotions are being put out as 

music. Further and equally specific to the music business, besides 

the ritualizing and commoditizing, is the notion that simultaneously 

creators, musicians conceive of pop primarily as ‘a communicative 

endeavour’.126  

 

Now ccontinuing, the spaces in pop music and its industry consists 

of for example; the band, the manager, the A & R department (artists 

& repertoire), publishing, the studio with the producer, the engineer 

and possibly the tape operator, the manufacturing of media, 

packaging and sales, promotion, press, touring, DJs and 

journalists.127 Connected although not central to the actual creation, 

recording and performance of music and distributing it, are; media 
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brokers, lawyers, sample clearance agencies, web editors and –

designers, fan club associates, stylists, managers of merchandise, 

programming directors, and others. In short people who are 

peripherally related although involved in the businesses of 

mediating, marketing, packaging and in other manners earn their 

way on pop.  

 

Of course most evident in media, as an effect of communications 

aimed at marketspace, are people that are producing music, for 

example artists, record producers, remixers and collaborations 

among them. They are usually connected through agreements, deals 

and obligations with record companies in a fashion or other. A 

relation that often is originating from ambitions to be heard, to 

reach out in media space with their music, sounds and lyrics. Not 

necessarily because they consider their voice more, or less, 

important than that of others. But because inherent in musicians’ 

activities and processes are dreams of communicating and reaching 

others than themselves, and perhaps gain recognition and 

acknowledgement. It remains almost crucial to communicate the 

music for the artists. Although a devoted focus on shipments of units 

of vinyl, cd’s and digital containers, in the industry, has some 

importance on the ways their wishes to reach listeners are being 

realized. At the same time it is also said to cause interference with 

their center of attention which is on creativity. In this sense the 

primary interest of people creating pop music is often suggested to 

be the acts of composing, writing it. However, if that were the case it 

could be assumed that they could compose for their own sake and 

record but not distribute their music, to leave it in the closet, as it 
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were. Quite possibly these dreams and ambitions of the musicians, 

apart from the notions of communicating, can deviate considerably 

from for example the sources the collective financial goals and the 

communication ideas of companies in a market are coming from.  

 

‘Record companies by nature don’t much care what forms music 

takes as long as they can be organized and controlled to ensure profit 

– musics and musicians can be packaged and sold, whatever their 

styles’,128 as it were. The primary source of the collective’s goals and 

reasons for communication can be understood as emanating from 

notions that mean that ‘[t]he transformation of an idea of a planned 

artobject is mediated by technical skill’.129 ‘Thus, a record will be the 

outcome of a complex set of procedures involving different people 

and social processes, including musicians, recording engineers, 

record producers, playing instruments, interaction in a recording 

studio, mixing tapes, the manufacture of records in a factory, and so 

on.’130 In other words, it is said that the complexity of the processes 

and activities is identified to pertain to when the results of creativity 

are to be recorded.  

 

One can perceive of it as a way of organizing and managing 

musicians’ creative manifestations like the goods of the fairly 

traditional manufacturing of merchandise. Recording, and after that 

distributing, promoting becomes applied as if the product is a 

tangible, in approaches that in many instances are reminiscent of 

how fast moving consumer goods can be handled. However, this can 

be contested if it is put forward that the media is only a memory 

carrying music and not the actual results of creative processes, since 
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these are the sequences of tones. The carrier media are oftentimes 

the significant means with which for example owners and manager 

of rights etc. make visible their livelihood, what they live off, and 

with which they can protect their investments. Besides the important 

appearance and status of the carrier almost ‘[t]he whole structure of 

popular music is standardized, even where the attempt is made to 

circumvent standardization. Standardization extends from the most 

general features to the most specific ones’.131 That is the 

manufacturing of media or sharing of files is recognizable as 

industrial processes. Whereas plans, schemes, ideas and ideals are 

not necessarily standardized, they can all the same be 

bureaucratized and structured examples of organization. A standard 

but with specifics depending on who is setting it through for instance 

bureaucratic routines and rituals, choice of wording in a document, 

and so forth. However, ad hoc may very well also be an epithet that 

works fairly well to conceptualize some manners of organizing to put 

out pop music. Or at least so it on occasion seems. But there are, not 

surprisingly, exceptions to standardization.  

 

Because there appear, in marketspace, companies run by fans, 

devotees, but also musicians that consider music to be something 

other than a commodity, and that the artists being creators, 

originators should be kept away from effects of investments 

decisions, packaging, distributing, marketing; that they perhaps 

should be able to concentrate on creating, composing, performing 

music, organizing their own selves, devote time to aesthetic 

organizing and the organizing of aurally perceptible aesthetics. They 

who are taking part in and doing this can be for instance people 
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striving for influence by founding their own independent record 

companies, labels, and by working with pressing plants, advertising 

agencies, and other collaborators of their own choice.132 Their 

independence is identified as being intimately related with creativity 

in manners akin to arguments of constitutional rights of the freedom 

of expression. There is the independence that implies freedom to 

create and state whatever one wants to with no respect to investors, 

managers, audiences and radio programmers. It is an emancipation 

of the implications of money related to ideas of expressions and 

perhaps convictions connected to creative decisions. But there are 

also the limiting forces which can be suggested to be policy, politics, 

juris prudence, and other collective instruments of control or 

domination, and the autonomy and liberty it entails to neglect and 

discriminate those by not being overly reliant.  

 

Organizing music does not only concern its composers and artists. It 

concerns the approaches where the tangible output of various analog 

and digital carrier media for example CD’s, tapes, vinyl records, 

MD’s, MP3 files, DVD’s, are being handled; they are the matters of 

pertinence to the distributing of recordings. Music itself is perceived 

as frequencies of sound in more or less harmonious combinations 

and it does not need media as such to reach an audience. Basically it 

needs frequencies and atmosphere. But when possibilities of 

business have been identified, which arguably is what often happens 

with phenomena that touch and affect people, it often results in the 

innovation of brokers and mediators of different kinds. They 

mediate whatever it is that seems to cause some kind of effect from a 

source to the people that are being affected and with the process 
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these persons can earn their pay. By figuratively speaking take the 

space of wavelengths and air. 

 

Therefore it can be proposed that the music business spring from 

ideas of besides creating music, mediating and ownership as 

possibilities to make money. The former being the idea of owning 

the rights to the composition itself, having the music played by 

radio, in movies, shopping malls and other spaces, and protecting 

this by claiming the ownership. It entails payments per playing of 

the music. Securing these and the honouring of the rights to the 

music is ensured by organizations such as SAMI, IFPI, RIAA, and 

STIM.133 The mediation is a phenomenon concerning potential of 

earning by owning rights. While the latter notion is an idea of 

owning the actual recordings of pieces of music, an ownership 

meaning the possibility to be multiplying this and distributing units 

to consumers. Part of the price for every unit of recorded media sold 

result in income, among others for the record company.  Apart from 

the contribution to a company’s revenue, included in the price a 

consumer pays for a CD are royalties to the artist, copyright, 

manufacturing, administration, marketing, distribution, bonuses, 

sales tax, surplus value, overhead costs and the merchants’ profit 

margin. 

 

We have seen that it is not unreasonable to suggest that the format 

of ‘[r]ecords are the result of complex organizations. While in live 

musical experiences the musicians and their audiences are joined by 

the immediacy of sound, in recorded music they are linked by an 

elaborate industry. Between the original music and the eventual 
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listener are the technological processes of transferring sound to tape 

and disc and the economic processes of packaging and marketing the 

final product’.134 So before a consumer and an audience can listen to, 

or somehow acquire the results of the people organizing in a studio 

and the output from these processes there are usually the companies 

that manufacture, and distribute music, that, in their turn, organize 

their efforts for reasons that are somewhat more financially focused 

than those of the originators, of the pop musicians.  

 

A record company’s approach to organization are to public 

appearances quite traditional in the sense that they until now have 

put out mostly tangible products, much like many other 

manufacturing industries have done and still do. Additionally they 

emerge typical hierarchical organizations, at least where the bigger 

companies are concerned, with employees with diverse tasks on 

different levels. Regarding their products it is rapidly shifting into 

the distribution of intangible containers of digitized recordings that 

are protected from file sharing etc. Perhaps it is yet another instance 

where the market place is no longer in states of becoming something 

other, in a liminal position so to say. But it appears in a time or flux 

which can be sensed as having already passed, a passing that has 

instead become an already realized part of marketspace. 

Nevertheless, one is hard pressed to find organizational themes, or 

processes that are appearing to be consequential or contradictory 

with respect to fulfilling the viable endeavours with what they sell, 

with the musical content they distribute. In short they come across 

as organizations that to all appearances organize for the maximizing 

of profit and the minimizing of risk by adhering to traditional 
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investment and portfolio management practices, or generally be 

striving to lower costs and raising revenues.  

 

Either they choose to invest heavily in a few people, by signing 

artists whose names are related or a genuine equivalent to 

international brands, or smaller amounts in artists where these and 

the company may even share the costs mutually but not at all times 

proportionally or equally. In that way they, thusly, can act to spread 

their risk taking and investments, which is not to say that the 

smaller amounts can not result in a big seller, and a comparably 

large yield, especially in times when professional studios and 

recording equipment can be bought on a cd or downloaded without 

payment so that costs are low for the company. And of course it 

deserves to be mentioned that some of the grander investments 

where the cost of signing someone is very large do not by any forces 

of necessity imply that they will break even or pay off. Possibly 

because it from time to time seems to be with tradition and 

hierarchy that it is sometimes as if organizations and indeed people 

organizing too, can be projected with ambitions to create 

monuments, manifestations that resemble noticeable inertia rather 

than attempting to manage flux, no matter if the dealings are with 

intangibles, creativity and music or something entirely different.  

 

Nonetheless, there are record companies that are large but still run 

as if they were smaller actors in marketspace. In similar mimicking 

manners there are smaller companies that can appear to be run with 

independence as their catchword, while they are adhering to 

tradition and, when charted, pyramid-like organization forms. The 
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former can be exemplified with Virgin which set up ’fifty small 

record companies around the world, with no more than sixty people 

working out of any one building. The buildings themselves were 

intimate buildings, on canals, on rivers and in mews houses. The 

individual had much more authority, having the top job in their 

particular company, rather than being the assistant to the assistant 

to the assistant in a big company. They knew each other’s strengths 

and weaknesses. They knew each other’s successes and failures. The 

artists identified with the individuals, and in twenty years no major 

artists ever left any one of these companies. Collectively they became 

the largest independent record company in the world’.135 Perhaps 

these were conscious notions of what independence can mean, and 

the small scale decentralized running of activities, even though it 

was a big record company, were pursued to ascertain creating 

individuals and individuals creating.  

 

Although it is also suggested in the business of pop music that in the 

studios, and offices of many record companies the practices 

resemble the prevalent ideas that ‘[a]n organization is a set of people 

who are combined in virtue of activities directed to common ends… 

The purpose of the organization may be explicit or unexpressed, 

conscious or unconscious’.136 On these occasions it remains to be 

negotiated what the common ends and the organization’s purpose 

can be for those involved. This is naturally organizing understood in 

a simple way with no concern for e.g. relations, competition, 

information technology and so forth and of course, it can comprise 

of distortions, deviation, diffusion and friction and the various 

disturbances these can instill in processes. Even so, notions of 
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common ends and purposes can serve motivation and 

understanding that manifests itself in practices. Then naturally it 

seems reasonable to suggest that the modes of organizing pop music 

may shift depending on many phenomena, many relations. People, 

are for example, influenced by the collective’s financial goals and 

visions, and the individual’s dreams and ambitions of innovation, 

and communication, and other agendas, loyalties, expectations and 

directives.  

 

To continue, pop music is proposed to have been ‘a wonderfully 

informal business with no strict rules. It had unlimited potential for 

growth… The music business is a strange combination of having real 

intangible assets: pop bands are brand names in themselves, and at 

a given stage in their careers their name alone can practically 

guarantee hit records. But it is also an industry in which the few 

successful bands are very, very rich, and the bulk of the bands 

remain obscure and impoverished. The rock business is a prime 

example of the most ruthless kind of capitalism’137 and this clearly 

implies that profit-making, remuneration, money are influential in 

practices. Decisions and considerations by record company 

employees are therefore in all probability made by them bearing in 

mind risk reducing and prognosticated yield. And with corporeality 

invented, commoditization becomes a means of producing results 

and not only a means of mediating recordings. That is, the musical 

body is not consisting of only, like when it used to be sheet music or 

a composers history of compositions, an original combination of 

notes and tones, but in addition the container or medium with 

musical content. The medium becomes a message of possible 
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revenue. In a similar sense of ascertaining the pursuance of 

monetary interests ‘the globalisation of the record industry has made 

it possible for vast numbers of people to experience the ‘aura’ of 

popular music in some way, whether it is obscure blues from the 

Mississippi delta, or the enthusiastic pulsations of Merseyside, 

Melbourne or Memphis’.138 So whether movement is encouraged by 

grooves from Kingston, Kinshasa or Kilburn, it is not improbable 

that simultaneously while we actually hear and dance to them, and 

the promises globalizing efforts are suggested to bring, the aura and 

the music are emanating from endeavours which imply the above 

mentioned message of creating revenue. Nuancing this, one means 

of creating possibilities for earnings is to package aura or 

authenticity by imbuing the music with qualities that are perhaps 

common in one market and novel in another and by this generate 

opportunities to produce return on investments on several markets 

at the same time as not accruing raised costs.  

 

Hence, we have entertainment conglomerates and corporations that 

when organizing, manufacturing, packaging, distributing, promoting 

what originated with an experience of affect and pure feeling, 

attempt to by making music into merchandise make profit in many 

parts of the world. Consequently it is not far to reach the suggestion 

that ‘[g]lobal musical flows are facilitated by multinational 

corporations able to wield substantial financial and other 

resources… but in broad terms the inter-linkage of musical and 

capital flows is highly problematic’.139 Although not merely from 

perspectives of distributing and promoting, that is, not only from for 

example perspectives of output becoming commercially feasible and 
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sound. If one were to even early in these proceedings attempt 

interpreting what may occur when the promoters and employees of 

the collective efforts engage in managing ambitions and expressions 

and sometimes the individual musicians, concurrently with the 

company’s other endeavours aimed at making profit, movements in 

the relation Expression-and-Money will appear to concern those 

involved. That is, the implementation of financial directives by 

decisions of members of the board, managing directors and A & R, 

denoting responsibility for Artists and Repertoire, can be seen to be 

imposing commercial goals on the ideas and in the practices of the 

creative and creating individual, the musician, wherefrom the 

commodity is originating. Early as it may be, now that we have 

already touched on a relation we will all the same, briefly, continue. 

After this brief we will return later on. 

 

In movements in a relation the intensity of the forces of the 

continua, seemingly cluster, find and present focus nearing one of 

the nodes. However, apart from the movements, the flow of money, 

there are other events that may appear to have some influence on 

what individuals are doing and they come across as problematic. But 

these are not quite as evident when the businesses of pop are 

understood from the artists’ perspective. To illustrate it is only to 

alter or change perspective. What appears as relations where forces 

e.g. intensities of independence, and creativity and loyalty to the 

different endeavours of expressing oneself, become perceivable 

shifts into problems of managing artists. ‘The highly public rows that 

often charaterise creative industries do not necessarily mean that the 

organisations involved are unusually badly managed. Creative 
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people are often adept at expressing their discontent at the way they 

are managed… creative individuals need special handling and 

creative organisations risk going off the rails without appropriate 

managerial controls… In the world of the arts, there is a particular 

shortage of people who combine first-rate experience with artistic 

integrity. Given these factors, it is easy to see why severe 

management problems exist in some creative organizations, 

particularly in the arts. Constant cost-cutting gives people less time, 

space and freedom to be creative.’140 The proposed problems, then, 

are what can be perceived in practices, and also processes emanating 

in what can be understood as a meeting in or appearing of a relation 

like Expression-and-Money. We are leaving them in this part of the 

book for now, although they are of course of importance. But some 

general interpretation is still in place. 

 

Of course being creative is not a simple quality to ascribe someone 

since any person getting out of bed in the morning deserves to be 

identified with a certain measure of being it. It is not a quality held 

only by individuals partaking in artistic expressions or the 

transformations of sensory input into something somehow legible 

that is possible to sense for others. But generally speaking the 

qualities of creativity are seen to concern those that, in different 

modes, occupy themselves with fairly unique solutions to what 

initially never had to be a problem. That is they produce, invent 

phenomena with some kind of uniqueness that can be perceived by 

others, but not necessarily from points of view of utility and use. For 

some people creativity implies incitements catering for general 

human needs, and dreams of invention. Communicating and desires 
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of acknowledgement for this are coming across as important and 

appropriate in their lives. Taken together it can be perceived pop 

music, where composing and performing are in a way an effect of the 

‘release [of] moral instincts that are currently domesticated by 

modern institutions. At the heart of moral experiences is the 

meeting with the other, the unknown or alien’.141  

 

The dream of reaching the other is not similar to the one of reaching 

consumers, since the first instance is an ambition of communicating 

expression and the second is one of distributing for consumption. So 

arguably in the assemblage of the ambitions and the processes to 

accomplish those, traces of flux can be conceived of. When 

musicians desire distribution, in order to realize their ideas of 

communicating there is often a question of negotiation of the 

aesthetic phenomenon. Their recontextualized perceptions thusly 

become commercialized output that is offered in marketspace. In 

other words the sensual knowledge inspires the composing which is 

recorded and packaged. However, there seemingly are neither 

obvious nor embryonic distinctions in the organizing of pop music 

or many other endeavours, as it were. They are more or less 

constructed by people who develop a need for them, by for example 

using perspectives, categorization and compartmentalization. OK 

enough already with interpreting. We’ll go at it again as we proceed. 

 

It seems conceivable about pop music, because of its manifold 

meanings, inspirational possibilities, inherence in social life, and 

from perspectives tangible to commerciality, that rhythm and 

melody, genres like rock, pop, hip hop, reggae, soul, electronica and 
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others’ ‘cultural significance is as a form of music… a musical means, 

not a musical end… made in order to have emotional, social physical, 

commercial results; it is not music made “for its own sake”.’142 In 

that vein music is not sound floating free of its moorings in 

marketspace. But instead it is seen as a utility that may have little to 

do with some of the original intentions. Although initially ambitions 

of communication with a listener may be important to its creator, 

music can be made to appropriate manners we have seen in the 

qualities of commodities. The appropriation is more often than not, 

directed by record company and public relations executives. And so 

music will for instance pervade not only cultural manifestations such 

as film scores, theatre performances, commercials, or be a part of 

the ambiance of shopping malls, buildings, clubs and public spaces, 

but it continues to be a capacity of various commercial endeavours 

that invite effects other than escalated shopping, tapping feet, and 

mesmerizing audiences. It becomes significant as part in a bundle 

with something else and not only existing on its own. 

 

A record company, an organization formed to put out and make 

earnings on music, will commoditize and market, package and 

distribute its products. Subsequently it is not surprising that the 

‘sales pitch is the central cultural performance of an entertainment 

producer. A narrative structured with substitutable motifs and 

formulaic qualities, the performance articulates the flow of the event 

being sold’.143 In pop music that would entail processes preparing, 

e.g., a hit, or educating and forming performers constituted after and 

fitting a format, much like shows on television, movies, and political 

rhetoric. Which means, in other words, honing the music, or the 
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artists, to the instincts of an audience, through emotive, empathic 

production, and marketing programming. Whether it seems to be 

the trend setting of fingerspitzgefuhl or market niche knowledge, 

much music is made to appeal to assumed and preferred segments of 

listeners and consumers, and comply with prognoses and reach sales 

goals. Simultaneously the organizing of musicians, for whom 

‘[i]ndividual decision making and creative action precede 

organizational definitions – the self is prior to the collective’,144 is 

maintained on occasion as an authenticating diversion from the 

more financially inclined perspectives of business, leading into 

idealistic, political, existential ambitions of expression.  

 

Nonetheless, regardless of the original purpose of the composer of 

pop, a performance, a rendition, a playback on a stage, created and 

mediated by radio, television, Internet etc. may very well function as 

a “point” of sale. In the sense that it becomes a moment of 

influencing presumptive distributors, and consumers but it is also 

the instance when finance and feeling emerge and possibly meet. In 

other words organizing in the pop music business is possibly 

reminiscent of an urge to remain independent on some existential 

plateaus, and in practice communicate, whatever it is the person 

needs and wants to communicate, while at the same time existing 

with rational goal setting. Hence, the communicating is a 

manifestation of creativity, being a predominant and vitally 

important influential activity for artists, but, as such, also influenced 

by negotiating, bargaining and quite possibly bartering. And of 

course this how an industry’s goals and aims can be perceived since 

they are quite likely being vital to it.  
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Some very hands on examples of existing independently communicating 

and rationally negotiating goals are found in the transitions and trajectories 

in pop. For instance suggested in the sometimes criticized, manifestations 

of activities by of dancing jitterbug and playing bop in the 50:ies; the 

fatalistic behaviour and drug addictions of the proponents and performers 

of raunchy Detroit rock ‘n’ roll in the 60:ies; on and off stage performances 

in the sporadic and cosmetic nihilism of the punk movement of the 70:ies; 

the uniformed conformity of clothing and rhythm, and the collective 

flirtations with ideals of fascism in the 80:ies; the sample based loot 

becoming both the subject matter of legal actions and developments as well 

as the hip hop evolutions of the 90:ies. So which are the trajectories and 

transitions of the 00s and 10s? Probably something evolving and deviating 

from brain-hop, glitch, minimalist static, bent retro-twists, promiscuous 

ethno-fusion, entrepreneurship, self-employment, individual goal setting 

and media-less distributing for mega audiences. 
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  Creativity-and-Loyalty 

    Homo Creatus          Intermezzo Homo Economicus 

‘One gets a role in a 

band, and a style, 

and one gets a niche, 

and this sucks from 

time to time, and 

ideas dry out, and 

then, like, uhh let’s 

get some beers…’145

  

‘… “reggae’s block” 

begins to appear as a 

trans-local network, 

tied not so much to a 

locality or a territory 

– like Kingston (or 

even Jamaica) – but 

more like some kind 

of deterritorialized 

community of 

values, albeit porous 

and fluxuous. 

Common themes, 

“red threads”, link 

the actors… Artists, 

producers and 

record collectors, 

fans and enthusiasts 

of all scopes – share 

a cultural 

commonality, not 

’My job… uuhh I guess 

it’s being the artist in 

a band… one does not 

do anything 

different… as person 

one is the same 

human being… one 

has different ways of 

looking at… at waking 

up in the morning and 

getting up and eating 

breakfast in one’s 

underwear.’158

 

’All of us have, sort of, 

invested a lot, like, 

not financially, but, 

like in time and 

emotionally, sort of. 

It’s actually our 

baby… yeah yeah 

financially too but 

foremost 

emotionally… so 

everyone wants the 

best for the band.’159

 

‘Hence, in pursuing 

the interplay (or 

mutual constitution) 

‘There are things 

that one just does 

not do [says Johan 

Duncanson of The 

Radio Dept]… If 

one has any kind of 

moral view of what 

is right and wrong 

then one knows 

that it is wrong to 

play in the hands of 

large corporations. 

It would be like 

eating at 

McDonalds. We 

want to release our 

records on a small, 

idealistic company 

that deals with 

music for the sake 

of music, just like 

we do.’176

 

‘One never thinks 

that it is tedious in 

a way. I don’t think 

it is tedious. I 

never complain 

that we are touring 

too much… I am 
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only in the shape of 

knowledge of the 

great “song archive” 

that consists of 

hundreds of 

“riddims” [a 

structure of rhythm 

and a melodic bass 

line with a few 

chords used as 

foundation for many 

songs, versions], but 

also considering 

thoughts about 

music and music 

making generally.’146

 

‘One gets that 

anyway… The self 

esteem one gets from 

having created one’s 

own life is 

incredible…’147

 

“Mobile in mobilis”, 

to be moving in the 

moving… vibrating 

bliss of echo effects, 

bass and noise... 

according to Deleuze 

music is a stream of 

intensities, speeds, 

of industry and 

culture I am not 

proposing a simple 

conflict between 

commerce and 

creativity. I am also 

rejecting other 

dichotomous models 

of the music industry, 

whether 

independents 

(creative, art, 

democratic) versus 

majors (commerce, 

conservatism, 

oligarchic); 

Machiavellian 

individuals (cynical 

exploiters) versus 

struggling musicians 

(innocent talent); 

subcultures 

(innovative, 

rebellious) versus 

mainstream 

(predictable, 

unchallenging).’160

 

‘One has to 

compromise; one has 

to accept their [the 

record companies’] 

grateful that we 

have the 

opportunity to do 

what we do…’177

  

’Me, him, and 

Marty Wilson-

Piper, were talking 

about something 

and we mentioned 

Neil Young. Then 

his eyes turned 

blank. I mean 

sometimes people 

are not listening 

because they only 

know very little 

about the subject. 

Sometimes they 

are not listening 

because they are 

ignorant about it… 

they are not 

interested in music 

but want to be part 

of a cool 

industry.’178

 

’I mean that has 

quality…  I mean 

that it is… there is 

actually music that 
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flightlines… e.g. the 

levels of different 

speeds and their 

displacing are the 

“meaning” of 

Schumann’s music 

and the running 

course of events of 

different rhythmic 

intonations ditto of 

Mozart.148

 

‘The Swedish DIY 

scene is becoming a 

genuine force in 

Swedish music… The 

eternal 

presupposition is 

that the major 

companies do not 

find the interesting 

and new. The music 

hunters of the 

majors have good 

salaries but they are 

afraid of failing… in 

this scale the love of 

music is greater than 

the love of money 

and many small 

companies are 

consciously 

demands.’161

 

‘What such arguments 

assume (and they are 

a part of the common 

sense of every rock 

fan) is that there is 

some essential human 

activity, music-

making, which has 

been colonized by 

commerce. Pop is a 

classic case of 

alienation: something 

human is taken from 

us and returned in the 

form of a commodity. 

Songs and singers are 

fetishized, made 

magical, and we can 

only reclaim them 

through possession, 

via a cash transaction 

in the market place… 

What is bad about the 

music industry is the 

layer of deceit and 

hype and exploitation 

it places between us 

and our creativity. 

The flaw in this 

argument is the 

no one likes… 

when it is 

something as 

individual as art 

actually is… I think 

that there’s art that 

has points that 

affect and art that 

doesn’t… it’s the 

amount and 

quality… the 

profoundness of 

the points of affect 

that decide how 

good it is in the eye 

of the beholder… 

but us human 

beings are not as 

different as we 

would like to think 

we are.’179

 

‘The process is, 

from both 

musicians’ and 

audience’s point of 

view essentially 

irrational. Who 

gets selected for 

success seems a 

matter of chance 

and quirk, a 
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secretive. The music 

is for “the lucky 

few”. Those that 

have gotten it…’149

 

‘The touch of 

collective creativity 

also breaks with the 

logic that says that 

one has to know 

what it is one gets 

and by whom. The 

brains behind the 

group [Massive 

Attack] are Daddy G, 

3-D and Mushroom 

but apart from them 

male and female 

singers have 

changed, even if the 

reggae artist Horace 

Andy has been a 

voice that has 

followed Massive 

Attack through the 

years… A song can 

consist of a bricolage 

of already made 

sounds. Rather than 

being crediting 

tradition by 

quotation the 

suggestion that music 

is the starting point of 

the industrial process 

– the raw material 

over which everyone 

fights – when it is, in 

fact, the final product. 

The industrialization 

of music cannot be 

understood as 

something that 

happens to music, 

since it describes a 

process in which 

music itself is made – 

a process, that is, 

which fuses (and 

confuses) capital, 

technical, and musical 

arguments.’162

 

‘It’s, it’s a business, it 

is, and this is what 

is… I mean this is 

what clashes with the 

artists… but, really, a 

record company, 

their, I mean 

somewhere one hopes 

that after all that, 

that… the first record 

companies… yeah, 

lottery, and success 

itself is 

fragmented, 

unearned, 

impermanent. The 

“creative” role in 

this pop scheme is 

assigned to the 

packagers, to 

record producers, 

clothes designers, 

magazine editors, 

etc.; they are the 

“authors” of 

success, the 

intelligence of the 

system.’180

  

‘If one is to make 

money from the 

ownership of a 

record company, 

one should not 

have demands of 

high revenue. In 

the end, the day 

one wants to sell 

the company, one 

will get more for 

the company if it 

has released good 

music than if it has 
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borrowed material 

seems like ready-

mades… one 

presents sellable 

products instead of 

the free shifts of 

music bits, break-in 

scratching and 

remixes of DJ 

culture.’150

 

‘We’re three creative 

[the three rappers 

writing and 

performing the 

rhymes]… He [the 

DJ scratching and 

playing beats] does 

the anti-creative… 

It’s what one has to 

do when one has a 

group… A bit of 

counterpoise, like… 

we’re trying to do 

tunes and he tries to 

stop them…’151

 

‘More or less 

creative recycling. 

That is what the 

record business is 

built around… is that 

like, as it is one hopes 

that they started 

because they thought 

some music was so 

fantastic that they 

wanted the whole 

world to hear it. I am 

not sure that it was 

like this, but I hope it 

was the founding 

thought for starting a 

record company.’163

 

‘… the activities of 

those within record 

companies should be 

thought of as part of a 

‘whole way of life’; 

one that is not 

confined to the formal 

occupational tasks 

within a corporate 

world, but stretched 

across a range of 

activities that blur 

such conventional 

distinctions as 

public/private, 

professional 

judgment/personal 

preference and work/ 

leisure time.’164

showed good 

return but not 

made good music. 

It has a lot to do 

with quality. A 

good company 

should be effective, 

not be wasteful, 

have good 

personnel, good 

management – and 

release good 

music. That is what 

it is about; not 

about short-term 

profit demands. 

The business today 

is extremely 

shortsighted in its 

view of the 

artists…’181

 

‘I decided that… 

this was what I 

wanted to do… Life 

is short enough, 

that I felt some 

pressure that 

maybe, like… But 

this is what I am 

going to do, this is 

how I want it, I 
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not what a composer 

does? Putting 

together different 

parts. The word 

composer comes 

from the latin 

componere which 

means “put 

together” or “order”. 

So a composer 

combines smaller 

elements to a whole, 

then. So therefore it 

is not insignificant to 

ask oneself what it is 

that the building 

materials consist of. 

The recycling and 

use of prefabricated 

digital pieces also 

make the question of 

a work of art 

interesting… 

Conceptions of what 

a work of art is are 

characterized from 

our interpretations 

of value and the 

presuppositions for 

creation, 

distribution and 

consumption that 

’The goal is really to 

make good records… 

and that is also a 

speculative goal… one 

can never show an 

annual report and, 

check this, sort of… 

the main goal is to 

survive… to support a 

family doing what one 

does, without taking 

in consideration the 

rules that there 

are.’165

 

’We sorta present 

ours and say that we 

should do this… and 

they [the record 

company] say that we 

should do that... The 

creative… well against 

the… against the 

commercial sort of… 

and we, of course, 

realize that we can’t 

release just any stuff 

as a single, we have to 

make money… it often 

gets to be as if, ehh… 

they are the idealists 

and we are the artists 

think it is so 

fucking great… 

And, thus, I would 

like to, like, play 

the songs I write in 

10, 15, 20 years 

time. I don’t want 

to stand here just 

rockin’… I want to 

find something 

that is who I 

am…’182

 

‘…corporate 

ownership 

impinges upon 

cultural practices, 

highlighting how 

production occurs 

within a series of 

unequal power 

relations, how 

commercial 

pressures can limit 

the circulation of 

unorthodox or 

oppositional 

ideas…’183

 

‘Had one been 

utterly egoistic one 

would have only 
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are around us in the 

world. Today’s 

digital media make 

possible practices 

that ask questions 

that up till now have 

not been by far 

answered by 

legislation and 

debate. One of the 

more fruitful choices 

would be to now 

start from today’s 

real practices and 

the assumption that 

the music business is 

built of the recycling 

of musical elements 

and not an number 

of inviolable works 

of art that can not at 

any price be 

infringed.’152

 

‘MICROSAMPLING… 

The perspectives I 

intend are based on 

giving new life to 

that fraction of a 

second from tracks, 

that maybe didn’t 

have any success or 

that are a bit 

muddled… but 

sometimes it is the 

contrary.’166

 

 ‘In the moment one is 

sitting there working 

on a tune… on a 

guitar…. Then it 

ain’t… but as soon as 

one wants to reach 

one’s audience and 

play to someone then, 

then it suddenly gets 

to be money. And then 

it is… then it is like 

that.’167

 

’One knows a lot of 

bands that have had, 

that have had 

contracts which have 

done badly in 

different ways. Their 

companies have gone 

bankrupt… they have 

just shelved the 

stuff… They have 

recorded an album… 

Or they have gotten a 

record contract, and 

then the company 

played and thought 

about one’s own 

career and things 

like that… One 

likes one’s 

girlfriend and 

wants to spend 

time with her too 

but… It is an art… 

In some way it 

must… The 

career… must 

come slightly 

before since we are 

both in a build up 

phase. It is possibly 

a bit dangerous to 

say perhaps, 

because it might be 

that it, that this 

build up phase, this 

phase just goes on, 

like…’184  

 

’That’s the 

advantage with 

being with a big 

company, then one 

gets an advance… 

one sorta gets 

money… one 

borrows from 
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the familiar voice of 

a radio show host. 

All that we hear on 

the air is dead within 

a few seconds. It’s 

gone. It’s the in 

between stations, the 

advertisements, the 

interference. These 

are all matters to 

recycling. I attempt 

to give new life to 

dead airwaves 

caught on the very 

moment of their 

short existence. My 

studio has become a 

graveyard for those 

dead frequencies… A 

fraction of a vocal, a 

pad, a glitch or 

interference 

integrated with an 

advertisement or a 

song – everything is 

recyclable… Creating 

is pretentious, 

nobody that I know 

has a certificate in 

creating. Nothing is 

destroyed or created 

– every ingredient is 

thinks that they aren’t 

ready to release a 

record… Then they 

[the record company] 

can just sit and hold 

on the record too, and 

wait for a moment… 

this kills the band in 

many ways… But 

perhaps it’s bad out of 

a sales point of view, 

but one [the artists, 

the band]wants to get 

it out… one has 

written a song, one 

wants to get it out…’168

 

‘Now I ain’t sayin’ that 

it’s, that everyone is 

like this, but… a lot 

that work in records 

companies, like, and 

especially the big 

record companies, 

they sit high up in the 

record company and 

they have no idea 

[with emphasis] of the 

music climate and 

what is happening, 

like, in the music 

world ‘cause they 

oneself… but the 

small companies 

they don’t have 

that kind of money, 

sort of those 

resources. Big 

companies, well 

then one gets an 

advance… and it 

increases 

percentage wise 

with every album 

too. And that’s why 

bands are being 

dropped after the 

third album, when 

the advance is 

getting so large 

that the sales aren’t 

living up to, to 

those advances.’185

‘Kullhammar [a 

jazz musician 

running his own 

record company] 

what he is doing, 

that’s what he 

really wants to do. 

It’s exactly the 

music that he 

really wants to… 

Especially now 
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in the air waiting to 

be discovered, then 

modified. My music 

is an extension of life 

itself, like roots.’153

 

’To us it’s important 

to have this flow of… 

sort of, inventing 

new songs, and 

produce them and 

arrange them and 

then like get them 

out ’cause… it’s like 

so fuckin’ great or 

whatever… it’s 

inspiring.’154

 

‘It’s like this, that, 

that life sorta ain’t 

stopping because we 

aren’t on P3 rotation 

[Swedish public 

service radio 

channel]. We do 

stuff the whole time, 

like, writing songs, 

and we uhhh… and 

we play the songs, 

we rehearse them, or 

we met and talk, but 

we do stuff. The 

aren’t really 

interested in music-, 

and music alright 

‘cause they are just 

businessmen and they 

might as well have 

worked with some 

other company, like. 

If one says it music is 

an art form so that 

they fit badly 

together, like, that 

thinking. One has to 

see music for what 

really is if one, if one 

is top work with it I 

think.’169

 

’In any case one can 

say… say that one can 

think in a way, in a 

way that one is too 

poorly paid as a 

musician. They 

sometimes use that 

will, that will to play 

music and this will to 

express oneself to 

something like that 

one has to think this is 

fun… and that should 

be it.’170  

when he releases it 

through his own 

company, he 

doesn’t need to 

compromise with 

anything. But I 

imagine, it seems 

that this is exactly 

what Per Gessle 

[Swedish 

composer with a 

successful national 

and international 

career as recording 

artist and the 

owner of e.g. a 

publishing 

company] is 

doing.’186

 

’They [the record 

company BMG] 

have a pile of two 

hundred albums 

each week that are 

released, so like… 

where the fuck do 

we end up in this, 

like, priority stack? 

When there are, 

like, these 

guaranteed unit 
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band is, is the main 

vein all the time, 

like.’155

 

‘These meanings 

cannot be 

manufactured, 

cannot even be 

decoded. The 

professionals of the 

record industry have 

to feel them 

empathetically, to 

make them resonate, 

in order to be able to 

return them to the 

public… Pop music 

has been able to 

systematize the very 

principle of its very 

own diversity within 

an original mode of 

production. The 

creative collective, a 

team of 

professionals who 

simultaneously take 

over all aspects of a 

popular song’s 

production has 

replaced the 

individual creator 

‘But it’s weird, right… 

it’s a fuckin’… it’s an 

absurd world… both 

regarding, like, the 

touring life and 

regarding, like, the 

record business. It’s… 

It’s not everything 

that is logic and like it 

should but…’171

 

‘I think sort of right 

that the, the 

enormous tristesse 

that it is in a… firm, 

right I have it so 

incredibly [with 

emphasis] boring 

when I’m there, I 

think it’s, I try to talk 

myself into that it’s 

good ‘cause it’s like, 

and then when I get 

away from there like 

ahhwhoa… then when 

we’re out playing a 

week, the one goes 

nuts from it, like, then 

when one gets back… 

quiet and boring as 

fuck, like, it’s pretty 

good.’172

 

shifters that, that 

make loads of 

money, but, 

Outkast, Annie 

Lennox they, like 

have it all.’187

 

’Then one might as 

well get an 

ordinary job. It 

sounds boring as 

shit if one can’t to 

do what one wants, 

like…’188

 

’It’s very seldom 

that I find people at 

companies that… 

that I feel are really 

engaged and still 

really burning for 

the music. This is 

the problem. I 

mean I am sure of 

that most are 

people that from 

the beginning… 

sorta began at a 

record company… 

have, like, a 

burning interest in 

music. But it 
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who composed songs 

others would then 

play, disseminate, 

defend, or criticize. 

This team shares the 

various roles that 

the single creator 

once conjoined: 

artistic personality, 

musical know-how, 

knowledge of the 

public and of the 

market, technical 

production, and 

musical execution 

have become 

complementary 

specialisms and 

skills performed by 

different individuals. 

Thus, the final 

product, consisting 

of highly disparate 

elements that can be 

considered 

individually and as a 

mixture, is the fruit 

of a continuous 

exchange of views 

between the various 

members of the 

team; and the result 

‘But, like, what the 

fuck this is my job, I 

like it, when 

everything works, 

when one can make 

songs in the studio, 

when one can get out 

and play them to 

people that pay to 

see… it’s… if not, if it 

ain’t, like, reason 

enough then I don’t 

ge… then I don’t know 

what, like…’173

 

‘These conflicts over 

authenticity are 

probably inevitable in 

a mass market 

cultural form that at 

times also fills the 

function of traditional 

high art, a form so 

varied that it is used 

by some as simple 

entertainment an 

others as something 

close to religion. And 

yet even at its most 

serious, some of our 

pleasure in popular 

music is always tied to 

appears to fade 

pretty quickly…’189

 

’One can feel as if a 

lotta people begin 

workin’ ’cause they 

want to meet 

celebs… but I don’t 

know how many of 

them… maybe it’s, 

like, a percent or 

so… Of course 

most begin 

working at a record 

company because 

they like music a 

lot. But then uhh 

then they have to 

do a lot of other 

stuff, and then they 

get, like, cynical 

and hardened in a 

way ‘cause they, 

like, they realize 

that it’s only really 

about money…’190

 

’Every one has 

different roles… 

ehhm I’m more 

sorta the one that 

doesn’t even 
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is a fusion between 

musical objects and 

the needs of the 

public.’156

 

‘By making four 

accapella versions of 

old songs available 

on 

www.slamsjamz.com 

they provided people 

with possibilities of 

legally remixing 

them. The remixers 

later were included 

on the album 

[Revolverlution 

(2002)] with writer’s 

credits and 

accordingly received 

payment as such. 

‘We wanted to erase 

the border between 

consumer and 

partaker, and this is 

the best way of 

making the audience 

interactive. I [Chuck 

D] think that what 

we did was 

inventive, but all we 

do should be 

its commercial 

processes. Why? 

Because popular 

music is more than 

just a sound. It is also 

a picture on a wall, an 

album cover, an 

interview, a fashion, a 

stadium concert 

shared with 

thousands, an 

adolescent’s lonely 

fantasy. This 

imaginative 

dimension, like the 

music, is something 

that is bought and 

sold, but does that 

deny its meaning?’174

 

‘Regarding the 

creative, they have 

nothing to say about 

it… We have, we have 

a deal about this… I 

produce whatever I 

want, whenever I 

want and how I want 

to… And of course I 

don’t want to do 

anything if I know 

that he [the record 

wanna pretend 

that I’m in a big 

rotten fuckin’ 

business, and just 

wants to go out on 

tour and play to 

some people and 

that’s that, and 

then hope we’ll flog 

a few records, and 

then I get home, 

and then I order a 

few records from 

Ginza and CDON 

[Internet shops] 

and visit a few 

second hand 

records stores 

and… pretend that 

this world doesn’t 

exist even though 

I’m well aware that 

it does and we’re in 

the middle of this 

shit.’191

 

’They are only 

thinking the 

product and think 

a pretty girl with a 

song by someone… 

if that then sells 
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inventive.’157

 

 

company’s owner] 

won’t back me up 

because he is busy 

this week or the next 

six months… But 

when it comes to the 

part which I can’t 

manage, which is… 

what interviews to 

do… That is where to 

be when… And that is, 

like, it is okay… I 

don’t mind it too 

much.’175

 

 

 

 

loads. Well, how 

well, like, is that 

chick feelin’ then? 

Did she make any 

friends? Did she 

get any money… 

Yeah yeah but were 

they real friends 

[laughter]!’192
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  Expression-and-Money    

    Homo Creatus          Intermezzo  Homo Economicus 

‘As an artist, my 

responsibility, as an 

artist is to turn, I 

guess is to turn up to 

the piano or to… to 

pick up my pen 

ahem [hawking]. 

And that’s, that’s 

really where my 

responsibility lies. 

The rest is God’s 

work really. You 

know… I’m just a 

kind of faulty ahem 

[hawking], vessel 

you know, that he 

has chosen to speak 

through, like any 

artists or, or any, 

any person’.193

 

‘I [Ron Sexsmith] 

think that it is 

fantastic that any 

records released by 

large companies sell 

at all. It is so much 

about strategies and 

internal politics and 

so little about 

‘Whatever one puts in 

Kent’s music there is 

a need for the group 

out there for a lot of 

people in the Nordic 

countries. And the 

rest will wave them 

off as commercial. – 

In a way one betrays 

an old ideal if one 

sells a lot of records 

[says Joakim Berg]. 

But I think it is just as 

bad to make a record 

so that only five 

people will like it, it is 

just another kind of 

speculation behind 

that. – But all that is 

aimed at any kind of 

audience would then 

be commercial [he 

concurs]. Otherwise 

one could put it in a 

drawer and show it to 

the friends when they 

are visiting for a 

party.’213

 

‘Yet most of the time 

‘One is never as 

anxious as one is 

over money… Of 

course one has had 

a lot of different 

anxieties over the 

years… But the 

worst is actually 

the one… Uh I 

think it is, it’s an 

illness… That’s a 

problem we have in 

the Western 

world… And I am 

talking with people 

that, that like me, 

and other people 

that are of the, non 

monetary, like, 

self-projection… 

“Money doesn’t 

affect me in this 

way”, but there’s 

nothing that 

provides the angst 

that money 

does.’234

  

‘”When I [Erik 

Hasselqvist at 
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music.’194

 

‘Love it or hate it, 

that’s what Napster 

has done: changed 

the world. It has 

forced record 

companies to 

rethink their 

business models and 

record-company 

lawyers and 

recording artists to 

defend their 

intellectual 

property. It has 

forced purveyors of 

“content,”… what 

content will even be 

in the near future.’195

 

‘It is for example not 

difficult to see how a 

metaphor like the 

rhizome could be 

used to describe 

many of the current 

expressions of 

electronica and its 

flows, reconnections 

and samples… At the 

Mille Plateaux 

the music industry 

clearly does not 

operate as it should, 

or is supposed to. It 

doesn’t work 

(continually 

producing huge 

numbers of ‘failures’ 

and disorder) even 

according to its own 

most basic criterion 

of success. In the 

process, it generates a 

large amount of 

confusion, 

incomprehension, 

misunderstandings, 

exploitation, conflict 

and anxiety. When 

great music does 

manage to escape 

from this vortex, it 

seems all the more 

inexplicable and even 

magical.’214

 

’I made an interview 

with David Lynch, the 

director. And he 

said… I think he 

said… I can quote 

him… “Whenever 

Stockholm 

Records; in a letter 

to the editor in 

Topp 40, a trade 

magazine] worked 

as a salesperson for 

Pripps [Swedish 

brewing company] 

I never met a 

customer with the 

attitude ‘this Zingo 

[orange soda] isn’t 

that some 

commercial shit 

soda, how can you 

sell that when there 

is Mango Papaya 

Cola from El 

Salvador, sort of’. 

The normal in all 

businesses is that 

one sells what is 

demanded, not 

what one likes.” 

Right on target: the 

record business 

has to become 

more ‘normal’. Do 

not mix love, 

passion and other 

irrationalities. It 

should work to 
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website the 

company’s 

foreground gestalt 

Achim Szepanski 

describes this scene 

as well as the music 

as an alternative 

movement outside of 

or on counter course 

with the 

establishment. “One 

has to open the door 

to the noise 

itself”.’196  

 

‘Through the history 

of pop music, one 

can glimpse the 

history of those who 

have no words, just 

as feelings that 

cannot be expressed 

otherwise find their 

way into the music… 

we ought not to 

attempt to explain 

the success of the 

music through 

sociology and social 

relations, but should 

instead look to the 

music for 

money and creativity 

meets there’s a 

problem”’.215

 

’… playing here for 

free… When one 

started one did it 

because one knew 

that one needed the 

exposure… performed 

and ran at a loss… one 

did it because it was 

so fucking great.’216

 

‘How does one solve 

that… whatever one 

does one is mostly 

butt fucked anyway as 

long as one chooses to 

be a band in the 

record business. 

That’s how it is but 

contracts are of 

course written to the 

record companies’ 

advantage. It is they 

who have formulated 

the contract from the 

beginning… so what I 

mean… all those, like, 

percentages are 

totally fucked up 

make a detailed 

market plan and to 

know fairly well 

what sales results 

one will get in the 

end. Individual 

taste is irrelevant; 

it is all about 

creating a 

demand.’235

 

‘”I [Daniel Miller, 

previous owner of 

Mute Records, 

after selling it to 

EMI for 23 million 

Pound Sterling] 

think that they 

[Depeche Mode] 

have noticed that 

the other 

companies that 

have courted them 

have no other 

profound interest 

than to in the short 

term make money 

on their music”’.236  

 

‘I [Wyclef Jean] am 

a businessman, 

baby, you don’t get 
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revelations about 

unknown aspects of 

society.’197

 

‘I [David Fridlund of 

David The Citizens] 

am not making 

music to be at KB 

[bar in Malmö] 

being cool. Perhaps 

it sounds like a 

cliché, I know, but I 

do music because I 

have to. I make 

music to feel good, 

to live a decent life, 

to manage to get up 

in the morning.’198

 

‘The record business 

is an industry… and 

as long as the bands 

are aware of that 

they have just 

become a product, 

then everything is 

okay. According to 

us [Kristofer 

Samuelsson, former 

chairman of the now 

defunct association, 

website 

really…’217

 

’One goes on some 

kind of gut feeling. I 

should be doing this… 

it’s been too long now, 

and I have to do this 

or… one needs to 

weight it all with the 

girlfriend, the friends 

in the band, and 

everything and how 

much one can subject 

one another to and 

how much one, like… 

counter how much… 

how much, because 

everybody can not 

support themselves 

off, off the music that 

I play but have other 

jobs as well.’218

 

‘At heart it’s only you 

who wants… to, like, 

make better 

music…The record 

company doesn’t 

really give a shit if 

your music gets better 

as long as it sells as 

much.’219

it, I make beats, I 

make songs. There 

is never “No” or 

“Never” in 

business, I am open 

to everything. 

Business must go 

first. If it would be 

good for business, 

who am I then to 

say no?’237

 

‘The record 

business is 

screwed. There are 

no good jazz record 

companies. Sure 

there are those that 

have good 

alternative 

rock/pop-bands 

but it is only a veil 

so that they can 

release more 

smurf-hit records. 

The music business 

works against 

music. As a soon as 

money comes in 

the picture it 

breaks. I [Jonas 

Kullhammar jazz 
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(www.benno.com) 

and magazine 

Benno] the best 

Swedish music is on 

singles printed in 

Chechnya and it 

would be damn great 

if they sold 5000 

units. But one does 

not get there by 

collaborating with 

the industry. Then 

one is going to get 

eaten. One has to 

create one’s own 

conditions.’199

 

‘Dolly Parton has 

previously styled 

herself as a two-

legged glittering 

vulgar gimmick 

difficult to miss. ‘But 

nowadays I have 

many other ways of 

making money, I 

don’t have to make 

records for money. 

It is almost as if I 

had to become rich 

to be able to sing as 

if I was poor again.’ 

’I could most likely 

write a, a hit… and 

become set 

economically for five, 

ten years… But that is 

to say I would 

probably not be able 

artistically, of 

course… It’s easy to 

say that one is torn 

between… what one 

does because one has 

chosen… It is, like, art 

comes before 

everything. It comes 

before money.’220

 

’There are two ways to 

go, either one starts 

one’s own, if one feels 

that one has the balls, 

the time, the 

knowledge to do it… 

yeah mon… but first 

and foremost its time 

and knowledge… it 

takes such a fuckin’ 

large part from the 

creative stuff, if one is 

to, like run one’s own 

company… and 

manage the contacts 

saxophonist and 

owner of 

Moserobie records] 

am scared to see 

dollar signs in the 

eyes.’238

 

’CBS have, or at 

least they did, a 

black book. I have 

not seen it, but… it 

is like Procter & 

Gamble… they have 

a manual for how 

they are going to 

do.’239

 

‘At all points in the 

decision chain, 

songs are regularly 

referred to as 

“product.” This 

distinctive product 

image 

nomenclature 

focuses the 

attention of 

creative people at 

each link in the 

chain on 

commercial rather 

than aesthetic 
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Now she does not 

have to listen to 

what a manager 

thinks. Now she does 

not have to obey a 

record company. 

Now she does not 

have to guess what 

radio stations might 

want to play. ‘There 

are a lot of duties 

that I don’t have 

anymore… Since I 

decided to not 

attempt to find a 

new record contract, 

but instead pay for 

my records myself 

and then lease them 

out. I will definitely 

not allow myself to 

become involved 

with people like that 

anymore.’200  

 

‘I [Jonas Hellborg] 

have had offers of 

doing lucrative jobs 

and declined. You 

cannot buy more life 

for money. You have 

a certain time. 

with all distribution… 

well you know, like, 

that whole network. 

And the alternative is 

to find another 

company uhh… and 

then I imagine that it 

shouldn’t be that 

fuckin’ difficult to 

find a company. The 

question is more were 

one wants to set the 

benchmark… If, if, if a 

major company is the 

goal, or if it is better 

to find an 

independent company 

that does not have the 

money for promotion 

but, but believes in it 

more and is using 

other methods to, to, 

like, flog albums and 

to make one visible. 

Whatever methods 

these are. So it’s like, 

those two ways we 

have to go.’221  

 

’There are still, like, 

small companies that 

still flog stuff that… 

values of their 

work. “The point,” 

one publisher told 

us, ”is to make 

money, not art.” 

Having a product 

image is to shape a 

piece of work so 

that it is most likely 

to be accepted by 

decision makers at 

the next link in the 

chain. The most 

common way of 

doing this is to 

produce works that 

are much like the 

products that have 

most recently 

passed through all 

the links in the 

decision chain to 

become 

commercially 

successful.’240

 

‘They, like, release 

as much as they 

have to, that is, as 

much as people ask 

for. That’s how it 

usually is… This is 
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Everyday you do 

something just to 

make more money 

you throw away your 

life. I don’t want to 

do it and play music 

that I burn for. One 

cannot even glimpse 

at success.’201

 

‘When two so 

diametrically 

opposed as Paul 

Weller and Neil 

Tennant – 

independent of one 

another – can not 

stop talking about 

the greatness in 

Lennon’s Strawberry 

Fields Forever it is 

more clearly evident 

than what one may 

wish for that it 

never, never is 

possible to separate 

the art from one’s 

own life, one’s own 

experience. Costello 

– who holds the 

opening lines in the 

same Lennon’s Girl 

that still get what 

music is about, that 

aren’t “in it for the 

money”, like… but, I 

mean, with the major 

companies it’s, it’s 

about turning a 

business over, and it’s 

about making big 

money… and, sure 

they, they spend a lot 

of money too, they, 

they probably take 

their long shots…’222

 

’Of course one wants 

to flog the stuff, one 

wants everybody to 

hear it.’223

 

‘It doesn’t have to in 

any way be negative… 

for the creativity that 

one, that one makes 

money off it.’224

 

’If people buy of 

course one gets happy 

because that means 

that they like it and 

that’d make any one 

happy. But it’s also 

pretty good 

actually.’241  

 

’One gets a fee 

from, from the 

place that one 

plays, which can be 

anything from 

10000 and 50000… 

And that, then, has 

to be divided 

between the 

booking company 

that set the concert 

up, and the 

negotiations and all 

that. They get 15%, 

or between15 and 

20%. One needs 

gas, and sometimes 

a larger bus if there 

are more people… 

So, like, it’s 

everything between 

5 and 20… Then 

one needs sound 

technicians and 

some other 

technicians… 

Guitar techs we 

sometimes skip 

because it’s a bit 
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as the most 

perfected ever – has 

in any case come to 

exactly that 

realization – that 

probably he loves 

them so much 

because it is Lennon 

who sings them. 

There is something 

very comforting in 

this. No matter how 

academically gray-

haired pop music 

has become its 

primary function is 

still – and for all 

future to come – to 

take over our lives in 

a way that no other 

art expression is 

capable of.’202

 

‘Music is passion… 

All of music making 

is to me [Håkan 

Hellström] as far 

from business one 

can get… If one 

mixes business with 

passion… music is 

passion and not 

that then one can 

continue with the 

activity one is doing, 

like, and if one is 

gonna see it from an 

economic perspective, 

is that then one can go 

on and, and, and do it 

and not just sit at 

home, and then one 

needs to in some way 

get money.’225

 

’Music has so much 

with peoples’ 

cultures, like, and it‘s 

an art, sort of… and 

still they treat it as if 

it were clothes… and 

it’s why there’s type 

all this crap music, 

like, that’s basically 

only a product 

placement… ‘cause, 

‘cause there’s money’s  

to be entered, like, 

and people, I think… 

in the long run… 

people tire of people 

tire of… that is can’t 

hack to be fed with, 

with things even 

unnecessary, if one 

can, like, do the 

tuning on ones’ 

own, sort of. But 

it’s good when one 

does bigger tours 

or festivals… and 

it’s a lot that needs 

fixin’… And then, 

like, one has one’s 

musicians, and, 

they need to be 

paid… And if 

there’s anything 

left… supposedly 

one gets that… 

Actually, it 

probably ends with 

a loss… I earn by 

playing solo… 

That’s what I live 

off of.’242  

 

‘It’s abo… It’s 

about, like, playing 

it safe you know, 

and that one 

doesn’t… Like, one 

don’t take no 

chances, since one 

puts down so much 

money… One puts 
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some fucking job. I 

do this because it is 

fun and because I 

am burning to play 

music. Work is 

something one does 

involuntarily to get 

dough; I want to 

hold it as far away, 

as possible, from 

that which I love.’203

 

’To make a 

commercial record 

on a certain theme 

because it sells or 

sing in French 

because the French 

market sells well is 

not my way of 

working. I can’t 

think that cold-

heartedly and 

speculatively. It 

doesn’t work for me. 

I work with feelings 

that come from 

inside. My records 

are like a human 

being that is being 

born, learns to walk 

and grows naturally, 

though many do it, 

sorta.’226

 

‘… record companies 

manage creativity by 

incorporating musical 

genres into the 

techniques of 

portfolio 

management… as one 

of the key strategies 

deployed by the major 

record labels and… 

how this used to deal 

with three key issues. 

First, it provides a 

means of managing 

problems of risk 

arising from 

uncertainties about 

whether or not new 

and existing artists 

will deliver what is 

expected and, if they 

do, whether the 

products will 

continue to be 

purchased and accrue 

catalog value. Second, 

it enables the 

corporations to divide 

a company’s catalogue 

down 100000 on a 

video… Marketing, 

like, and then, one 

can’t afford to, sort 

of, “this can be a 

hit” like… You 

gotta have 

somethin’, at least 

when it comes to 

us… Because, 

‘cause the last 

record went so 

well… We gotta, 

like, stay on top 

and not come back 

with some 

halfassed crap… 

That’s when they 

get scared, like.’243

 

’But the cynicism 

ain’t that they 

wanna make 

money… but the 

cynical, like, is how 

they choose what to 

invest in… 

Sometimes the 

won’t even invest in 

music, like 

sometimes the 

record company 
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personally and 

femininely. It takes 

time to create 

intimacy and a true 

feeling in the 

singing.’204

 

‘One gets up and 

then one feels a 

pressure to make 

songs… one gets 

dressed and writes 

the whole day and 

then maybe… in the 

evening or during 

the day, one makes 

interviews… in the 

evening one has to 

rehearse and then 

the day after, one 

gets in a car and goes 

somewhere to work 

before one performs 

in the evening… it’s a 

bit blurred between 

what is work and 

what is leisure and 

what is what because 

everything is 

intertwined like 

this… The biggest 

difference is the one, 

into distinct 

departments, with 

specific staff and 

resources allocated to 

work particular 

repertoires, defined 

according to genre 

categories… Third, 

portfolio 

management enables 

the company to 

monitor and account 

for the activities of 

personnel in each 

division through 

financial indicators 

which are used when 

making judgments 

about the ‘success’ of 

their mix of genres 

and departments.’227

 

’It’s seldom there’s a 

conflict…. I 

definitively think 

there’s a conflict, 

‘cause to me it’s really 

a conflict between 

working extra and pay 

the rent uhhh uhhh 

counter sitting a 

home writing songs… 

actually invests in 

someone that’s 

looking the right 

way and then that 

person gets tunes 

from some one that 

they have noticed 

has worked 

before…’244

 

‘Up ‘til havin’ 

recouped, sort of, 

or ‘til one has paid 

back all expenses 

we are not getting 

any money… That’s 

how it works…’245

 

‘The demand to 

make more money 

next time… If you 

make pretty much 

money on a 

record… you get 

into a pattern sort 

of. You can go out 

three nights a 

week… you can 

treat all your 

friends, like, in the 

clubs… buy an 

apartment… After, 
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when one… is in a 

live situation 

counter to being at 

home… These are 

the two worlds…’205

 

‘Okay we know how 

to make a single, and 

how one you know, 

how one makes a 

hit… It’s just that we 

haven’t wanted to 

work in that format 

‘cause it gets… It 

ain’t gonna be a good 

album that way… 

Nope… Yeah… If one 

makes music… One 

can concentrate on 

“this song is going to 

be the single”, but 

then one feels totally 

hampered.’206

 

’We can supposedly 

choose in that, well 

in ten years one has 

at least learned a 

little… [Pausing]… 

we really are not in a 

great position now… 

I mean I think we 

I get crazy and then I 

scream [laughter]… 

But I try right like 

really to do 50 – 50 

because I get a bad 

conscience whatevah 

I do, sort of. Deep 

down I think that this 

is the most important. 

My goal uhhh yeah 

uhhh… to, like, to well 

like not have to work 

extra… But since I 

can’t get out of it now 

I still have to work 

extra because uhhh I 

get a bad conscience if 

I don’t give a damn 

to… I’ve got a job were 

I can choose when to 

go to work…’228

 

‘I have been pretty 

goal-oriented… The 

last four years… I’ve, 

like, released a record 

every year… so I’ve 

been pretty damn 

goal-oriented as far 

goes as doing this… 

get it to work before I 

begin… before I begin 

the money will run 

out… Money runs 

out if one doesn’t, 

if one doesn’t, sort 

of, take care of 

them. A lot of 

people are bad at 

taking care of 

money. I’ve heard, 

or understood that 

the people that are 

creative suck at the 

financial parts.’246  

 

‘It works like… It 

works so that the 

bass guitarist and 

the drummer are 

rental musicians, 

and they get a 

salary, uhh… and 

that’s, sometimes 

it’s fuckin’ great, 

and sometimes 

it’s… but, we sorta 

just now… we sorta 

just made a three 

week trip, and we, 

in principle, break 

even on this. Us 

three, the band, 

like, while they 
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sell less than ever 

before… The record 

company has 

decided to drop us, 

our old manager is 

suing us etc. etc. I 

mean, really… the 

only thing we got 

now that no one can 

touch and that, like, 

still keeps us going is 

that I know that we 

for a fact are tight as 

fuck and a great live 

act, and this, and 

this people know too 

and that’s why we 

get to gig big Swiss 

festivals, that’s why 

we get to play at 

Rock Am Ring [a 

German festival 

specializing in heavy 

rock]. The arrangers 

and, and people, like 

in the business know 

that we always give, 

like, a 110 %, and 

make a, make a dope 

live show… I think 

that, shit, like, it is 

due a whole lot to 

thinking about mine… 

like travelling… and 

ordinary things that 

actually give a certain 

excitement and sort of 

spice in life but that 

still… when one is in 

the most sensitive are 

trivial… that is in the 

music…’229

 

‘It’s a worry with this; 

I think that it is 

difficult this with 

working just… 

because one has to be 

fairly organized 

really. Uhh… That is, 

have a bit of structure 

which the composing 

and all the other stuff 

really aren’t. It’s a bit 

fuzzy this writing 

music and stuff… One 

can’t command 

inspiration to appear 

so it’s another way to 

function, whilst it, the 

actual working is 

pretty… well it’s good 

to have some order, 

maybe write stuff up 

make their… well, I 

dunno the exact 

amount, but they, 

like, return with a 

decent salary, 

while we break 

even.’247

 

‘A lot of stuff the 

artist has to, like, 

pay herself with 

her petty 

percents.’248

 

’We want to be able 

to live off of this, I 

mean we have a 

company, we 

withdraw a 

monthly salary, 

we’re careful with 

our money. And 

that’s why we are 

here ten years later 

and can live on it, 

since we haven’t 

burnt everything 

on coke and all the 

other idiotic stuff… 

We felt that we’ll 

split it in four, 

like… in four; we’ll 
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this that we still get 

so many good offers 

that we are 

getting.’207

 

‘Don’t honestly know 

how to answer that 

question, but of 

course we are 

playing a certain 

kind of music 

because we are a 

certain kind of 

human beings & it 

may well be that 

through what we 

have created we 

have ordered 

ourselves in a 

certain way & 

received a way of 

relating to the world 

& how we do things 

because of that but I 

haven’t got a damn 

clue really’.208

 

’So much is being 

done, there are, 

styles are being 

mixed more and 

more now too… it’s 

in the calendar…’230

 

‘… much musical 

practice also occurs 

as a consequence of 

the dynamic tension 

created by another 

axis of musical 

creativity… the axis of 

recognition – 

rejection. Musicians 

live with the constant 

desire for recognition 

and the constant 

threat of rejection… 

There is much more 

than any simple 

dichotomy between 

art and commerce 

involved here; music 

is about 

communication first 

and making money 

second…’231

 

‘I’m in the situation 

now, I’m trying to do 

a record, and I’ve 

contacts with a record 

company which I 

made my last record 

with. And then I’ve 

start a company so 

the money won’t 

just disappear. 

Yeah a STIM, 

STIM-pile of 

money, whoahh, 

waste it over a 

weekend. Yeah well 

then it’s better to 

have a company 

and withdraw a 

salary… and then 

one has, like, a 

secure, fairly 

secure [with 

emphasis], 

situation.’249

 

’When one is gonna 

make a cover one is 

booked at some 

really fuuuckin’ 

professional 

photographer, 

expensive as fuck, a 

whole fuckin’ day. 

Were I remember I 

had to stand I and 

listen to Grateful 

Dead records and 

try to stand in 

different poses and 
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not as… I guess it 

was more… more, 

more water-… 

waterproof before… 

now it’s as if one 

borrows from one 

another, it’s another 

situation now.’209

 

’It’s like important, 

one wants to share, 

if one thinks 

something is, that 

one has made some 

cool shit… fuck man 

everybody’s gotta 

hear this!’210

 

’I did art for seven 

years and that really 

music is the greatest 

art form that people 

partake in, in like, 

the world… everyone 

is listening to music. 

Everyone is perhaps 

not going to an art 

gallery to watch art. 

Music is really 

“public service”.’211

 

‘And one of the [dub 

recorded tunes, some 

kinda demo with my 

band so that they [the 

record company] get 

tot hear what kinda 

music I wanna do. 

And then I’ve gotten 

the message “Yeah 

well this sounds fun. 

It sounds good”, and 

stuff, but the record 

companies are in the 

situation now that 

they don’t dare to, 

like, put out music… 

Because this is a big 

company now… At 

EMI… so that I, I’m 

wai… watin’ and will 

receive an answer and 

we lowered our 

demands for fees and 

stuff just to, and it 

was after all a jazz 

record, an 

instrumental record 

at least and uhhh… 

nope I haven’t gotten 

an answer really… So 

I’ll go to other record 

companies and…’232

 

stuff, with the 

guitar, with a break 

for lunch and all 

shit like that. It 

feels… fuuuck this 

is lots of money for 

this, for nothing 

instead of having a 

buddy just take a 

picture… and then 

they don’t want to 

pay for string 

arrangements on a 

tune or whatever 

‘cause, then one 

has to pay it 

oneself.’250

 

‘Just watch the TV 

channels… music 

TV channels… then 

one understands 

what kind of crap 

that’s being 

invested in… 

Nope… it’s about 

the business. That 

it uhhh… It’s all 

about consumption 

and capital, like… 

Like, in masses… 

Of course they 
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plates; vinyl singles] 

found its way here, 

to a small store four 

flights up on a side 

street in Osaka – one 

example as good as 

any of how the global 

spreading of music 

can occur in 

manners that are 

everything but the 

large scale 

expressions and 

follow totally 

different trajectories 

than those that the 

large, multinational, 

record corporations 

dream of… 

Musicians, 

entrepreneurs and 

enthusiasts may 

meet within the 

frameworks of the 

market but are, 

nevertheless, not 

tied exclusively to 

the logic of the 

market.’212

 

‘We’ve seen, like, how 

much the record 

company manages the 

band… it’s, like, the 

band doesn’t manage 

at all, rather it’s the 

record company, 

like… in the end they 

almost manage what 

the fuck kinda music 

they are going to 

make too, like… and 

it… it’s, it’s really not 

a dime’s worth of 

honesty, I can 

sometimes feel that… 

one puts oneself in 

the claws of a record 

company and let them 

manage one sort of. 

One should really 

watch out for this if 

one wants to be an 

independent band.’233  

 

 

 

 

should make 

money on their 

artists ‘cause, it’s 

the job, like, to 

make money on 

their artists, but it’s 

become uhhh… a 

lot of product 

forming, sorta…’251  

 

things come and go 

sometimes I fear 

the next month 

the bills. the taxes 

the reality. the 

phone bill 
 

sometimes i wish 

i wouldn’t be 

responsible 

but i am 252
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‘The hesitation of the nomad is legendary: What 

is to be done with the lands conquered and 

crossed? Return them to the desert, to the steppe, 

to the pastureland? Or let a State apparatus 

survive that is capable of exploiting them 

directly, at the risk of becoming, sooner or later, 

simply a new dynasty of that apparatus: sooner 

or later because Genghis Khan and his followers 

were able to hold out for a long time by partially 

integrating themselves into the conquered 

empires, while at the same time maintaining a 

smooth space on the steppes to which the 

imperial centers were subordinated. That was 

their genius, the Pax Mongolica. It remains the 

case that the integration of the nomads into the 

conquered empires was one of the most powerful 

factors of appropriation of the war machine by 

the State apparatus: the inevitable danger to 

which the nomads succumbed. But there is 

another danger as well, the one threatening the 

State when it appropriates the war machine’.253  

 

Human and not unlikely humane engagement derives from what in 

profound manners fuels and inspires us.254 It means that it can be 

found in processes when people are doing things and consider for 

example urgency over policies, hegemonic structures and 

structuring, faith, sex, beliefs, money, ambitions and so forth. 

Perhaps the source of the force is not always evident, although 

certainly on occasion it is. For instance when a commitment is put to 

work and effectuated by suggestions that emanate from any of the 

multitudes justifying its existence such as rationality, figures in the 
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black, and adherence to right and correct version of worlds. But 

rather than these apparently clear and plausible rationales, and 

logics of argumentation, perhaps the indistinct forces which 

sometimes lift our spirits, our sense of ourselves, our sensuous 

perceptions and convictions, could also provide us with the will to 

existing by entertaining our inspiration. This is if it can be willed, 

and proposed consciously, and consequently argued as legitimate to 

others. However, it seems that suchlike motivating instances of 

engaging are predominantly anticipated when and if they have been 

legitimized by e.g. previous practices. In comparison then 

engagement that stems from rationality and reason may more 

obviously imply greater possibilities of the consequential 

instigations of processes, and probably, hence, also resulting 

projections of success. And not least, it can be indicated, because the 

possibilities to tempt our selves into productive, creative and happy 

modes, by employing our individual capacities, convictions, beliefs, 

hopes, compared with meeting requirements and expectations, seem 

somewhat circumscribed. Not unreasonably in that case, considering 

practices whose appearances have been previously justified and 

legitimized is ‘one of the lasting ironies of late capitalism that 

virtually nothing can resist the pressures of commoditization. Film, 

music, literature, politics, can all be reduced by available technology 

to a microchip the size of a postage stamp. Philosophies, ideologies, 

cultures, become unhooked from any half-stable mooring and are 

left floating in some kind of cyber-kinetic ether. This after all is the 

profanity which cut’n’paste culture seeks’.255  
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Thus, when we are cutting and pasting what is at hand, the pursuit 

of the profane can become a driving force of rationality, which 

consequently becomes perceived, appreciated and apprehended. 

One could insinuate that we almost as if it were active choices give 

the impression to divert, deviate from perfectly human urges, needs, 

that once met, fulfilled, realized, could evoke drive, flow, joy, and 

happiness. Whereas the half-stable ambitions and dreams of 

communicating pure feeling through music, which can be suggested 

are among other things activities attempting to mediate divinity, 

emotion and immanence and their affect producing effects, are 

emerging as quite intangible, ambiguous and cinder, between what 

is and what is not. So with this inbetweenness in mind it is plausible 

to consider and try to comprehend wherefrom musicians find the 

engagement that propels their creativity to composition, 

performance and other manifestations. The recommended just and 

right version of the world and marketspace and the dreams and 

irrevocable force of profound sincere thought-less engagement quite 

probably leave us thinking between darkness and shadowy light. 

Even though, it is not without reason to imagine, or presume, nodes 

like raison d’être and thoughtlessness are as apparent as any black 

figures, rationality or logics of argumentation.  

 

In texts produced for and released in academic contexts, such as 

publications by publicists mainly specializing in distributing 

textbooks and research as well as in journals aimed at a peer 

readership, there occasionally appear traces; of the writer’s 

processes of acquiring and creating knowledge; of the academic 

community’s epistemological demands and expectations; and of 
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empirical materials and arguments. Traces in this sense imply the 

actual choices of wording, references, but also instances that 

influence how for example an author argues, and basically 

represents her material. Almost certainly there can be other themes 

and phenomena emerging that contribute to the text. Or if they do 

not obviously add, themes, and traces that may, nonetheless, 

accommodate for expectations and demands of readers, editors, and 

peer readings can usually be found.  Though some debate, discuss, 

and disseminate critical suggestions that ‘we seem to become 

obsessed with methods and insidious distinctions only when we have 

no story to tell’,256 and habitually attempt to fixate, form and locate 

manifestations by academic techniques and elaborate on stories of 

methodological and epistemological considerations. And others 

indicate that ‘there is a 'crisis of representation', a refusal of central 

meanings to stand still … However much we exert ourselves, 

however much we deny it’.257 That is, the manifestations of academic 

production and of its processes of learning and knowledge creation 

are presented, sometimes, as static, constructed inertia, 

materializing as warped ghosts, and twisted derivatives of some 

becoming.  

 

Nevertheless, we are still researching and among other things, 

wondering how sociality works and what it is, or rather how it can be 

perceived and interpreted to emerge and work. Undoubtedly 

support, e.g. methods, epistemological considerations, for the 

curious sense making knowledge producers are also comforting 

since they bring to mind a sense of trust in the published research 

products, and they can evoke notions of the text as being reasonable 
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in it’s contexts of itself, the academy and the society. But what if 

examples of empirical materials that cannot be readily perceived, 

and possibly are considered to be to some extent challenging, are 

used? What if ‘nobody can catch a sound on paper because a sound 

melts into air as soon as it’s made’?258 Which besides when music in 

some way or other is (part of) the phenomenon of interest, is what 

can be proposed with most qualitative materials of the social and 

human sciences, while certainly there are exceptions. They can not 

be caught even if, when something is written about a qualitative 

phenomenon or process, a sketch in words is made that is claimed or 

suggested to account for it to the extent necessary to grasp an 

argument and so forth.  

 

To further the sketching a bit a suggestion is to attempt to practice 

epistemological, methodological or inspirational promiscuity.259 An 

intellectual promiscuity, the practicing of a promiscuous intellect, 

which can be argued to be, if not unquestioningly appropriate, so at 

least reasonably sufficient and trustworthy considering the flux, 

undulations, indistinctness, and formlessness of our wanton social 

spaces. It is possibly looseness in approach that can be perceived as 

problematic but all the same emblematic for and inherent in some 

research.260 In this context then it is plausible to admit that 

‘[l]anguage can at best capture only a faint fragment of our musical 

experiences’.261 Nevertheless, it will have to suffice for the time 

being. This means that patterns of letters, of words, stories and tales 

as a few of our means of representing materials from the processes 

and activities of artists making pop music will do for the 

interpretation and the creation of what fragmentary knowledge that 
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can be made. It may, hence, be argued to be a notion of language as a 

phenomenon that come-into-view-and-act as restricting and 

reducing when used for representing. However, it also hosts notions 

of language as a reasonable means to contribute to our 

understanding of processes in social spaces. 

 

Composers, musicians, producers, re-mixers, use, which is evident 

in their music, among other things, beats, bass, tonal scales, melody, 

rhythm, keyboards and string instruments, effects, samples, 

software, timbre, dub, to represent their understanding of their 

perceived and received affect as well as their comprehension of 

phenomena from and inspired by the materials of social and 

ontological spaces. That is, the music is often referred to as coming 

from some where else than where the composer herself happens to 

exist. This space is suggested to be of e.g. divine, emotional, prosaic 

and earthly dimensions, and in any case it is inspirational. The 

audible results are seldom considered to be identifiable as merely a 

commodity, although of course that happens, but rather expressions 

of different aesthetic modes. Nonetheless, the musical output, 

perceived aurally, visually, tactilely, is oftentimes referred to as 

having or lacking aesthetic qualities, depending on and 

distinguished by the listener-cum-sense-maker. Organizing as 

comparison is in its becoming usually not referred to in terms or 

judgments emerging from aesthetic notions and experiences. This, it 

can be absentmindedly argued, depends on for example convictions 

of common rational, reductionist, monist processes and activities 

that are resulting in and therefore are illustrated by management 

practices. And those are neither primarily appearing to be concerned 
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with the exhibitions, principles and appreciation of artistic skills, 

taste and judgment, nor the emotions and pure intensities touching, 

affecting, human existence. Having suggested this people do ascribe 

their organizing experiences qualities and opinions. They like or 

dislike them and so on. Suchlike judgments do usually not, however, 

concern organizing in the sensual manner that music often does. 

Organizing and music belong to different aspects of an aesthetic – 

rational relation of judging comprehension and practices. 

 

Although, in all fairness it can be said that the mentioned practices 

of assuming right and wrong versions, will and do not, cannot, 

exclude abstract and ambiguous qualities and phenomena fully. It is 

rather so that they certainly are neither excluded nor dismissed, 

albeit probably not, as it were, referred to as an individual’s or 

group’s modes of appreciating artistry or their sensing of different 

forces and intensities either. So some of the more inclusive, 

subjective and empathic qualities of argumentation may not at all 

times they are being influential be recorded for posterity in e.g. 

manuals, research, government departments’ annals, minutes from 

board meetings etc. In this sense the ambiguous qualities can be 

interpreted to be consciously excluded as premises that are 

important or contributing in decisions, practices, in processes and to 

results.  

 

Even so in the features, in the character of affect and tactile 

sensations are their qualities of having effects or effectuating, if not 

evidently then subconsciously, for example judging, managing so 

that distinctions will, nevertheless, become influenced, inspired and 
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prompted. Therefore whether phenomena understood as being 

made up of qualitative characteristics are obviously excluded or 

evidently included they can still be understood as performing or 

emitting their forces. It is not the character of an individual that 

influences this, rather it is produced and propelled from the actual 

intensities and forces that are received and perceived by her. The 

idea of forces and intensities emitting and influencing is of course 

found in the notions of how an artist is sometimes inspired and then 

can become creating and inventive. Thus, it can be suggested no 

matter the extent of the influence of different qualities in people’s 

organizing of processes and activities, and how they are conceived 

of, that overall ‘[a]esthetics are part of the entire array of human 

experiences in everyday organizational life. They concern every 

human endeavour, from the practical to the speculative. Art [as it 

were] does not coincide with aesthetics. One may observe the art of 

organizing by watching managers at work, or the art of 

entertainment by watching musicians or actors perform’.262 In other 

words, it is quite possibly likely that the organizing of art and art 

ventures can become subject to a mixing with the expression itself 

and how it may produce influencing forces. That is, it is proposed 

that the qualitative characteristics in arts of doing (something) can 

coincide with aesthetic perceptions and judgments, but not with the 

aesthetic itself that inspires and produces an exhibition of what has 

been done. One can come to suspect yet an additional mixing 

regarding the organizing of art and the perceiving and judging of its 

qualities, namely, that ‘[t]hose who talk so much about necessity in a 

work of art, exaggerate, if they are artists, in majorem artis gloriam 

[to the greater glory of art] or, if they are laymen, out of ignorance. 
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The forms of a work of art, which express its ideas and are thus its 

way of speaking, always have something inessential, like every sort 

of language’.263  

 

Unquestionably, considering the possibilities of mixing how 

something is working, with how an aesthetic phenomenon is 

functioning, i.e. its reception as well as its precursory influences, it is 

important, at least when attempting to understand processes and 

activities in the organizing of pop music, when comprehended of as a 

popular art form, to distinguish between the in a sense marketed 

and perceived affect of music and the manifested flight from the 

social and marketspace of the musicians. One can say that suchlike 

mixing easily can seem to appear with the experiencing of the music, 

and the manners and modes of collaborating and organizing to 

realize them as popular cultural phenomena, which in this case is to 

create and record sounds into media that are distributable. It 

therefore becomes of importance that the organizing of activities and 

endeavours, when they are comprehended of as producing 

something that is being in any of their modes considered or received 

of as aesthetic, can be understood neither as beautiful nor ugly, and 

not inherently essential, but instead rather as activities that work as 

one among many perceptions and knowledge making processes 

influencing people before judgments are being made. One can say 

that it would be as if understanding something like an ontological 

phenomenon in organizing if such a conception can be made 

regarding anything in the social spaces. Perhaps an inclusive 

approach towards the less rational and monist and even apparently 

ambiguous qualities that are perceived in the array of human 
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experiences may strengthen and legitimate not only their addition in 

practices and processes of comprehension but also in actual 

manifestations of other knowledge becoming creations than the 

artistic ones. 

 

If it were possible to visualize pop musicians in the businesses of 

music, and granted that giving, assigning or situating them in ideal 

nodal positions in webs of commercial and creative forces is 

reasonable, they could appear as embedded nomads, partaking in 

negotiations of their loyalties with phallogocentricism emerging as 

representatives of record companies aiming to reach financial goals 

and realize market strategies. This then would be a visualization that 

is enabling the illumination and illustration of the apparent forces of 

commerciality and creativity, respectively and simultaneously, in 

practices and processes as well as it can show how these spaces of 

people and interests are related. It is situated in marketspace where 

forces of egocentricity and trajectories of loyalty emerge and appear 

when individuals and collectives are perceived to be related to one 

another. However, since these relations consist of no more 

hierarchical order, no more fixations than leaves falling from trees in 

October dusk, the appearance of an illustration can be manifested in 

many ways. And so because the movements among, and within 

relations are like waves on a sandy beach, moving back and forth in 

that foci are temporary and dependent upon points of view, shifting 

between the molecular and the molar, and individual ideas of 

negotiation and bartering, of loyalties and interests, it is not unlikely 

that a musical or nonfigurative illustration would do everyone and 

everything more justice than words will.  
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Albeit this is not to propose that words can not suffice at all as both a 

means of implying understanding of the forces in this space and 

relating them to one another. It is rather a suggestion that a 

vocabulary works for illustration and illumination in other and 

complementary ways to those that are providing in comparison 

supplementary audiovisual and tactile experiences. And the more so 

since expressions of art are claimed to come from inspirations that 

are different from those that we, easily, can assign significance 

through for example words about taste, judgment and so forth. 

Probably because art and aesthetic manifestations are often 

comprehended of as being inspiring and the source wherefrom they 

are emanating is not readily apparent or conceived of at all. 

Nonetheless, languages and their myriad combinations of letters are 

still used to try to work with the thoughts, experiences, losses, gains, 

etc. in other words, feelings whether they are pure or conditioned 

that we by existing become aware of. Therefore, no matter creativity, 

planes of immanence, divine interventions emotional speleology or 

prosaic innovations, combinations of words are the preferred choice 

in this context with their etymological and contextual shortcomings 

and possibilities, regardless of minoritarian choices, and with their 

graphic and representational domains and peculiarities.  

 

Dealing with utterances in writing and sound then is to sketch a plan 

of sorts. In it the points where territory and map are tangible enough 

to imply possibilities to comprehend social processes these should 

also be arbitrary enough so as to allow for change and some 

movement. Both in the ways we can come to understand what they 

convey but also with respect to the territory, i.e. the people and their 
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acting. Although the points should not allow for too much ambiguity 

unless it is to be rendered useless or at least considered with less 

trust than what it may deserve to be. In the businesses of pop music, 

and generally in other arts of organizing, when choosing to do the 

visualizing like a map of words, it can be made as a relation of those 

involved and forces that they themselves partly produce and which 

have effects on them as well.  

 

Needless to say it will be profoundly dependent on preferred 

perspectives, and scopes of the materials that are being used. 

However, it will show like a relation where the processes the people 

are involved in are temporarily rendered static. That is, the specific 

moment when they are represented is when the one making it is 

simultaneously attempting to strike a workable balance between 

arbitrariness and ambiguity, in and over a territory that is difficult to 

perceive. Under such conditions and circumstances any map or plan 

is of course inherently and irrevocably flawed. But considered with 

humble eyes and an allowing mindset it may, nonetheless, 

contribute to the understanding of forces that have effects on 

practices and thinking in marketspace in general, and the pop music 

business in specific. Thus, in this context of popular culture 

production the primary points in a web at first emerges as 

Creativity-and-Loyalty. However, in the second attempt, which is for 

the considered spaces of pop music production in marketspace a 

more appropriate mode with detailed pertinence to the music 

business, two idealized forces becoming nodes appear as 

Expression-and-Money.  
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In other words here are activities of people involved in arts of 

organizing art ventures that experience a movement between 

notions of becoming creating and loyalties to different forces i.e. the 

profound ambitions of expression and the equally important notion 

of exchange value which is most commonly money. It is balanced 

with the arbitrary and ambiguous perceptions and possibilities of the 

specific parts of marketspace where artists and pop music appear to 

become engaged in the organizing of processes and activities 

because of contractual obligations and commitments while usually 

remaining loyal to notions of creativity. In a way the results of 

creating pop music may seem reasonable in respect to the industry’s 

expectations and individuals’ ambitions. Undoubtedly it is nothing 

specific just for the pop music business.  

 

This, however, serves as a good example wherein the events of 

nomadic loyalty have effects; where the nomadism inherent in 

relations becomes manifested in practices and activities. In other 

words a relation is suggested to invite, and invent, movement and 

certain flairs of promiscuity aimed at different forces that affect and 

have outcomes, when it comes to the loyalty and adherence to, and 

expectations in, the nodal points and their possible forces of having 

effects. Of course it can be conceived of the other way around. Thus, 

this is meaning that it is how people actually are acting and thinking, 

i.e. with shifting loyalties and expectations depending on how they 

perceive of their situation and their involvements with other persons 

and their allegiances and individual devotions. These processes are 

then what leave traces that may invite comprehension of a nomadic 
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existence that can be manifested by relations and movements in and 

among them. 

 

Added to the powers of and in the aforementioned relations is the 

use of these that comes from the meaning, what they can come to 

imply, that is given them. In this it could be likened to practices of 

philosophy with which the philosopher is expected to create new 

concepts or use old ones and fill them with new content.264 But since 

that is not the point here, the likeness is only inspirational as 

opposed to practical. The filling in consists of humble adding and 

including. Going to the first coupling, Creativity-and-Loyalty, it is of 

common, if not universal qualities, although undoubtedly with 

pertinence to the other more specific relation of Expression-and-

Money. In their becoming-other, in the sense that any assumption 

about the social world implies movement and the constant changing 

of phenomena, the first one is conceived of as if inherent with less 

generally operationalizable qualities. It implies qualities with more 

abstract and ambiguous characteristics, albeit simultaneously of 

pertinence to thought and action. So it is possible to use for instance 

in the territories of the pop music spaces but the understanding the 

relation will propose is not to a similar extent profound.  

 

It is to be more precise an understanding which is more related and 

significant to existence per se and not only to existing contextualized 

in activities and processes where the ambitions are connected to 

employment, contractual obligations, commitments and benefits, in 

short work space. There the second suggested relation is connected 

with and relevant for artists working. Expressed differently one can 
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envisage and consider the relation of Creativity-and-Loyalty as one 

presenting understanding of existing in thought, whereas the 

relation Expression-and-Money primarily is concerning existing in 

action as understood from materials and traces from pop music 

space. Having stated this, both couplings making up the relations 

are, which has been mentioned, of course relatable to the existing as 

acting and the existing as thinking but with differing focus in line 

with the previous reasoning. Therefore it is strongly advocated that 

these words when they are working like a map or plan over a 

territory of social processes in marketspace are not 

compartmentalized or separated by any kind of bulkheads. They are 

much like falling leaves and an undulating sea. 

 

It is not uncommon to comprehend of endeavours that they, when 

they have been perceived as ‘[o]rganizations, both public and 

private, affect an individual in two ways. There are those that are 

designed to facilitate the realization of his own wishes, or of what are 

considered to be his interests; and there are those intended to 

prevent him from thwarting the legitimate interests of others. The 

distinction is not clear-cut.’265 It is hereby, at least historically, 

indicated that a divergence of interests is where a kind of 

fundamental and consensual mode in organizing is emanating from. 

In a way it is where it has its beginning, and this can lead to that a 

temporary balance can be suggested and momentarily struck. An 

important note is that organization and organizing are not conceived 

of as similar examples of human efforts and processes in this 

context.266 But they can be related in time-space, and in that sense, 

one instance of them can presuppose or connect with the other.  
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Although as these are very transitory circumstances of processes it 

can be expected that the interests of the people in the spaces where 

they are creating and distributing, e.g. musicians and record 

company representatives, sometimes conflate. Confluence, then, in 

the businesses of pop music appears when the motivations that 

simultaneously initiate creative activities and the practical, logistic, 

businesses of making records, prompts the commencement of 

realizing, and not thwarting, mutual interests in and through 

processes. Notions and expectations of outcomes and results, on the 

other hand, can imply divergence and dissent in peoples’ activities 

when the temporary balance becomes imbalance, when the 

ambitions to impede dominate, when the simultaneity becomes 

jarred, jolted. To (become reputed to consciously) thwart and jar can 

certainly evolve into matters being discussed by representatives and 

even turn into a legal dispute. For example when the artistic choices 

of expression, i.e. the sound and arrangement of songs, appear to be 

dissonant with the ideas of yield on the financial investments, such 

as the size of the recording and marketing budget, either those 

advocating the precedence of expression, or they who argue for the 

priority of finance, can more obviously govern how the outcome will 

be.267 This certainly may cause frictions, inconsistencies so as to 

influence the people that are involved to go about their activities in 

manners that possibly have effects other than when their 

involvement is in something approaching a temporary equilibrium 

in organizing. Hence, it can be proposed that the suggested notions 

of relations, for example experienced as shifts in focus between 

expectations and ambitions, are appropriate to use to understand 

how it works when people are discerning, managing and performing 
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their individual ideas and collective ambitions. In other words 

activities and processes which are involved among those existing in 

the creative and commercial businesses of pop music. 

 

Examples of effects of suchlike practices are apparent not only in 

annual and other reports, and record companies’ organizational 

schemes, but also, for instance, in the (pop) cultural discourses in 

media. Certainly to partake in society’s knowledge creation 

processes of a business like this, it can come to be fruitful to among 

other sources listen to and aesthetically perceive the musical 

endeavours of composers, performers, singers, instrumentalists, 

DJ’s, and producers, without solely mixing and relating them to 

rhythmic, aesthetic self abandonment. Since the perceived effects 

are traces of music more so than the organizing to achieve it, some 

caution is implored unless they are to inform a passion predisposed 

by sound. Because where ‘[t]he effect of music is to solicit a situation 

of  perpetual inter-tuning, in which the rhythm of another person is 

constantly adopted and transformed while the person unties 

him/herself to vibrate into the music’,268 what is comprehended can 

become mixed, in fusion and infused with individual aesthetic 

preferences and judgments. The understanding, thus, may become 

infatuation, idolization, and associated with ‘our joyous response to 

music… and jouissance, like sexual pleasure, involves self-

abandonment, as the terms we usually use to construct and hold 

ourselves together suddenly seem to float free’.269 That is to say, it 

seems probable that pop music also is influenced by commonly 

distributed wishes for unchaotic points in an existence without 
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moorings or possibilities of anchoring, where constant flux is the 

ontological primacy. 

 

In other words while epistemological promiscuity can be rewarding, 

intellectual tongue in cheek does not work well since it can have 

consequences of blurring, of not profitably compartmentalizing, the 

studies of phenomena that can originate with and from ambiguity. It 

may seem paradoxical that on some occasions compartmentalizing is 

okay while on others it is not. The distinction or rather what is a 

perceivable difference, while as always not clear cut, is in this text 

done regarding questions of individuals’ existing and the creation of 

comprehension regarding this, the almost perceptible and the 

obviously manifested. Thus, if an ambition is to understand 

existence as life without bi-polarity, dichotomous understanding, 

and the stammering passing through of dualism, then responding 

exclusively to stimuli of beats, melodies, recklessness, and the most 

obvious reasons why, and explanations how, entail distortions of the 

foci. The responses, or more accurately the perceptions and qualities 

of the materials used as examples have to be understood with 

consideration to their space of origination in popular music 

production. And how the examples pertain to composers and 

musicians is certainly of interest in this context where their activities 

and processes hint at novel knowledge and comprehension of 

existing as stammering individuals in collectives. 

 

As has been mentioned it is fruitful to be aware of what people 

express in media since it is an arena which is intricately woven into, 

and making up the spaces of popular culture production in general, 
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and of course specifically so in music. This is where musicians and 

artists for example communicate attitudes, values, ideas, wishes, and 

policies to their audiences and their acting and possible financiers. 

Thereby what the people that articulate and claim something about 

themselves and how they feel becomes evident in interviews, but 

also as told in song lyrics. Rather what actually are becoming 

apparent are some effects of e.g. how investment considerations and 

management strategies, creative decisions and documented plans 

can influence practices. Even though many studies of businesses and 

organizations are made from managements’ point of view it would, 

for this reason of the media making up part of the popular culture 

spaces, probably not suffice as the only materials to conduct 

attempts to wholly understand the enterprises of pop music. Because 

what management perceives of as collateral and underlying value; 

people and different rights to music; expectations of future 

outcomes; compose and mirror mainly the interests of the middle 

and upper echelons of an industry. The implication being then that 

whereas management certainly make up marketspace and how it 

influences pop music’s spaces, it does not constitute all aspects of 

anything in general, and pop especially, since artists are more overt 

with their thoughts about what has effects on their work, in for 

instance newspapers, magazines, on TV shows, internet etc. And 

besides people make music no matter if it will be heard by others or 

not, although that very often is a profound wish and aim. It means 

that they do not in every instance, on every occasion and 

opportunity, need a management or distribution. But it becomes 

specifically so in many a case when musicians and composers are 

asked if they want other people to hear their music. Quite often the 
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answer is an unequivocal yes of course. Many are after all not 

content with composing, recording and then leaving the song on a 

tape in a drawer, or on a file deep down in the software structure 

with the only means of distribution being it carried around in an 

elegantly designed flash memory.  

 

Consequently when the notion that more people should hear the 

music is awakened it comes to questions of distribution, and then 

artists will need the trust of and belief from a management. Thus, 

they may compose music that stands a greater possibility of being 

recorded and multiplied and distributed to various points of sale. 

That is why some pieces of pop music can be created in accordance 

with popular idioms, styles, and arranged with whatever is at the 

moment considered to be the current sounds.270 It is also why a 

unique interest in sounds may come to mean something, although 

with more leverage on the nodes in relations that suggest or map the 

forces of creative practices and interests, and less of those 

originating from representatives of record companies. With all this 

said the discussion about where to lay the focus is not an argument 

for any likelihood of making holistic and encompassing 

comprehension. But it is a suggestion that if a choice of empirical 

focus is considered with a backdrop, an empirical ambiance, as it 

were, then a creation of knowledge such as a text can host greater 

possibilities of evoking trust and notions of quality in the readers, 

than it would without it.  

 

In this context it is proposed, that the traces, the cinders in 

processes and activities, of the businesses and organizing of pop 
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music, can be perceived of as existing in relations of Creativity-and-

Loyalty and Expression-and-Money. That is to say, what people do, 

when they do what is of some pertinence to their employment or to 

their obligations and commitments, is to manage themselves and 

others. This means their manners and modes of existing involved 

that can influence work, in practices where the nodal points are 

conceived of as ideal states. A node, an idealization wherewith 

activities and processes bear to have effects only on those forces that 

aim towards the fulfillment, or realization, of this, is in this context 

exemplified with people and what they say about for example focus 

on organizing only for creating music and innovation of artistic 

manifestations or about a loyalty to the completion of the surpassing 

of financial goals. One can see that to idealize is to make something 

very apparent; legible would perhaps be a good way to comprehend 

it, but not in corresponding ways necessarily realistic.  

 

But to begin filling the image of a node and how it can be put to use 

we can start by saying that generally a node is a point where 

different themes, strands, activities of networks become tangible, 

where they so to say meet.  A common image of this is the fish net 

where the threads’ intersections are connecting and creating nodes. 

Another example is a business network of individuals and 

companies, sometimes organized under an umbrella like a brand 

name or e.g. by their mutual service offerings. It suggests that those 

who are involved, seen from the point of view of consumer or 

receiver, are gatekeepers, business partners, clients etc. in different 

functions. It is those people that we can actually see and meet, shake 

hands with, that can be entitled nodes or at least ones that have 
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nodal qualities. However, here, they are points in relations 

wherefrom the trajectories of different attracting and repelling 

forces can happen to conflate. One could say that these nodes and 

forces are minute parts of a grander web, for example marketspace 

where cultural production in many of its modes is appearing. Of 

course as ideals and excluding states go they are still impossible to 

experience, singularly, like islands isolated, in thought-and-action. 

And therefore here a relation is seen as existing, thinking and acting, 

in-between coupled nodes, and together they are easily conceived of 

as an assemblage. An assemblage works as a continuous becoming-

other, implying always a movement from one node towards the 

other.271 But of course there can in any web be more, and not 

connected singularities, or polar forces that work by exclusion and 

distinction. If that would be the case a relation in it would be 

dichotomous.  

 

More to the point it can be comprehended of as an including of 

working forces that are applicable, however, with their different 

intensities. Thus, the traces, cinders from artists in the pop music 

business do not imply that the activities and processes convey 

understanding of aspirations that involve existing in solely one nodal 

point. On the contrary, in pop both nodes are always involved, but 

with different intensity, as it were. That is to say, artists are often 

well aware of that they are expected, by their representatives at the 

record company, to consider financial aspects when they are creating 

pop music if they want to communicate it, i.e. have recordings 

distributed. So an individual will, instead, exist in nomadic modes 

continuously moving, inter-, even intranodal, between her ambitions 
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and goals, constantly relating to the forces of money and the forces 

of expression, more so than becoming situated in either of them. In 

other words intranodal in this context can be perceived of as for 

example the negotiating of aspects of creative freedom, or features of 

different marketing engines. Different aspects meaning e.g. more or 

less creative freedom, and features implying for instance the size of 

marketing budget and whether it should be used on gifts to 

reviewers, videos, posters events, and so forth, and the mix of these.  

 

When perceiving of activities and processes in this manner, as 

relations between nodes, and changing loyalties within them, it is 

plausible to suggest that the foci of the nomadic movements will 

shift, and alter when it is considered wherefrom the forces of pop 

music that are attracting and repelling are emanating. In other 

words, the points of perceiving the forces, and of understanding 

something about them, are important to comprehend of, insofar as 

the actual perceptions and the created knowledge becomes 

interdependent on the spaces these are decontextualized from and 

reterritorialized within. For instance whether the traces, the cinders 

stem from management and record company employees activities, 

or if they come from the processes of musicians and artists, then 

becomes important when understanding is to be created. Foci will 

appear different and produce different effects, and result in more or 

less affect, for the people involved as well as those contemplating or 

gazing at them. 

 

The movements emanating as bifurcations and confluence in the 

practices of pop can be perceived to originate in the notion that the 
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output from the recording industry derives from varying spaces of 

organizing. The collective primarily organizes for and is managed by 

planning and strategies. Whereas the individuals that create what 

becomes sellable products, often choose to organize themselves for 

other reasons than the purely commercially viable ones. Hence, 

while their creative processes are becoming manifested and a 

realization of some ambitions, ‘musicians themselves have always 

argued that although their music is made for a mass market, its 

meaning is not simply commercial.’272 Though quite common is that 

commercial success is at the same time an effect of and a condition 

for creative processes, and oftentimes a premise for the renewal of 

opportunities to continue working in the spaces of creation. 

However, the meaning of peoples’ composing, playing pop can also 

be understood as organizing resembling existential necessity; an 

urge, the joy and possibly an addiction, that purport no choice but to 

create music. Which, by the way, it is reasonable to suggest is not the 

sole preference, and inclination that is generally adhering to the 

inspirations, reasons, for all artists in the music business. There are, 

obviously, examples of people in pop with a penchant for a more 

overt commerciality wherefrom the business notions in which the 

music is a part of a package is widely accepted and pursued. For 

instance the aptly named boy and girl groups, but also solo artists, 

whose appearance is one of commercial formats – apparent in 

entertainment productions of the likes of sitcoms, crime and reality 

shows, but also full length features – created after studies of market 

segments, positioning, prolific back catalogues, auditions etc. Such 

and similar commercial endeavours aimed at net gain can, and have, 

provided accessible lighter versions of popular musics such as the 
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blues and the rhythm and blues and their more contemporary 

variants. The formatted context may apply to and consist of among 

other things, the music of course, but also videos, interviews, 

promotion (events), movies, and merchandise. 

 

Hence, it is proposed that within the notion of marketspace, the 

output from the recording industry emanates in its turn from, at 

least, two evident spaces of organizing. It could by an analogy with 

the physical time-space continuum be seen as parts of space, 

galaxies or planetary systems.273 And like it, it expands in several 

dimensions where time, depth, width and distance are some of them. 

Of course as an analogy it lacks qualities, although as an image of 

thought it may be of some help. It also works to update an 

understanding of how a market place of commercial activities has 

turned out to be something ontologically other, which becomes 

evident as processes are perceived, namely as marketspace. So then, 

the first obvious space is the one of the originators. This is where 

composers and musicians, artists, create and organize. Activities and 

processes emanate from ambitions of creating and expressing, which 

are ascertained and manifested by composing, performing, and 

recording pop music. This space may be constituted by groups of 

people organizing formally and hierarchically. However, more 

common is when the organizing derives from ideas and notions 

quite similar to those of independent record companies; i.e. 

idealism, egocentricity, a profound interest in music (e.g. playing, 

listening, talking and reading about it – like practitioners and fans); 

and in dealing with questions of creation, expression, sound, 
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inspiration, image.  This is perceived as and imaged in the relation 

with the nodal points Creativity-and-Loyalty. 

 

The second evident space is one of distribution, and it is suggested 

with notions similar to traditionally hierarchical capitalistic 

organizations constructed and constituted to ascertain the 

fulfillment of management strategies, financial expectations and 

goals. Organizing is manifested through the activities and actions of 

record companies’ management and employees. It is the space 

where investment decisions, implying both what acts to sign and 

promote, as well as questions pertaining to distribution, and 

marketing of those already on the roster take place, are handled and 

acted upon. Their pursuit of net gain, and yield for the record 

companies and other associated organizations is realized and 

focused on distributing media with recorded music, selling 

merchandise and stage performances. There are, of course, 

exceptions and they are run with, for example, idealistic motifs, or a 

profound interest in specific musical genres, but also in modes and 

intentions that are egoistic. This is perceived as and imaged in the 

relation with the nodal points Expression-and-Money. 

 

Put differently what can be thought of as niche specific of the spaces, 

is found in, or can be plausibly argued to be appearing in a relation 

such as the one of Expression-and-Money par with what in some 

circumstances is considered as having a likeness to other more 

rampant forms of capitalistic thought and action. That is not to say 

that the other relation is not specific. It is but in another more 

ambiguous sense as it most certainly can transpire from other lines 
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of business, although with without doubt other traits, or expressions, 

manifesting themselves in evident focal points in their nodes. The 

nomads there become firmly attached. Thus, Creativity-and-Loyalty 

as well as the just mentioned Expression-and-Money may be quite 

obvious in the context of medical research, auto body repair as well 

as in professional sports. The capitalistic ideas and the pursuit of 

money of course are prevalent even in the processes of something so 

apparently philanthropic and charitable as welfare, social services 

and child care to name but a few government or idealistically 

financed activities, which have from political, and other initiatives 

been given more liberally economic and commercial foci. But, then, 

the suggestion is in firmer, and some of the less fluxuous of modes. 

That is, the nodes appear more as habitats than instances of moving 

forces for thought and action, than in the pop music business. 

 

‘Though all industrial mass production necessarily eventuates in 

standardization, the production of popular music can be called 

‘industrial’ only in its promotion and distribution, whereas the act of 

producing a song-hit still remains in a handicraft stage’.274 So pop 

musicians restore their corporeality and put it to work in their 

propagation of romantic ideals and critical claims, and in their 

processes of creating, crafting and performing pop music. By for 

example reinforcing these ideals and claims their handicraft and 

other creative skills may become appreciated in ways that have been 

working previously through history, by ensconcing an esteem to 

artists and cultural producers that possibly were and are not 

embedded in the views of other skilled craftswomen and -men. Thus, 

the practices are not only about composition and musicianship, but 
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also effects of, and the effectuating of a deterritorialization. Namely 

it is one of placement in the parts of historically formed spaces 

housing notions of cultural production as other or supplementary, 

rather than how the contemporary commercial ideas of 

manufacturing in marketspace are often primary. At least it can be 

argued to be a continuously recurring consideration of becoming 

displaced in relation to notions that the actual techniques for 

crafting music remain fairly similar to previous ways of doing it. The 

instruments may change, but the sequencing of musical blocks and 

rhythm, in contemporary bedrooms, basements, and on hard disks, 

as well as the writing of lyrics is akin now to what it previously was 

in the Brill Building, in the Motown, and Stax studios. Perhaps it is 

even reminiscent of what was done among for instance the bards, 

like Troubadix, the one in Goscinny and Uderzo’s Asterix, and his 

contemporary luminaries of medieval times, as well as the griots that 

bore and still bear their tribe’s oral traditions.  

 

A nomadic effect in its turn is the simultaneous possibilities of, by in 

sounds, lyrics, with replies in interviews, instigating the romantic 

myths of art and those who create it, and by attempting to acquire 

authenticity by publicly or personally denouncing modes apparent in 

commercial marketspace, and societal hegemonies of our social 

spaces. The flight, or if not accomplished the attempt to become 

fleeing, in this sense is individual although it may have effects on 

both consumers and colleagues. But whereas skill and craft can be 

understood as practices of upholding authorship, the myths and 

expressions of romantic and other creative ideals should be 

comprehended as practices of upholding auteurship. The 
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denouncements, whether articulated within the individual or 

publicly, in this case, are instances where nomadic modes of existing 

are practiced. Therefore the crafting of pop can imply the creation of 

uniqueness, simultaneously with the creation of the accessible, in a 

gist of forming perceivable tangible manifestations all the while 

emitting an aura of existential independence. With this in mind a 

line of flight could be both the composing and the composition in 

itself, the actual inventing of music, as it were. The point is not, 

subsequently that the invention may, or may not sound similar to 

other pieces of music. But the nomadic movement will regardless of 

this become apparent to the pop musician. It will in other words 

appear to the composer while she is creating it. By adding note to 

note, chord to chord, the musician is subject to, and instrumental in, 

creative processes that are in their mixing unique to, if only for 

moments, the individual as well as in the sounds that are evolving. 

 

Human beings in pop space contribute with their senses and 

intellect, their creative and handicraft skills, and from this music can 

emanate and become obvious to consumers and listeners. One can 

say that listenable sounds can come from aesthetic knowledge 

creations. Inherent and with some tradition almost on occasion 

incessantly publicly propagated in this space is the slightly romantic 

and critical even idealistic sentiment and conception ‘that the [rock] 

auteur (who may be writer, singer, instrumentalist, band, record 

producer, or even engineer) creates the music; and everyone else 

engaged in record-making is simply a part of the means of 

communication’.275 Rock is oftentimes distinguished from pop by 

referring to the sounds, instrumentation, legitimizing its existence 
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by authenticity, etc. Pop is in its turn similarly legitimized by sound 

and instrumentation, and they too contain forces of authenticating 

appearances. As always the distinctions are not clear cut, and maybe 

not even that important, however, a simple suggestion is that, 

whereas rock may propose a sound with a slightly harder edge and 

possibly lyrics that are somewhat more generally political, pop 

appeals with a slicker production and wording that seems to be 

dominated by more individually centered themes. Both rock and pop 

are aimed at and produced to gain mass appeal but in different 

manners. This is what makes them both examples of popular musics 

no matter if they actually succeed in reaching a large audience or 

not. 

 

The similarities lie not necessarily only in the minute shifts that can 

make up the distinctions though, but in the notions of, by 

distributing the music, communicating more or less overtly with a 

possibly large audience, and in the possibilities and aims of 

attempting to reach out and become popular. Another semblance is 

the mentioned idealism, or so called mythic qualities ascribed to the 

artist, in popular music the auteur, which naturally is inspired by the 

film ditto. Perhaps it does not resemble only some film makers but 

instead also representatives from many artistic and creative 

activities. The qualities then are related to the creative processes and 

conditions artists are claimed to prosper under, or be subject to. 

 

These are, whether they are conceived of as mythic or realistic as 

notions, idealistic or as experiential knowledge, supposedly closely 

knitted with creative efforts in popular, and high, cultural 
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production. Because of this the qualities can be seen to be allotted or 

given profounder importance than the equivalents in a 

manufacturing industry. Therefore some if not dismay so at least 

lack of comfort is often prevalent with the artists when negotiating 

or partaking in the distribution, which has many similarities with 

industrial processes and the spreading of the produced goods. In 

other words distribution is one of the manifestations that are of the 

more explicitly commercial aspects of pop music. As one would have 

thought, not least because of the aims for large audiences, 

simultaneously innate is the presupposition, and attitude, that ‘[o]ne 

of the beauties of [rock] music is that at the top end of the market it 

is a purely international commodity’.276 So it is not unexpected that 

investment decisions and considerations of companies’ economical 

and financial aims, statuses and goals concern the people organizing 

in music. Therefore, opinions expressed regarding human beings 

and their creative manifestations, can be similar to notions such as 

underlying value, stock, output and comparable substantives and 

objectifications, de-humanizations and de-incarnations.277  

 

The people, their efforts and cultural products are in those cases 

rather than being compared to things referred to as intangibles and 

e.g. sensual perceptions, located with words more common in the 

industrial production of commodities and fast moving consumer 

goods that are tangible. Without doubt aesthetic knowledge that 

becomes manifested can also become packaged goods even though 

the transmogrification of sound into media and the subsequent 

shipment of those are, it appears, considered as more prosaic parts 

of communicating with an audience. As it still happens, perhaps 
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neither the reaction to distribution or the manufacturing of units 

should be considered as something unnatural or deserving of 

critique since many cultural and other phenomena are tangible and 

offered in marketspace. Although with music one quite obvious 

difference or delineation can be made with other cultural goods in 

mind and it is that it is not the actual piece, the carrier media that is 

of sole importance but what it in fact carries, the sounds it makes 

when the information is amplified, and how that on reception is 

perceived, how it on being perceived is received.278 One can think of 

it as a reciprocal meeting and deterritorializing of two different 

ontologies. 

 

Some conception of the movements between notions of music as a 

cultural aesthetic and tangible commodity can be found if one thinks 

of, or interprets, these instances, the musicians and the music that 

they compose, as if they are being deterritorialized. That is the act in 

one space that is at times entwined by another which may contain 

hegemonic forces e.g. exchange value. In other words their nomadic 

ambitions and existing are assimilated and reterritorialized in the 

traditionally machinic manifestations of plans, goals, and strategies. 

The spaces where interests of distribution are precedent at times 

overtake and reformulate the (perceived or experienced) conditions 

of the spaces wherein creativity is a main interest and activity. If this 

is reasonable it may be less rewarding, probably nearing the 

impossible to understand the processes of artists without attempting 

to comprehend their manners as nomadic and practices as modes of 

flight instead of as productions of tangibility. 
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By ways of nuancing this, when two related spaces in social existence 

are not obviously isolated and compartmentalized from one another, 

there occurs the becoming of an interesting mesmerizing space 

besides their tangible areas. It is like a plateau which can inspire a 

line for research, i.e. to begin processes of understanding what a 

phenomenon of organizing and its complex and continuous 

constituting can be, and how it can work, and perceivably manifest 

itself. As we have seen for example, what people do when they are 

composers and musicians, and how they do it, will have a backdrop, 

other modes of organizing against and with which their activities can 

be related, perceived, sensed and consequently studied and 

comprehended. These are in this case performed by the people 

working at record companies, who can contend and maintain their 

professional existence for, arguably, different reasons than artists. 

Although both parties will often work towards and advocate use, 

importance, and evoke interest with the same output, which in some 

instances functions as collateral, namely pop music which is 

doubling in its appearances as creative manifestations and 

commercial endeavours.  

 

Thus, when the output of a need, an urge, of no choice, a dream is to 

be communicated and distributed, it will be incorporated, ordered, 

organized by representatives of other concerns, goals, expectations, 

ambitions, ideas and notions than that of the creators. In practice 

that may mean when representatives of a record company for 

instance plan for and remix an original version of a song and, by 

releasing and distributing it possibly perform forces of disregarding, 

obscuring, obfuscating the originators’ intentions with 
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communicating their music. But plausible to add is that this is not to 

suggest that a remix must imply such an outcome or entail any 

negative consequences whatsoever. Nonetheless, if the proponents 

of what is viable commercially do not distribute the music then it can 

be as obstructive and counterproductive to composers’ ambitions of 

expression and communication and the creative processes of 

composing as Yossarian’s Catch 22.279 Even so the multiplication of 

the aesthetic product is certainly not the only motivation, but well an 

incentive, in the creation of music. The possibility that it will be 

audible to more ears than the pair/s composing it evidently is 

alluring to many people. And major record sales imply, if the record 

deals allow for it, a substantial increase in financial means, which 

probably can influence the working conditions of the creators. 

However, where the needs, urges choices, ambitions and lack of 

ditto, coincide, become confluent, concur, for the composers, 

musicians, artists, and the promoters, distributors of music, the 

becoming in organizing it, and the organizing of its becoming, are as 

evident, evanescent, as the trace in the spaces of pop. That is, at least 

it is suggested in this context, when organizing and the existing of 

pop musicians is comprehended in the sense that the nomadic, being 

existential and practical, motions in the relations of Creativity-and-

Loyalty and Expression-and-Money are perceivable in processes and 

activities, in thinking and acting. In other words, the organizing of 

pop presents and produces, emits, traces of intensities, forces, 

trajectories, attracting and repelling in relation to the nodes, which 

can be intellectually and philosophically perceived when they are 

becoming.  
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It does seem reasonable to assume that by doing inquiries into 

aesthetic organizing and the organizing of aesthetics, in that this can 

be comprehended of as managing the expressing and the 

expressions of emotion, divinity and pure feeling into manifestations 

and existing between nodes, that endeavours of innovating are 

suggested. And insofar as innovating implies if not a complete break, 

so a novel mode or modulation of a previous incarnation of a 

phenomenon, they make their attempts of practicing, or using a line 

of flight possible to perceive. That is, by becoming aware of 

innovative activities and processes, like writing songs, possibilities 

are presented, which can host creativity, and accommodate and 

prepare the emotional, intellectual and physical spaces needed by 

musicians and artists to become in acting and practicing modes. The 

line of flight may be the innovation of sound, of instrument usage, of 

words, or just a new melody with the same old musical points and 

minute blocks. And certainly it can also become apparent in 

modulated manners of an individual’s organizing her processes and 

activities wherewith breaks, disruptions, deviations, shifts from 

previous ways are used by practicing invention. In other words, by 

attempting to represent the organizing of and of course in pop music 

as well as some conditions of existing in relation to collective goals 

and individual ambitions, it is becoming possible to entertain new as 

well as old concepts with other content.  

 

The argument is that pop music can become obvious and perceived 

of differently than when organizing is being conducted to host and 

market other goods than those that are denoted cultural. 

Subsequently one could suggest that these ways can become, in their 
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turn, lines of flight of inspiration or of pertinence to organizing in 

other businesses, other niches in marketspace. In other words, 

knowledge of how the practicing of flight may work and function 

whether it is compelled by e.g. individual intensities of agency, i.e. 

urges, emotion and pure feeling that emits affective forces, or if they 

are subjugated in managerial practices, works as inspiration. That is 

not to say that understanding some conditions of pop music entail 

generally applicable results and ideas. But it can imply that a 

discussion of qualities and conditions of organizing in other 

businesses can be held and comprehended through the ambiguous 

and abstract relation that is mapped by Creativity-and-Loyalty. At 

least this can be a possibility, if it is considered that ‘[m]usic is 

pervaded by every minority, and yet composes an immense power. 

Children’s, women’s, ethnic, and territorial refrains, refrains of love 

and destruction… Music is a creative, active operation’.280  

 

So in that manner music is connected with even other endeavours. 

That is, by its quality of opening up, of welcoming and including. 

One can say that musicians performing music open up listeners’ 

minds and invite people to dance with others. That may be a simple 

interpretation of the supposedly immense power of music’s sound, 

although simultaneously the simplicity of the suggestion does not 

necessarily devaluate the forces of it. This can be witnessed in many 

bars, on television shows, on beaches, in subways, by noticing the 

frequently occurring white headphone wires walking around its 

bearer on city streets while signaling a brand model of memory 

supplying someone with aural input. It is seen in the fact that 

researchers actually publish about both the sounds and the people, 
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the lyrics and cultural ambiance, whereas media cover the music of 

musicians, and artists and poets create in its wake and to its 

importance.281  

 

Hence, the becoming-minority of innovating in music is a war 

machine working within the being-majority state machine of plans 

and managing-people.282 The analogous application to pop 

musicians then could be to perceive of any of their activities of 

writing songs and getting by as inventing, insofar as this is 

comprehended of as breaking, dislocating, deviating, opening up, 

shifting, and changing hegemonic phenomena and inertia, i.e. as 

becoming existing in minor modes. At least when inventing, in this 

example creating music, it is being related to accepted and expected 

management of e.g. resources, time, competition etc. Of course this 

implies perhaps mythic tales or even ideals making the depictions of 

management and musicians. However, the point is that what is for 

example projected in economics, like supply and demand, perfect 

information and so forth, could reasonably be referred to as ideal 

states.  

 

Whereas when processes and activities that people divulge and 

partake in, when flux is considered and temporarily comprehended 

of, they and these can not be seen as lethargic or approaching 

inertia, remaining still. But much rather movement is conceived of 

as nodes in relations, even when it is found in stories. It is also more 

appropriate. Relations and nodes allow for interpretations and 

depart from ready states and dichotomies. The existing implies if not 
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the passing through of dualisms at least attempts entailing 

stammering.  

 

Understanding the conquering-inclusion-emancipating processes of 

artists in pop therefore can be, practically and theoretically, opening 

possibilities to comprehend what work can imply for people not 

necessarily constantly involved in flux when making a living. Of 

course flux when it is re-presented as knowledge will consist of 

representations of infinitesimal, momentary states. That is, what is 

represented has already passed, and it is more readily handled and 

can inspire understanding, although still honoring and taking in 

consideration the eternal and un-frequent movement in people’s 

processes. In other words, by understanding what it can be to 

manage one’s own individual deterritorializing and reterritorializing 

while being aware of this and seeing it happen, forces of innovation 

can too become evident. Thus, whether organizing lacks or presents 

traces of innovation it is still possible with the understanding of how 

it can work, to discuss and comprehend examples other than pop 

music’s, since the lack of movement, flight and innovation, is visible 

against and accommodated for in the knowledge of how it works 

when it is perceivable. The minutiae of organizing on any level, 

individual or collective, are certainly in temporary fix, but taken in 

consideration and related to a flow of its fixed instances it becomes 

movement, like in sequential formings, in the longer term and 

grander scope. This is showing, insofar as organizing now can be 

showed, how understanding can be acquired. So it is here actually 

suggested that comprehending lies in re-mixing parts, parts built of 
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samples, of attempting the dub, the version of organizing pop, of 

versioning understanding.  

 

The story goes that ‘King Tubby, a record engineer, was working in 

his studio mixing a few ska “specials”… He began fading out the 

instrumental track, to make sure that the vocals sounded right. And 

he was excited by the effect produced when he brought the music 

back in… he cut back and forth between the vocal and instrumental 

tracks and played with the bass and treble knobs until he changed 

the original tapes into something else entirely. These were the first 

ever dub records… On the dub the original tune is still recognisably 

there but it is broken up. The rhythm might be slowed down slightly, 

a few snatches of song might be thrown in and then distorted with 

echo. The drums and bass will come right up to the listener and 

demand to be heard… producers like “Scratch” Perry and Joe Gibbs 

have experimented with dub to such an extent that the music is 

beginning to resemble modern, free-form jazz. The original tune is 

stretched, broken and bent into the most extraordinary shapes… The 

hip hoppers “stole” music off air and cut it up. Then they broke it 

down into its component parts and remixed it on tape. By doing this 

they were breaking the law of copyright. But the cut ‘n’ mix attitude 

was that no one owns a rhythm or a sound. You just borrow it, use it 

and give it back in a slightly different form. To use the language of 

Jamaican reggae and dub, you just version it.’283 And in the 

stretching, breaking and bending one can become stammering, 

comme une rappeur qu’elle passer par sa l’existence, passing 

through, between nodes in nomadic existing, in serendipity. 
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‘the very conditions that make the State or World 

war machine possible, in other words, constant 

capital (resources and equipment) and human 

variable capital, continually recreate unexpected 

possibilities for counterattack, unforeseen 

initiatives determining revolutionary, popular 

minority, mutant machines… the essence: it is when 

the war machine, with infinitely lower “quantities,” 

has as its object not war but the drawing of a 

creative line of flight, the composition of a smooth 

space and a movement of people in that space… 

However, in conformity with the essence, the 

nomads do not hold the secret: an “ideological,” 

scientific, or artistic movement can be a potential 

war machine, to the precise extent to which it 

draws, in relation to a phylum, a plane of 

consistency, a creative line of flight, a smooth space 

of displacement. It is not the nomad who defines 

this constellation of characteristics: it is the 

constellation that defines the nomad, and at the 

same time the essence of the war machine’.284

 
‘The passion for music is in itself an admission. We know more 

about a stranger who abandons himself to it than about someone 

indifferent to it whom we deal with every day.’285 ‘For it seems as 

though there is more in the music than what it presents to our 

attentive ears – an intimation beyond itself, a reference, however 

indirect, to the world or the life of man. And this feeling is 

understandable. The experience of music is sometimes like the 

experience of revelation: we feel we are discovering something for 

the first time. Of course, it may be that we are just discovering the 
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music itself, not something else to which the music calls attention or 

which it mediates to us.’286 ‘[I]mplicit in this notion is the idea that a 

musical work is a particular entity with an objective existence over 

time, that is, it has an ontological existence tending to that of a 

physical body.’287 So even though it may affect corporeal bodies, 

flesh and bone, it can as such be perceived to exist on its own, 

separated from the people involved with it, referring to itself. That is, 

they become mediators of the music rather than creators, 

performers, distributors, and listeners of it. Though this needs to be 

pointed out, music is of course created by people.  

 

When they suggest that they are mediating it, it is their inspiration 

and where it may be coming from they are referring to. The actual 

joining of music’s different blocks is work people do. Listening in on 

inspiration, musicians’ muses one might say, is another part of their 

job. With this in mind, then, music can be perceived of almost as an 

ontological phenomenon with essence or disposition, an entity and 

as such an instigator of pure feeling that affect those it involves. 

Since it can be said to influence on many levels the powers of 

stimulation, i.e. music’s influential potentialities, possibilities and 

forces, can have bearing not only on the perceptions of it, but it 

seems that also in its actual becoming it engages, concerns, and 

occasionally absorbs people . It would imply a manipulative force 

that affect all parties involved from its beginning, from the cinders of 

its creation and becoming.  

 

‘How does that which exists in principle actualize itself?’288 That is, 

how does a particular existing phenomenon, like the being of 
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sensation, rather than the sensation of being, reverberate and 

become reterritorialized from ashes as in the manure of creating and 

creations; emotion, belief, or immanence; to the space of man and 

woman, in this case the very apparent marketspace? How does 

anything shift its shape from a virtual domain to an actual one? 

Because this is how the creating of music and its consequent 

reproduction by recording and multiplying can be understood. For it 

is a long voyage, from becoming discovered, perceived or received by 

a person, through her manifesting the experienced feelings in sound 

and rhythm to buying the outcome in a store. Assuming that music 

can be assigned some kind of ontological status, indubitably it is 

perceivable, it is given names, by for example notions of aesthetic 

judgments, and ones of distinction and ordering. In other words the 

affect of, and in, music becomes distinguishable by sensual faculties 

and categorization.  

 

And why would not something that produce affect, that is so deeply 

involved in the history of mankind, i.e. frequencies of sound from 

the most basic patterns of rhythm and songs of soothing, mourning 

and calling out, to the most intricate of cadences and scales, become 

the interest of commerce? After all it is said to refer to the life of man 

and woman, to existence and primary discoveries, so it seems quite 

obvious that what is effectuating and stimulating different feelings in 

people also is considered of in terms of commodities that are 

bartered and sold. If it is noticeable it can quite probably be 

consumed. Although anticipating any service offering or marketable 

product, although subsequent to inspiration resulting in a putting 
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together of sound blocks, there is both individual and collective 

managing of organizing.  

 

The questions are difficult to handle but nonetheless, they are asked 

because it is a manner of conveying qualities in music that may be 

quite unique in character. Hence, one can expect distinctive modes 

in processes dealing with it and in the comprehension that can be 

gotten from managing something into sound. The answers lay in-

between, in the intermezzo of inspiration, an individual managing 

herself in any way remotely effectuating a composition, and the 

process’ finality as a song that can be bought. The intermezzo is, 

besides incidental existing for an individual, therefore where the 

being of sensation, the virtual, is cultivated in many steps 

continuously and seamlessly so to become audible, and actual.  

 

From the beginning of music’s commoditization, and this is not 

considering the bards’ work as goods, it was spread through 

performances and the circulation of written music and lyrics to the 

contemporary sharing of files and recordings. In other words an 

ontological phenomenon’s qualities of sequenced tonal patterns as 

they appear, become the corporeality of invented music. It is 

accordingly mediated through commoditization or something other 

like digital data. Modulations of what begun as pure inspiration and 

feeling, which may lead to expectations, evocations, manifested as 

‘[l]ove, hatred, attraction, repulsion, suspension: all are music. The 

wider one’s outlook on life, it is said, the greater one’s musical 

hearing ability… music, flowing both outside and within ourselves, 

defines all activities of life’.289 Admittedly this may come across as 
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presumptuous, pretentious, and pathetic. However, suggesting that, 

there still seem to be not much use or worth in denying that the 

historical, commercial, affective and contemporary interest in music 

is a matter of profound concern to many people. Quite often not only 

among musicians, journalists, fans and consumers, but also with 

politicians, policymakers, researchers of cultural studies, 

ethnomusicology, sociology and dancers to name but a few. We all 

hear very well. And listen. 

 

In pop, thus, the music, what is actually manufactured and produced 

by musicians, can have effects emanating from and perceived 

predominantly by the senses. This can be compared with the 

possibly somewhat more sense-less intellectual undertaking of 

marketing and selling fast moving consumer goods. These are 

aspects of two processes of managing and experiencing one 

phenomenon. The financial perspectives of artists and management 

are as a consequence not the only plausible idea coming out of 

attempts to understand pop. Because there are, of course, 

individuals involved in the making of it that do not, necessarily, 

share goals that primarily are expressed as measurable entities, 

profit or benefit, that work in the business for other reasons, with, 

and for, other ideas. There are, as probably is the case in most 

instances where human beings are partaking and acting, multi-

layered reasons, influences, inspirations, but also ambitions, goals 

and expectations that have as effect the organizing of business 

ventures. There are, as probably is the case in most instances where 

people are doing things for their pleasure, survival, and personal 
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benefit and so on, both constituting forces and powers evoking 

comprehensions like lines of flight.  

 

‘In the music industry, one might say, the small is as significant as 

the big. A number of things follow from this: … there is not as clear a 

separation of consumption and production as in other media…There 

is not as clear a separation of artisanship and entrepreneurship as in 

other media… The ‘local’ has a significance for music it doesn’t have 

for other media… Criteria of success and failure (and the nature of 

the musical career) are more complicated than in other media’.290 

One can say that this blurring of consuming and producing, artisans 

and entrepreneurs, grading it somewhat it is about practices and 

people, creativity and distribution, means that the ambitions and 

dreams, the expressing and the loyalties also seem intertwined. The 

people organizing work interact under notions as possible to fathom 

to them as they are to others in their respective businesses. But 

fathomable does not by necessity imply that they are akin. Rather 

they are not always similar since they invite a great extent of 

nomadic thinking and acting, and the nomadism that nodes 

attracting imply to those concerned.  

 

The participators among others are musicians, A & R people, 

marketers, performers, creating, performing, marketing, 

distributing, handle and deal with complex and complicated social 

and administrative processes, activities, and manifestations. And 

somehow visualizing those as effects of attempts to represent worlds 

can be important in the negotiations between and to creators and 

distributors. ‘The music is always embedded in political fields’291 
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wherein negotiation, bargaining, and bartering are inherent when 

‘the logic of the market puts ‘efficiency’ on a pedestal at the expense 

of other values; it fails to account for relationships that are not 

necessarily governed by the market such as friendship and 

kinship’.292 It can be said that according to some concerns in 

marketspace, ‘aesthetics has been trivialized because it emphasizes 

the sensuous’.293  

 

This is reasonable if it is coming from the assumption that aesthetic 

comprehension, and production, is said to pertain to logics that are 

not rational, that is bi-polar, dichotomic or primarily reductionist. 

Instead it often follows that the logics suggested propose that they 

are emanating from the forces that distribute for example empathy, 

affect and inspire faculties of sensual knowledge creation. The 

suggestion in other words is that such logics encourage vitalizing 

forces that labor towards an other understanding in the sense that 

an ‘aesthetic contemplation first and foremost becomes a restraint of 

the anthropocentric lust to reduce everything to the same’.294  The 

lust of reduction could become a node in a relation with convictions 

that ‘concepts such as soul, spirit, faith, and morality are not 

measurable in conventional ways and are by definition non-

reductionist’.295 On the one hand there would be the restraint to 

reduce connected with something immeasurable like soul, on the 

other, ideals of reduction. However, to put forward numerous nodes 

and their relationships, although it may be argued to be as important 

and valuable as comprehending social life through and in 

dichotomies, is an endeavour that is not the ambition with this book. 

At least not understood as an only way, as a holistic solution, but 
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instead the aspiration is to express how well it works with perceiving 

relations to create understanding of artists’ expressions about their 

existing related to ideas of creativity and money. 

 

There is some unevenness in notions and in many instances of the 

practices and processes of creativity, marketing, and distribution in 

the spaces of pop. For instance when the activities in the record 

companies’ organizing is influencing through exclusion, 

anesthetization, the framing of independence, and in the relating to 

‘the conceptions that musicians have of themselves and of the non-

musician for whom they work… the feelings of isolation… from the 

larger society and the way they segregate themselves from audience 

and community’.296 For illustration the creators of pop music 

sometimes isolate themselves, or are being isolated from the 

activities of their record company, when they are composing new 

music or when they are rehearsing before performances. And 

another one is when they are included, from the pop musicians’ 

point of view deterritorialized from creating by being territorialized 

in to plans and places. In practice this is operationalized to some 

extent, by them being assigned an office, provided with public areas 

e.g. hotel rooms, cafés, restaurants, bars, when it is time to promote 

releases of new material.  

 

Hence, it appears that pop musicians organize, and are being 

organized, manage, and are being managed, temporarily and in 

different modes, depending on mutual contractual obligations, 

commitments and possibilities. In short the mode depends on and is 

of pertinence to where in the processes of composing, rehearsing, 
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promoting their music, merchandise and other ventures they are. Of 

course none of it occurs in isolation from the expectations and 

financial strategies and investment plans of the record company. 

Musicians can look as if they were organizing in some ways 

simultaneously and similar to those of people in formal 

organizations, they who experience liminal positions, as well as 

those who run or are being run in entrepreneurial projects. A 

befitting image of thought is to conceive of their existing as if they 

belong on the steppe but allow, promote temporary inclusion of their 

nomad ways. A minute surrender, to comfort the unconditional 

commercial state machine, while remaining territorialized, and 

simultaneously resistant in creative pastureland, always a becoming 

innovating war machine. This is their genius their Nomad ways – 

does the state machinic company even know and care? 

 

In the music business we have an organizing of aesthetics as well as 

aesthetic organizing. We experience people playing pop and their 

ways of performing music, having it recorded and distributed. 

Applied it is reminiscent of the organizing of any enterprise, a 

business, an event, wherein artistic and innovating ambition is being 

made express. Examples emerge in among other spaces in the daily 

running of exhibitions in galleries, museums, public rooms, 

rehearsing a play, doing performances. But it is also evocative of 

possibilities to happily, joyfully, setting off to, and working, where 

one’s outcome, financial means, is coming from. This is to say that 

doing processes aiming to create pop music is also an intellectual 

opportunity to comprehend a rhizome of practicing. Thus, here 

events of curiosity can be seen as driving understanding of what 
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organizing can be, how it can work! In other words it is a space 

where ‘[m]anaging, organizing and participating in organizations 

should be considered as ‘aesthetic phenomena’… because the 

participants in organizational life ‘are craftspersons and aesthetes’ 

and they endeavour ‘to perfect form and to seek coherence when 

organizations are created, changed, or challenged. The way in which 

individuals assess their organizational criteria is therefore based as 

much on aesthetic considerations as on technical criteria’.297 So then 

it is general and specific, applicable on endeavours other than those 

particularly aiming for cultural products and services, however, with 

knowledge that can be used in insightful manners when organizing 

to create manifestations of images of thinking, dreaming and 

believing, like music, art, play, film, literature, and poetry etc. 

 

The assessments are, arguably, emanating from perceptions, from 

affect and financial expectations which are becoming organizing in 

general, and not merely processes whose outcome is essentially 

understood by people through aesthetic judgments. Although one 

suggestion that should be clear is that appraisal is not the single 

most important incitement of organizing pop music, but it can well 

be of importance to what comes before organizing, before the 

formation of knowledge which is emanating from whatever 

phenomenon, emotion and so forth that has been perceived. ‘Thus 

aesthetics refers to the sensibilities actionable to support the human 

perception and observe, as well as implicitly performance 

practices’.298 Therefore perception seems to be part of an assemblage 

that can give the impression to resulting in how people are 

organizing themselves, and others. It is nothing like the horse and 
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stirrup but it works to accommodate the notion of senses perceiving 

– knowledge forming – processes emanating, followed by effects 

being received and manifested as pop music. The event-chain is like 

perceiving forming creating producing distributing receiving 

perceiving. 

 

Judgments, aesthetic and others aside, they only materialize after 

something has emerged, it being ‘[m]usic [is] a creative, active 

operation that consists in deterritorializing the refrain. Whereas the 

refrain is essentially territorial, territorializing, or reterritorializing, 

music makes it a deterritorialized content for a deterritorializing 

form of expression’.299 The implication for the organizing of pop and 

the distributing of music, thus, being that issues, ideas, processes of 

representing and manifesting can be thought of, handled, similarly 

to how human beings act when they are inspired, or seek inspiration 

to compose and when they are organizing their endeavours and 

living life. That is the activities of making music, when it means 

composing inspired by e.g. affect involve activities of flight insofar as 

they are concerned with innovating and innovation. In practices 

these could be to attempt novel sounds, words, instruments and of 

course manners of distributing that are in contrast with the goals 

and plans of what contractual relations and organizational 

schematics may stipulate.  The line of flight is the becoming of 

existing as innovating, or improving and advancing of what is 

already in known. This is a pop musician’s deterritorialization and 

the music is her deterritorialized content. The refrain, hence, is the 

just mentioned territorializing content of the music business. Apart 

from this or something else that we are recognizing in social space it 
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is naturally also an element of a song or a musical piece. But that is 

obviously not how it is considered at this particular point in this 

context. 

 

Looking back two sentences, what is referred to, i.e. the recurrence is 

lying in the practicing and adhering to and the organizing of the 

obligations and commitments for the involved parties’ 

representatives in the different spaces. These processes are 

frequently happening or being instigated by expectations, loyalties 

but as has also been brought up, plans, prognoses and their likes. 

One can say that they are territorial, territorializing and 

reterritorializing when they are considered as imposing in relation to 

innovating, novelty, composing, becoming and remaining in creating 

modes. In relation to the recurrences, refrains, it then stands out 

what artists are expressing and comprehending about music, and 

creating it, why and how they are doing this, consequently what can 

be called their other organizing and their other processes. Partly 

because it seems as if they see themselves as secondary to what goes 

on in a record company, and partly because this piece of knowledge 

is actually formed so that this is illuminated, although certainly not 

in a hierarchical sense. Anyway it is these instances with proposed 

qualities of otherness that are inviting an understanding of 

nomadism, and nomadic movements between money, on a line of 

myriad points, back and forth to expressing. The existential flux and 

the movements to accommodate and live this are related in the sense 

that ‘every point is a relay and exists only as a relay. A path is always 

between two points, but the in-between has taken all the consistency 

and enjoys both an autonomy and a direction of its own. The life of 
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the nomad is the intermezzo… the nomad goes from point to point 

only as a consequence and as a factual necessity; in principle, points 

for him are relays along a trajectory.’300

 

Supplementary to this, the musical piece, when it is perceived of as 

notified inspiration, urgency, emotion or immanence and not 

exclusively as an adherence to commercial expectations, is a form of 

expression that can be interpreted to entail forces of 

deterritorialization, and, thus, the rendering possible of innovating 

modes of flight. At least it can be perceived if one has ambitions like 

finding inspirations and providing opportunities to somewhat more 

profoundly attempting to write worlds, to scribe some of our 

activities and understand existence. Or if not, dancing is claimed to 

be liberating too at least when one can freely move and shake. This 

may come to mean that the affect of music defies, eludes, 

reterritorialization and the refraining in words, simultaneously while 

inherent in its potentialities are openings to convey understanding 

and perceptions that result in acting. We can understand but we 

cannot totally convey this comprehension since language has its 

constituting implications and its points of repetition. It is meaning 

that the originality of music and the territorializing inherent in 

vocabulary are to some extent opposing, but obviously not 

dichotomous powers. However, when human beings conceive of the 

affect of music, i.e. their experiencing of feeling, aesthetic perceiving, 

and immanence and so on, and when this results in their attempts at 

producing lines of flight; creating aurally perceptible containers of it; 

they also present possibilities for others to find and invent ways to 

reterritorialize their knowledge. I am trying too. And it will point to 
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that the people dwelling in the organizational spaces where creating 

and performing take place, are leaving traces of themselves and 

other individuals floating free, in flight. Please just listen. We can 

understand but never fully depict what and how we get it.  

 

Circular reasoning it may possibly be these notions about the 

territorializing content of organization and the deterritorializing 

forces of innovating that pop artists are influenced by. Although, to 

make a parallel of sorts, whether the hen came before the egg or the 

egg was first is not of primary importance. But to comprehend more 

and profoundly of the existence of the hen and the egg, of the bird in 

egg and the eggs in bird, is. As is of course to create opportunities to 

be inspired and become inventing in our everyday lives. Just so we 

can make them inviting to, accommodating for or increasing of our 

inherent and potential curiosity, happiness, love and joy. Because 

these qualities sometimes appear to be scarce and even receding in 

the social spaces we make whereas us feeling like pieces, cogs, of and 

certainly in stately machinery are not. 

 

‘Perception can grasp movement only as the displacement of a 

moving body or the development of a form. Movements, becomings, 

in other words, pure relations of speed and slowness, pure affects, 

are below and above the threshold of perception’.301 Perhaps in this 

lie the reasons for us to abstain from referring to organizing on 

behalf of organization. It is simply to difficult, too arduous and hard 

to become aware of, unless of course we allow for our aesthetic 

faculties of perceiving and forming knowledge. Therefore the points 

when music, together with what how musicians talk about its 
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creating and even organizing are such important and good examples 

of when the distinction between state and process, rather between 

inertia and doing, acting, are part of our existing.  ‘Thus the problem 

of soul and body, of matter and spirit, is only solved by an extreme 

narrowing in which… the lines objectivity and subjectivity, the lines 

of external observation and internal experience, must converge at 

the end of their different processes’.302  

 

The apparent result and resolve of the narrowing we are now 

concerned with is music. Not exactly how people get to it, how they 

are really doing it as this is a modulation of a mode, and of 

organizing, of perceiving and receiving. The ending of progressing 

which implies sound as an effect of converging, which to further the 

point a record company and distribution chain momentarily also is a 

form of, is very likely something like the obvious invisibilities 

created, represented and suggested by Turner or Klein.303 Below and 

momentarily above perception’s thresholds, wiggling between 

observing and experiencing what musicians, and consequently most 

of us do, while speaking, painting, filming, listening, doing and 

acting in social spaces is our attempting to create comprehension, 

and probably we all end up with results like those who make pop 

music. We convey, depict, grasp what we in the moment are capable 

of and make with it what to us at the time is possible. Expressed 

differently; dig the groove of existing and scribe the music however 

you make it sound. Then we make the most of the continuous 

movements and multitudinous becomings that are social space and 

at least attempt to make sense, try to become innovative. When we 

are acting, or becoming, when we are using our individual methods 
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of understanding, we are hopelessly and curiously grasping and 

joyfully flying and fleeing.  

 

Hitherto organizing has been touched upon, or more accurately, it 

has been suggested what it can be, how it may affect, and have effect 

when and where it regards pop music and musicians. And such 

organizing seems that substantiating the idea of it, whilst the 

common notions and traditions that are organization are what we 

usually and without hesitation are in agreement over, possibly 

proves inconceivable, insurmountable. Because, whether organizing 

is seen as nebulous, aesthetic, and which has been stated is in its 

temporarily frozen and fixed forms made obvious as for instance 

reductionist and rational, the former remains, ‘something material – 

visible but scarcely readable – that, referring only to itself, no longer 

makes a trace, unless it traces only by loosing the trace it scarcely 

leaves – that it just barely remains – but that is just… the trace, this 

effacement’.304  

 

In spite of the inherent problems and opportunities within ideas of 

trying to be representing people endeavouring in various ways, 

existing, organizing, the accompanying notions and processes of art 

and research can offer traces to momentarily follow, treat, and deal 

with. But it deserves to be remembered time after time that to be 

writing the trace is as evanescent, ephemeral and obvious, nebulous 

and as fleeting as discerning and holding cinders. Put some ash in 

your hand and think about the practicing people, individually and as 

assemblages with machines and other phenomena they are involving 

themselves with. Even though there seems to be no wind, no draft 
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perhaps our own breath whisks the ashes that are yesterday, now 

and tomorrow away. Or other thoughts inching their way into your 

thinking, and whoosh everything suddenly is hazy or maybe gone. 

Organizing is of course flux and subsequently the most apparent 

characteristics are its powers and effects of constantly smoothing 

away. Therefore the effacing of organizing can be conceived of being 

like cinder, and the means to understand this is found in trying and 

succeeding in reading its traces no matter their character of being 

legible only momentarily and sensually. The resemblance to cinders, 

as we have seen, implies that organizing leaves traces of the past, the 

present and the future in the same instant, in the middle of us 

batting our eyelashes. Ashes have that quality of being a result of 

something that is gone, while simultaneously it has a situation of 

currently existing, and being the soil for breeding, growing, 

fermenting that usually is effectuating in something new, possibly 

improved and novel. Just like organizing. 

 

The practicalities of studying something like this, i.e. organizing, are 

certainly unlike trying to comprehend organization. To further the 

thinking of image, it is akin to the ash in your palm and the thinking 

in your head. In the vein of an attempt at understanding, nearing but 

not grasping, fumbling with the tangibility of adjacencies, glimpsing, 

gazing at imaginary hallucinations. To be immersing oneself in a 

practical, intellectual and emotional limbo ‘between no longer and 

not yet’,305 and seeking to distinguish shadows of graphite in 

darkness, as well as what there may be in ‘someone that vanished 

but something preserved her trace and at the same time lost it, the 

cinder. There the cinder is: that which preserves in order no longer 
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to preserve, dooming the remnant to dissolution… There, where 

cinder means the difference between what remains and what is’.306 It 

becomes a relation consisting of the subsistence of hope and the 

vestiges that mean despair and us dancing in-between with 

fluttering eyelashes. The effort, the challenge, the contribution will 

lie in feeling, making out or receiving the cinder, traces, of people 

doing pop music. It is like overcoming all points where one can’t do 

anything but ‘to be too close to it, to lose oneself without 

landmarks’,307 to turn into modes of writing about the enterprising. 

After all this is what it is about in the understanding business, to 

honestly be acknowledging flawing, here specifically it is writing 

organization, while moreover be sensing the impossibilities of 

wholly conveying organizing. In dealing with this of course there lie 

the profundity of using relations, perceiving nodes, realizing 

becoming and receiving music. It allows us to comprehend flux and 

postpone inertia and accept blemishes or shortcomings at the same 

time as the impossible is challenged face on. 

 

Accordingly it may be that the sensations, the knowledge, 

perceptions, from the musicians as well as researchers, and 

consequently their manifestations, appear to be experienced as 

affective, addictive, inspirational, interesting, repelling, resistible, 

appeasing, boring, whatever, but, nonetheless, categorized, 

modulated and transformed towards knowledge. Although making it 

is not sense making in and of singular instances because knowledge 

comes from multiple perceptions and experiences and the effects 

that others can be made aware of are emanating from these. But in 

addition seeing that it is found through and springing from an 
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informed acting of intentional promiscuity. For example it means 

that being aware of, in the experiencing and perceiving of 

phenomena, that when something like pop music is concerned it 

may concern simultaneously aisthetikós, aesthesis and aesthetics.308 

That is to say awareness like this is not, by necessity, explicitly aimed 

towards intellectual knowledge but can well end up as internalized 

experience for laymen and people in the inspired and creating 

spaces. So for example if it does not transform into spoken or 

written language it, nevertheless, can turn out to be motor activities, 

functions and behaviours, e.g. dancing, wordless singing, sequences 

of chords and so on. And with certainty this is regardless of if it is 

being communicated by a researcher or a musician. That is, instead 

of resulting in publishable research or societal discourse the 

knowledge about phenomena with aesthetic characteristics can 

without caution come to primarily cater for basal corporeal 

expressions and those are too knowledge although presumably best 

explored elsewhere than here. Nevertheless, it is an important point 

to make when any aesthetic characteristics of a phenomenon, or the 

organizing of aesthetics and an aesthetic organizing are being 

considered to inspire some comprehension of what we are doing in 

our social spaces. 

 

‘Often the cultural is disguised in the effort to read as aesthetic 

everyday behaviour not commonly associated with Art, or with the 

effort to validate as aesthetic the sensuous given the dominant 

rational-technical rhetoric of the workplace’.309 That is, reading or 

validating the everyday or the sumptuous when it is repeatedly so 

that reducing is a primary activity, often a socially constructed one, 
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in processes means that there may be a struggle for dominance 

between the two ways of discernment. Even so when perceptions 

have become aesthetic knowledge, i.e., when what has been 

internalized becomes express and is communicated and 

consequently appear public in a way, it is, oftentimes given the name 

art. Art – aesthetics; is a tightly woven coupling, construct, and 

notion; of inseparable entities in a relation without much movement 

and rather approaching fixed modes, that has been known to suggest 

authority, influence, education, taste. In a sense it is how some 

dominating powers are being exercised both in behaviours of the 

everyday and the aesthetic.  

 

For example it is as if ‘[a]rt raises its head where religions decline. It 

takes over a number of feelings and moods produced by religion, 

clasps them to its heart and then becomes itself deeper, more 

soulful, so that it is able to communicate exaltation and enthusiasm, 

which it could not yet do before.’310 And maybe if it can replace 

something so evidently profound in human society and psyche as 

belief and faith, it is because of this that art’s significance and the 

prevalence of judgments are seldom contested with anything other 

than arguments of taste and the art forms’ and works’ place and 

worth or uselessness respectively. Because the communicated 

enthusiasm, exaltation, which is not all the time about joy but of 

course also sadness, hate and other things, is so profoundly and 

soulfully felt and exclaimed it becomes almost irrefutable and 

unobjectionable that processes and practices are in fact occurring. In 

other words the activities, the organizing to produce and put out the 

art works, the processes foregoing judging and evaluating but 
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following after the endeavours of manifesting aesthetic perceiving 

and knowledge forming, are very important to us. It becomes 

needless to argue their undoing given that expressions and 

expressing is betrothed with a profundity that is a basal quality of 

our existing, and instead delve deeper into the why and how we are 

doing things, and sometimes the when they transpire, of art and 

aesthetics. 

 

If ‘Aesthetics is the sensibilities activated to help the human observe, 

just as ‘anaesthetics’… is the means whereby the sensory faculties are 

blunted, and one of these means may be art… [Then] Aesthetics by 

contrast, involves an effort which activates the sensory faculties and 

sharpens their perception of physical phenomena.’311 So by knowing, 

blunting the effects of sensual ways of understanding something like 

the other can be fathomed, comprehended by exclusion. It is much 

like a notion which suggests that what is apparent is not the whole 

phenomenon, since what is existing is doing it in relation to a 

connected entity that may not be as perceptible. Maybe not yin and 

yang, but perhaps day and night, sea and sand, love and hate or the 

tip of an iceberg can suffice to exemplify the idea. In other words 

here is an opportunity to avoid, when necessary, to break out in 

dancing and wordless singing, and other forms of devotion springing 

from affect, in favour of arts of writing coming from intellectual 

capacities.  

 

A brief note on this; admittedly to write in for example newspapers, 

journals and pamphlets is not always connected with the 

freethinking and creating qualities seen in poetry and prose. 
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Especially since they are on occasion supposed to stem from 

emotion, divinity, muses, affect and so on. But at least we can say 

that these kinds of texts are imbued with similarities and the sensory 

faculties only are central in the sense that they are involved with an 

interface such as a pen, a keyboard or a Dictaphone. The rest is up to 

the grey matter in the head. The aesthetic input is rather used to 

create the sensory knowledge we need to type, let the pen flow or our 

mouth form words, and not judging and communicating aesthetic 

evaluations or understand something vital or basal about our 

existing other than what comes out through our vocabulary.  

 

Getting back to aesthetics and anaesthetics, a simple suggestion of 

how it could work is to recognize what anesthetization and blunting 

in organizing is like in for instance one akin to what we are dealing 

with here which is resulting in music. Thus, we can be made aware of 

what a frame can be. Since apparently ‘[t]he most important thing in 

art is The frame. For Painting: literally; for other arts: figuratively – 

because, without this humble appliance, you can’t know where The 

Art stops and The Real World begins. You have to put a “box” 

around it because otherwise, what is that shit on the wall? If John 

Cage, for instance, says, “I’m putting a contact microphone on my 

throat, and I’m going to drink carrot juice, and that’s my 

composition,” then his gurgling qualifies as his composition because 

he put a frame around it and said so. “Take it or leave it, I now will 

this to be music.” After that it’s a matter of taste’.312  

 

Thus, the frame and the potentialities in framing serve as the 

processes where sensory perceptions and promiscuous receiving is 
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used to put out our knowledge so that it can be seen by others if not 

emotionally so intellectually. Then organizing is a framing and the 

framing is an organizing of what we receive and perceive from affect. 

By excluding that which is not framed, blunted, dulled we leave 

something open, so to say show the parts of the ice under the 

surface, and a chance to break away. We deviate from feeling and 

turn to understanding, from sensing to organizing so that we can 

frame for example in a pop song, something fathomable about our 

understanding and knowledge. 
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’To write is certainly not to impose a form (of 

expression) on the matter of lived experience. 

Literature rather moves in the direction of the ill-

formed or incomplete… Writing is a question of 

becoming, always incomplete, always in the midst 

of being formed, and goes beyond the matter of 

any livable or lived experience. It is a process, that 

is, a passage of Life that traverses both the livable 

and the lived. Writing is inseparable from 

becoming: in writing, one becomes-woman, 

becomes-animal or vegetable, becomes-molecule 

to the point of becoming-imperceptible… To write 

is not to recount one’s memories and travels, one’s 

loves and griefs, one’s dreams and fantasies. It is 

the same thing to sin through an excess of reality 

as through an excess of the imagination… The 

world is the set of symptoms whose illness merges 

with man. Literature then appears as an enterprise 

of health: not that the writer would necessarily be 

in good health (there would be the same ambiguity 

here as with athleticism), but he possesses an 

irresistible and delicate health that stems from 

what he has seen and heard of things too big for 

him, too strong for him, suffocating things whose 

passage exhausts him… Health as literature, as 

writing, consists in inventing a people who are 

missing. It is the task of the fabulating function to 

invent a people. We do not write with memories, 

unless it is to make them the origin and collective 

destination of a people to come still ensconced in 

its betrayals and repudiations.’313  
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A way of reminiscing: How does it work when people are organizing 

themselves, and, thus in a sense the other, in creative and 

commercial businesses? How are people managing their individual 

as well as their contributing in and sharing of collective processes 

and activities in businesses with foci on making commercial and 

distributing manifestations, when they are related to creative 

expressions as pop music? How are they emerging to exist in 

relations of expression and money? How are they expressing and 

relating this to financial interests or how are they bearing in mind 

the implicating powers of capital and their ideas of creating and 

communicating their images of inspiration? In their answers lie the 

potential to comprehending our organizing of living and existing in 

modes while we are shifting between Homo Economicus and Homo 

Creatus, which is whilst we are becoming Homo intermezzi. This has 

been mentioned previously since it with certainty is a part of a 

forming; of arriving and accomplishing comprehending, if only 

temporarily so. Hence, Homo intermezzo is the answer per se 

regarding existing with respect to Expression-and-Money and this 

becomes for the interim a contribution of knowledge. 

 

However, going slightly back the primary focal point is that we are in 

this context creating a continuous unraveling, disentangling and 

elucidating of our individual and joint existing in social spaces that 

are shifting and have changing influences. It is accomplished by 

becoming profoundly aware of and appreciating how people are 

doing that are managing creativity and loyalty in an individual sense 

and with respect to organizing with others that may or may not 

share their inspirations and ideas. In this book we have seen it 
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appearing for pop artists existing in relations that they have effect 

on, and that are also effectuating their existential and practical 

movements between nodes. 

 

So what works and is good to us when existing implies 

understanding and handling nebulous activities, processes, and 

modes that are coming into view seemingly as fuliginous and 

transparent? Whichever world version it happens to be at the time 

that it is communicated, whichever one is assumed to be correct, it is 

probably close to, or entwined with existing in the social world and 

our souls. Therefore it is naturally also readily summoned, 

recognized, felt and conjured, and invoked to provide us some 

comfort. We make or allow it to work. Though simultaneously the 

‘economic evolution does not follow an incremental path, but rather 

a path of discontinuities’, 314 and workspace remains vague and 

translucent, while furthermore its ‘[s]ocial processes or 

transformations are recursive – that is, everything is intertwined 

with everything else’.315 Hence organizing pop music as well as other 

phenomena is constantly becoming attempts to understand and 

handle more than not social processes which are like cinder, ashes. 

It is arguably not wholly unexpected since comprehension is 

emanating from something so quite obviously in stark contrast with 

presumably traditional convictions of what is right. However, the 

suggestion to understand organizing in marketspace as influences in 

people’s existing, and them being like nomads moving between 

nodes related to individual ideas and collective ambitions and the 

respective loyalties concerning these, entail some consolation and 

reassurance.  
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Consequently what is great and working is to become knowledgeable 

of just this flux as something inherent in our processes and adhering 

to acting generally and particularly so when this means dealing with 

popular cultural production. It is to remain content with the faith 

that existing is messy in the sense of a lack of any stable points of 

reference. Once this is realized we can feel comfortable and not be 

stressed about our existential wandering in thinking and acting, 

rather than continue to seek or accept any singular dominant 

alternatives and influences as principal or even conclusive in our 

social spaces. 

 

But they are not stable or dominant in themselves, instead they are 

merely a manner of understanding powers, forces that have effects 

of influence, e.g. attracting and repelling. It is another story but 

there can be perceived similarities in for example love and hate in 

that they can have effects on how we supposedly do things. But we 

can’t really see love or touch hate. Therefore the nodes that are 

allowing or impelling us to wobble around, i.e. moving in 

frequencies likened to fractal patterns, are of course more than 

anything images for thought but of acting. It is as close as we get. 

Nevertheless, as such nodes are more evident and readily perceived 

when the presumptive practices of organizing are considered and 

connected with an awareness of why, for and by whom they are 

conducted.  

 

‘Scientific innovation often happens when scientists forget or 

contradict established theories, when theories and facts proliferate, 

when unreason is given the same status as reason’.316 Perhaps if 
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some of this unreason is conjured up, and if what corresponds to 

notions of scientific theories, which appearing in some right worlds 

often are rationality, fact, matrices, are left for a few moments we 

could succeed in providing ourselves and others with prolific results 

in understanding how it works when we are doing whatever it is we 

are doing to realize our individual ambitions, innovations and 

dreams. That is when we are thinking and acting with some 

relevance to the individual and collective loyalties that we can 

recognize. In this vein then of attempting to not reason as in 

compartmentalizing, or using common conventions this has been 

done. Consequently it has been suggested as well as argued that the 

organizing of pop music, and its manifestations, represented, can be 

intellectually perceived in two relations, Creativity-and-Loyalty, and 

Expression-and-Money. Relations that, it is reasonable to argue, give 

the impression to emerge in many an activity occurring in the 

organizing of cultural output. We can say that relating is giving an 

impression of becoming known while we are processing and acting 

in our manifesting i.e. organizing whatever our inspiring forces are 

as perceivable phenomena with cultural qualities. Actors, artists, 

writers, poets and many others often work, observably, with and 

towards the realizing of and making evident ideas without 

considering, or consciously choosing not to concern themselves with 

the commercial levels of their effort. They choose to not primarily 

concentrate on processes of commoditization and the distributing of 

their goods.  

 

But to concentrate on one thing does not necessarily mean to make 

another thing oblivious. One can say that the other is all the time 
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making its potential known, by its exclusion, its evading of framing, 

or with powers of contrasting and confining. It is all the same 

present. Although that is not always the case musicians, composers, 

performers and the industry of distributors can come to contest, 

compete and negotiate their ideas and beliefs, their convictions, 

their capitalism under conditions like these just mentioned. To 

understand the relations, emanating and emerging in the processes 

and activities of pop, is to comprehend the traces of the refrains in 

organizing by applying promiscuity, and awareness of that excluding 

implies a relation to something, and this is too an instance of 

relating although in a very loose and unaffective manner.  

 

A good name for this dissertation, this thesis in the shape of a book 

modulated as a monograph, is Pop – Homo Intermezzo, Between No 

Longer and Not Yet, simply because that is what it is about. The 

argument is that we are, if not constantly, at least often enough to 

address the issue, finding ourselves existing somewhere in the 

between, in somespace becoming, beginning and ending. Or, as it 

were, we are oftentimes experiencing ourselves post ending and pre 

beginning. Suggesting then that ‘scholars show what happens in the 

here and now [and that it] always contaminates and is contaminated 

by the there and then’,317 is an uncontroversial compliance and 

plausible proposition. However, a defining, situating or illuminating 

subtitle, quite common both in research book titles as well as in the 

article headings in academic journals, can also function besides 

shedding light and constituting limits, as an intellectually stabilizing 

encounter. The sense of undulating social trajectories will evade and 

the security found in immobilizing place may grow and overtake 
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intellectual and practical innovating. And that is not entirely fruitful 

when issues involving living and existing in flux are broached with 

inspiration from empirical and philosophical materials relating to 

experiences and concepts of motion.  

 

A stable position can in this sense come to imply a slight decrease or 

lack of empathy and humility, which, it is plausible to suggest, are 

essential influences for an emanating curiosity when it comes to 

making attempts at understanding how people are doing. Thus, a 

permanence can be seen to actually contain the already, in the past 

tense, acquired knowledge on behalf of a not yet formulated and 

manifested awareness and constantly developing comprehending. It 

means that stability, and experiences thereof, may, or definitely will 

result in an avoidance of actual and profound encounters of the 

becoming between. No meetings with constantly changing moving 

processes and activities or an incidental existing as Intermezzo. 

Hence, the brief Pop.                                                                                                                 

 

When people are existing – be it in work related situations, during 

leisure, or for example in relations of love, it is not all the time 

significant to stipulate what kind of endeavours they are partaking 

in, hence, sufficiently shortly perceived of as when- and wherever – 

rather it is sensible and plausible to claim that they are not 

manifesting inertia. They are quite instead involving themselves in 

the continuing of adjusting, leading, managing, following, inventing 

that are the bringing about of manners and the shifting of modes 

and processes while working, relaxing and loving and so on. People 

are of course not dancing around verbs or shouting them, waving 
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frantically, but those classes of words are very appropriate to 

attempt to pry open some of our sluggish constructions in something 

so torporeal as our Roman alphabet in its appearances as printed 

matter. Possibly other arts of expressing are less imbued with 

suchlike forces of closure and organization and therefore better sent 

in some of their modulations to convey images, thinking, 

experiencing and so forth. Klein’s fire paintings spring to mind. 

 

Nonetheless, the art of claiming is of course not something one 

should take lightly since it can be an anesthetic to initiating 

deterritorializing in thinking and practicing. It can be disparaging 

when it comes to efforts of understanding and discussing flux 

because this particulate art is also locking, stopping, anchoring 

rather than solely performing rupturing and opening. Claims most 

often result in a conditioning of thinking that rhymes with 

maintaining essences of what is being declared or faithfully believed. 

Therefore, in a sense these seem to causally fulfill expectances of 

essences, e.g. that which is claimed in itself, more so than inviting 

novel suggestions and arguments. In spite of this in this text there 

are naturally several, though one is particularly important and it is 

one used to propose and discuss minuscule temporality and 

pervading movement of human beings continuously organizing 

becoming and becoming organizing in places, spaces and time. 

Consequently it is an attempt at conditioning thinking into 

wandering thoughts that are rootless and itinerant and examples of 

intellectual vagabondage. It is a manner of saying that we are 

actually being, constantly and instantaneously, somewhere between 

darkness and shadowy light. Or more to the point we are 
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uncompromisingly and obstinately finding and positioning ourselves 

in-between here and now and there and then, and therefore, 

simultaneously between no longer and not yet, in incidental existing.  

 

In this, one can perceive us as we are creatures almost like 

becoming-nocturnal, fluttering noctuids, living in dusk or at dawn 

but not when it is shining light or obscuring night. The near morning 

or approaching evening insects and animals are acting in a space 

where, unless their sight is adjusted to it, the environment that they 

are existing in can be appearing in hazy shimmering light and 

approaching darkness, that is before or after pitch black or stark 

brightness. They are living and going about their dealings during the 

time of day where vision blurs and shapes give the impression to 

shift. These animals are living in conditions that quite probably are 

demanding of them that they are constantly adapting their existing 

and organisms into becoming-common or becoming-adjusted.  

 

Much like we are doing in our existence. As a matter of fact when 

they are doing this, we are to a certain extent becoming-

daydreamers. Seeing as daylight hours, from the time when human 

societies became hunting and even more so agrarian, well after 

aquatic amoebae evolved into animals and evolved sight, are the 

ones when many of the living beings seem to conduct their 

businesses and go about their tasks. And to most appearances so are 

we when we are becoming in organizing our manifold processes. 

That is, perhaps not all the time becoming-nocturnal and dreaming, 

but adhering and attempting to live up to day-like behaviours and 

formations, as they have become influential constitutions and 
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hereditary input, while organizing. When we are done it may be 

reflected in fluctuating phenomena, it might produce lethargic 

constructions. The point is that it is not terribly important how the 

finished event appears because the movements before, pre-effect 

and not post consequence are when we are experiencing and living – 

and hopefully continuously and curiously restlessly and impatiently 

moving on.  

 

Now, existing and its movements can be, of course depending on 

perspectives of the person partaking and performing in these 

activities and processes, imagined, interpreted and understood with 

the nomad conquering pasture lands, centers, cityscapes. The war 

machine inventing novel manners and modes and opposing the state 

machine is another wraithlike appearance of becoming too, albeit a 

much much more sluggish one. While the fighting inventing 

machine in some ways goes against the State, it will in others 

accommodate it like mannerisms and mechanisms, machinisms, and 

this performs to allow the State to withhold its powers and influence. 

That is to say we see that the forces emanating in and radiating from 

creating and being loyal, and in striving to live by expressing and 

acknowledging the influencing potentialities of money, can be 

perceived as points, fields, and plateaus, and in this context as nodes 

we are always moving between rather than staying put at. But of 

course depending on choices of perspectives these forces can 

moreover very well be seen as practices in bureaucracies by 

individuals or as conducting businesses with artistic manifestations. 

What, who, and how the nomad is appearing to be, it can be argued, 

is an image with a setting of either an uninventive State machine or 
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an inventing war machine, related to who is making the 

interpretation or who’s partaking in the processes and activities that 

are perceived. It is of course also dependent on whether we are 

considering creating comprehension regarding an emotional, 

existential, ethereal or a practical, processual, planned nomadism, in 

other words whether it is an understanding of temporarily 

organizing or an organizing of moments, if the image works. 

 

However, in this sense regarding the forces, themselves attracting 

and repelling, they are neither part of an attempt to be 

comprehended as haeeceities nor as nodes.  No matter who is 

understanding, or what and whom is being perceived, the nomad 

herself is someone who wanders, not aimlessly but freely both in 

spirit and flesh with a sufficient disrespect for chronometric and 

spatial concerns although simultaneously sensing and creating an 

awareness of suchlike influential forces in social spaces. In other 

words she is someone who is on her toes already inventing, 

instigating, understanding and managing the cinders of becoming to 

get by. Therefore the nomad is becoming beautifully aware, creating, 

inventing and a-living, attempting existing, by thinking becoming 

and becoming-thinking. Like the bird Phoenix is deterritorializing 

and reterritorializing itself, avoiding territorialization, by 

incinerating and rebirthing in fire-and-ashes, and disintegrating in 

flames and being born from its own cinders, as a corporeal 

perpetuum mobile an ever becoming feathered being, we are 

emerging from organizing in a similar changing and shifting of 

continually, if fractally so, evolving processes that we can see 

recognizable themes in. 
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A note: The consistency of the movements of nomads, the nomadism 

in the flux of processing, and acting, in the becoming of existing 

considering the nodes, is in one aspect liquid. Although it certainly is 

not the implied consistency in the signal substances connecting 

synapses that is the interesting one to comprehend in this context. 

But the consistencies of the aspects of when and how we are thinking 

and doing are, since there are no partitions that can 

compartmentalize thinking and acting by a separation that is evident 

enough for people to actually perceive of in these processes. It is as 

easy and needless to pigeonhole as the substances of a homogenous 

liquid, for example salt and sugar in hot water, they are there alright 

but not possible to see with the bare eye. We can taste them and 

possibly classify the solution as salty or sweet. Sometimes the effects 

of people thinking and acting are equally apparent, we can taste 

them with our mind’s eye, although that is not to say that we can in 

any way become aware of the thought work and distinguish it from 

the acting.  

 

Becoming in itself is not an instantiating with any consistency 

whatsoever. But its effects appear to be elusive as they are on the 

planes of theories of the between, whereas the nomad and the 

nomadic motioning can be on other ones, i.e. with regards to an 

incidental existing in the between, the perpetual performing of 

intermezzo. Thus, theirs can also be planes with theoretical and 

practical significance for processes and activities that appear in 

between nodes. Becoming therefore is about the between and the 

nomad is already Homo Intermezzo, just there moving, and it is the 

difference. The first notion, the between, is about the space of 
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existing and the second, just moving, is dealing with existing in and 

outside it. 

 

However, if it needs nuancing, the theories and practices appear 

slightly more tinted towards and with respect to the existing of 

individuals rather than the actual, and virtual, movements between 

the attracting and repelling forces that make up the nodes. After all 

their consistency is naturally not more than mist made up of myriad 

particles appearing with and as veiling energies. Singularities 

perceived as molecular appearances shifting, relating and 

interacting between cloud banks, neither form nor liquid, and yet 

shrouding. Albeit as ever, a notion of consistency is not important. 

Not more than as another modulation of attempting to manage and 

create understanding, and knowledge about existing in the between 

of nodes and their eventual forces. Imagery and similes are merely 

like the colours and mixes of them on the palette or the tinting that 

the amount of water the hairs of the brush are dipped in contributes 

with to aquarelles. They are like words that are shading, 

illuminating, hiding and evoking yet more images and metaphors. 

 

Please read this once again to bring to mind a very central sentence. 

‘The hesitation of the nomad is legendary: What is to be done with 

the lands conquered and crossed? Return them to the desert, to the 

steppe, to the pastureland? Or let a State apparatus survive that is 

capable of exploiting them directly, at the risk of becoming, sooner 

or later, simply a new dynasty of that apparatus: sooner or later 

because Genghis Khan and his followers were able to hold out for a 

long time by partially integrating themselves into the conquered 
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empires, while at the same time maintaining a smooth space on the 

steppes to which the imperial centers were subordinated. That was 

their genius, the Pax Mongolica. It remains the case that the 

integration of the nomads into the conquered empires was one of the 

most powerful factors of appropriation of the war machine by the 

State apparatus: the inevitable danger to which the nomads 

succumbed. But there is another danger as well, the one threatening 

the State when it appropriates the war machine’.318  

 

Whether someone interpreting chooses to consider Genghis Khan 

and his followers or the State apparatus’ captures, whether she 

chooses to consider how Pax Mongolica was working, or how the war 

machine was actually (temporarily) appropriated or succumbing to 

the imperial centers of the State, while simultaneously roaming the 

steppe, she will construct her own understanding. The movements 

are manifold and simultaneous and an image of them good as any is 

that obnoxious woodpecker in an early Donald Duck cartoon going 

parapapidadidam parapapidadidam popping up here and there and 

everywhere with total unpredictability as only refrain. Another one is 

of course conveyed in the quotes from the material showing the 

shifting of thinking and acting through the words of pop artists and 

others. So in this fashion the suggested conceptions of 

comprehension are emanating from interpretations of empirical 

materials where the movements of integration by the nomads are 

believed, by the State machine, to be an appropriation, albeit it is all 

the same oblivious to or unconcerned by them, and therefore instead 

maintaining the disintegration of its apparatus. The State emerges to 

singularly comfort and host its machinic and bureaucratic modes 
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while it is simultaneously actually at the disposal of the nomadic 

motions of individual dreams and strives under their veils that give 

nothing away. The minute surrenders of the nomads are merely 

functioning to obscure any images of ongoing activities of inventing, 

and inspiration that imply pure forces of becoming. These can be 

forces that mean that the individual can remain doing mainly what 

she wants and continuing with that which inspires her creativity and 

expressions while appearing financially loyal, aware and concerned.  

 

If one were to reverse or perhaps invert the perspective it can all 

become images of the suppression of individualities and single 

persons. Then the State machine, subsequently, really manages 

individuals into abstaining from their emotional, sensual and 

philosophical deserts and steppes, from opportunities to graze their 

thinking in lands of intellectual pasture. They become displaced and 

situated in commercial modes of adaptation by diverting original 

notions of expression and creativity with for example the intricate 

and alluring attraction of money and the in cases dominating 

expectations of loyalty. Although a reversion in perceiving and 

understanding need not mean that communally and politically 

sanctioned perspectives on collectives and their actions involve a 

hovering over notions and concepts of suppression and submission.  

 

Certainly comprehension of the processes of collectives, more than 

of those in them, need not be a necessitous act that only will 

discriminate let us say an understanding of emancipation of 

individuals or creativity in groups that make up larger ones. But it 

quite probably is slightly more apparent when focusing on the 
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smaller entities. In other words the trajectories in the movements of 

individuals and collectives are in no way dependent on any 

knowledge producing perspectives used to create understanding. 

Instead the general direction of the trajectories appear regardless of 

how, where, when and by whom they are perceived or conceived, to 

become directionless, notwithstanding yet to be recognized with, in 

the sense that they are pure movement and force, an energy.  

 

So rather than focusing on where a shifting motion takes us, where 

its energies may radiate towards or be usurped into, it is the 

appearance and continuous becoming of the force itself construing 

and inspiring the propulsion of a trajectory that is important. After 

all when there is a force of any kind and it can be in whichever 

manner that is appropriate perceived and comprehended, by for 

instance bestowing ourselves to curiosity and humbleness, this 

suggests that the actual instantiation of the energy should be 

acknowledged on its own premises and, hence, be of concern to us. 

So even though it may be argued that there can be an experience of a 

direction of the motions, and it may be socially constructed into for 

example a temporal sense it is still not making the actual route of it 

important.  

 

That there is something conceived of at all that can be sensed 

momentarily and infinitesimally as a positioning in space-time 

appearing like virtual direction is. We now know that its effects 

involve a movement between Creativity-and-Loyalty, in myriad 

incidents in the relation of Expression-and-Money. Pop artists are 

because of this becoming Homo Intermezzi managing their 
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organizing which is connecting and not dichotomous, relating and 

not singular, where flux is their actual existing and inertia the other 

setting without potential. We see them moving through their 

accounts of it, and therefore we know that something is effectuating 

the progress. It is for this reason of course a force to be reckoned 

with. However, at this point in time, and space for that matter, its 

whereabouts and potential positioning are of less importance as long 

as we appreciate that the powers the force has make us wandering 

nomads by becoming inventing, inspiring, organizing and existing.  

 

This is as far as I got this time, but since it is not where we have gone 

that is interesting, while that we are going is, it temporarily suffices 

seeing as we are all restlessly moving. 
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‘And near the end, at the bottom of the last page, it 

was as though you had signed with these words: 

“Cinders there are.”… One might dream that the 

word “cinder” was itself a cinder in that sense, 

“there,” “over there,” in the distant past, a lost 

memory of what is no longer here… Discreetly 

pushed to the side, dissemination thus expresses 

in five words [il y a là cendre] what is destined, by 

the fire, to dispersion without return the 

pyrification of what does not remain and returns 

to no one… There are cinders only insofar as there 

is the hearth, the fireplace, some fire or place. 

Cinder as the house of being’.319

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Et près de la fin, au bas de la dernière page, c’est 

comme si tu signais de ces mots: “Il y a là 

cendre.”… Le mot de cendre, on rêverait qu’il fût: 

lui-même une cendre en ce sens, là, là-bas, éloigné 

dans la passé, mémoire perdue pour ce qui n’est 

plus d’ici… Discrètement écartèe, la dissémination 

phrase ainsi en cinq mots ce qui par le feu se 

destine a là dispersion sans retour, la pyrification 

de qui ne reste pas revient à personne… il n´y a 

cendre que selon l’âtre le foyer, quelque feu ou 

lieu. La cendre comme maison de l´être’.320
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‘I report what I have heard, rather than what I 

have read or thought. This book is therefore 

written in several different voices, although it is 

not always clear which one is speaking. Those who 

hallucinate unindividuated voices may report the 

speech they hear as indirect discourse: ‘It was said 

that…’ One stumbles over questions of the truth, 

value, authenticity, or authority of such a 

discourse. For whenever I attempted to write in 

my own voice – from the position of a majoritarian 

subject… speaking to a majoritarian readership – 

the meaning and force of their thought evaporated 

in my representations. The scholarly apparatus of 

references to the primary texts, along with other 

rhetorical strategies, may endow this book with an 

aura of authority and authenticity, but take not to 

be fooled… page references merely locate the 

whispers.’321  
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The best things in life are free 

But you can keep them for birds and bees 

Now give me money  

That’s what I want 

That’s what I want, yeah 

That’s what I want… 

Money don’t get everything it’s true 

What I don’t get I can’t use 

Now give me money 

I need money 

Money (That’s what I want) 

Barrett Strong (1960) 

              

 

 

 

 

 

Money it’s a crime 

       Share it fairly but don’t take a slice of my pie 

       Money so they say 

       is the root of all evil today 

       But if you ask for a rise it’s no surprise that they’re 

Giving none away 

       Money 

       Pink Floyd (1973) 
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Geld ist das Trauma dieser Welt... 

Geld zerbricht uns’re liebe Geld 

Geld macht aus Engeln diebe Geld… 

             Geld regiert die Welt mein Freund... 

             Gled heisst Geld heisst sterben 

             Geld kann veiles uns verderben... 

             Geld heisst der Traum 

Von dieser Welt 

             Geld zerbricht uns’re liebe Geld 

             Geld bis ans Ende 

             Immer nur Geld Geld Geld Geld 

Geld  

Geld 

             La Düsseldorf (1978) 

    

  

 

 

 

Dance to the beat, shuffle my feat, wear my shirt and tie and run 

With the creeps, ’cause it’s all about money, ain’t a damn thing 

 Funny, you got to have a con in this land of milk and honey 

 The Message 

 Grandmaster Flash and the Furious Five (1982) 
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Today’s special is Memphis Soul Stew. We sell so much of this 

people wonder what we put in it. We gon’ tell you right now. Give 

me about a half a teacup… of bass. Now I need a pound of fat back 

drums. Now give me four tablespoons of boilin’ Memphis guitars. 

This gonna taste awright. Now just a little pinch of organ. Now give 

me a half a pint…of horns. Place on the burner… and bring to a boil. 

That’s it, that’s it, that’s it, right there… Now beat… Well!’

Memphis Soul Stew 

King Curtis (1967) 

 

 

‘In the beginning, back in 1955, man didn’t know ‘bout a rock ‘n’ roll 

show an’ all that jive…The white man had the smokes, the black 

man had the blues … Let there be sound – and there was sound… Let 

there be light – and there was light… Let there be drums – and there 

was drums… Let there be guitars – and there was guitars… Aooh! 

Let there be ROCK’.

Let There Be Rock 

AC/DC (1977) 
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Musik non stop 

Po, pah, po, pah, po  

Non stop! 

Music Non Stop 

Kraftwerk (1986) 
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bestämt sig för att droppa oss, våran gamla manager håller på å stämma oss osv. 

osv. Jamen... Asså... de enda vi har som ingen kan rå på och gör att vi liksom 

fortfarande finns e att jag vet liksom för ett faktum att vi är ett snortight och 

skitbra liveband, å de, å de vet folk också å de e därför vi får lira på stora 

Schweiziska festivaler, de e därför vi får lira på Rock Am Ring [Tysk festival med 

hård rock]. Att arrangörer och, och folk liksom i branschen vet att vi alltid ger 

en liksom 110 %, å gör en, gör en fetbra liveshow... jag tror fan att det liksom är 

mycket för det som vi ändå får så mycket bra erbjudanden som vi ändå får.’ 
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219 Interview with Fattaru. 2003-10-15. ’I grund och botten är det bara du som 

vill... asså göra bättre musik... Skivbolaget skiter väl kanske ganska mycket i fall 

din musik blir bättre, bara den säljer lika mycket.’ 

220 Christian Kjellvander. Interview 2003-09-12. ’Jag skulle ju liksom rimligtvis 

kunna skriva en, en hit... å vara ekonomiskt set för en fem, tio år ... Men jag 

skulle nog inte klara det rent konstnärligt alltså, såklart... Det är lätt att säga att 

man slits emellan... det gör man för att man har valt... Det är konsten som går 

före allt, liksom. Det går före pengarna.’ 

221 Interview with Zak Tell. 2003-10-31. ’De finns ju två vägar att gå, antingen så 

startar man eget om man känner att man har balle, å tid, å, å kunskap nog för 

det... ja peng... fast framför allt är det tid och kunskap... det tar ju en så jävla 

stor bit från den kreativa delen, å man ska liksom driva ett eget skivbolag... å 

sköta kontakten med alla distributions... liksom, du vet hela det nätverket. Å 

alternativet e ju att hitta ett annat bolag ehh... sen så inbillar jag mig att d et inte 

ska vara så jävla svårt att hitta ett bolag. Frågan är ju bara var man vill sätta 

ribban...  Om, om, om storbolag e målet, eller om det är bättre att hitta ett 

independent bolag som inte har pengarna till promotion men, men tror på det 

desto mer å använder andra metoder för att, för att liksom kränga plattor å för 

att få en å synas. Vad nu de e för metoder? Så de e väl dom två vägarna vi har att 

gå.’ 

222 Interview with Zak Tell. 2003-10-31. ’Det finns ju liksom småbolag som 

verkligen fortfarande kränger sånt som... som fortfarande fattar vad musik 

handlar om, som inte är ”in it for the money”, liksom... men asså med 

storbolagen så, så handlar det ju om att få en business att gå runt, å de handlar 

om att tjäna stora pengar... å visst dom, dom lägger också ut mycket pengar, 

dom, dom gör väl sina chansningar...’ 

223 Interview with Zak Tell. 2003-10-31. ’De e klart att man vill kränga ut skiten, 

man vill att alla ska höra det!’ 
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224 Interview with Max Schultz. 2004-01-05. ’Det behöver ju inte på något sätt 

vara negativt... för kreativiteten att man, att man tjänar pengar på den.’ 

225 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ’Om folk köper den så blir man ju såklart 

glad för att då betyder det att de gillar de å då skulle ju vem som helst bli glad. 

Men sen e de också att då kan man ju också fortsätta med den verksamheten 

man håller på med, liksom, om man ska det ur ett ekonomiskt perspektiv, e att 

då kan man fortsätta å, å, å göra det å inte bara sitta hemma, å då måste man ju 

på nåt sätt få in pengar.’ 

226 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ’Musiken har ju så himla mycket med folks 

kulturer, liksom å de e ju en konst, liksom… å ändå behandlar dom de som om 

de vore kläder… å de e därför som såhära de finns så jävla mycke skitmusik, 

liksom, som bara är en produktplacering i stort sett… fö’att, för att det ska ingå 

pengar, liksom, å folk, jag tror… i längden… folk tröttnar folk tröttnar på… alltså 

pallar inte å matas med, med saker även många gör de, liksom.’ 

227 Negus, K. (1999: 173 - 174). Music Genres and Corporate Cultures. 

228 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ’De e sällan de e en konflikt… Jag tycker 

definitivt de e en konflikt, för mig är det verkligen en konflikt mellan å jobba 

extra å betala hyran ehh ehh kontra sitta hemma å skriva låtar… Jag blir galen å 

så skriker jag [skratt]… Men asså jag försöker liksom verkligen å göra 50 – 50 

för att jag får dåligt samvete vicket jag än gör, liksom. Jag tycker ju innerst inne 

att det här e de viktigaste. Mitt mål eehhh ja ehh… att, liksom, att ja liksom 

slippa att jobba extra… Men eftersom jag inte slipper det nu så måste jag ju 

fortfarande jobba extra för att ehh ja får också dåligt samvete om jag skiter i å… 

ja har ett sånt jobb där jag kan välja när jag ska gå å jobba…’ 

229 Christian Kjellvander. Interview 2003-09-12. ’Jag har ju varit ganska 

målinriktad... Dom senaste fyra åren... jag har ju släppt en skiva per år... så jag 

har ju varit jävligt såhär, målmedveten vad det gäller att jag vill göra det här... få 

det att flyta först innan jag börjar... innan jag börjar tänka så mycket på mitt... 

typ att resa... å såna här vanliga saker som faktiskt ger en ger en viss spänning 

och liksom krydda till livet men som ändå... som ändå när man är inne i de 

känsligaste är obetydliga... alltså i musiken...’ 
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230 Interview with Max Schultz. 2004-01-05. ’Det är ett bekymmer det där med 

just, jag tycker det där e besvärligt det där med att jobba just... för att man 

måste vara hyfsat organiserad egentligen. Ehh… Alltså ha lite struktur vilket 

själva komponerandet och allt det andra egentligen inte är. Det är halvflummigt 

det här med att skriva musik å sådär... Man kan ju inte kommendera fram 

inspiration så det är ett annat sätt att fungera, medans det, själva arbetandet det 

är ju väldigt... ja det är ju bra man har lite ordning, kanske skriver in saker i 

almanackan...’ 

231 Negus, K. (1999: 182). Music Genres and Corporate Cultures. 
232 Interview with Max Schultz. 2004-01-05. ’Jag e ju i den situationen nu, jag försöker 

ju göra en skiva, och jag har kontakt med ett skivbolag som jag gjort min förra platta på. 

Å då har jag spelat in låtar, nån slags demo med mitt band så att dom [skivbolaget] får 

höra vad de e för musik jag vill göra. Å då har jag fått beskedet ”Jaha de vore ju kul. 

Det här låter ju bra”, å sådär, men skivbolagen e ju i den situationen nu att dom vågar ju 

inte ge ut musik...  För att de här ett stort bolag nu... På EMI... så att jag, jag vän... 

väntar å ska få besked å vi sänkte våra anspråk på gager sådär bara för att, å de va ju 

mer i och för sig en jazzplatta, en instrumentalplatta i varje fall och eehh... näe så jag 

har ju inte fått nåt besked egentligen... Så att jag går vidare till andra bolag och...’ 
233 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ’Vi har ju sett liksom hur mycket skivbolaget styr 

bandet… det är liksom inte bandet som styr ett dugg, utan det är skivbolaget liksom... 

nästan i slutänden så styr dom ju va fan dom ska göra för musik också, liksom... å att... 

de e, de e verkligen inte ärligt för fem öre, kan jag känna ibland att... man sätter sig i 

klorna på ett skivbolag och låter dom styra en liksom. Det ska man ju verkligen akta sig 

för om man vill vara ett oberoende band.’ 
234 Christian Kjellvander. Interview 2003-09-12. ’Man får ju aldrig sån ångest 

som man får över pengar... Klart man haft mycket ångest i sina dar av olika 

slag... Men den värsta är ju faktiskt den... Å jag tror att det är, det är ju en 

sjukdom... Det, det är ju ett problem vi har i Västvärlden... Och jag pratar med 

människor som, som jag själv å som, andra människor som är av den liksom 

icke monetära liksom självbild... ”Å pengar berör mig inte såhär på det sättet”, 

men det finns inget som ger så mycket ångest som pengar.’ 
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235 Gelin, M. & M. Jönsson & M. Larsson (1998: 11). ”Vem Klarar Skivan”. 

Nöjesguiden #6/7. 

236 Dagens Industri Weekend #21. 2003-06-14. 

237 Skeppstedt, M. (2003: 12). ”Affärerna framför allt”. Groove #9. 

238 Dagens Nyheter. 2003-07-25. 

239 Martin Rössell. Interview 2003-09-04. 

240 Frith, S. in Frith, S (Ed.) (1989: 105). Facing the Music. A Pantheon Guide to 

Popular Culture. Quote from Ettema, J. S. and D. Charles (Eds.) (1982). 

Individuals in Mass Media Organizations: Creativity and Constraints. Beverly 

Hills: Sage. (Chapter: Ryan, J. and R. A. Peterson, “The product Image”) 

241 Christian Kjellvander. Interview 2003-09-12.’Dom släpper ju liksom så 

mycket dom måste, alltså så mycket folk frågar efter. Det är så, det är å det 

brukar va... det är faktiskt ganska bra.’ 

242 Christian Kjellvander. Interview 2003-09-12. ’Man får ett gage utav, utav 

stället man spelar på, som kan vara allt mellan 10000 och 50000... Och då ska 

det då, fördelas på bokningsbolaget som har satt spelningen och tagit hand om, 

om förhandlingarna och sådär. Dom får 15 %, eller mellan 15 och 20 %. Man ska 

ha bensin, och ibland då en större buss om man åker fler... Det innebär att det 

kan gå allt mellan 5 och 20 liksom... Sen så ska man ha ljudtekniker och lite 

andra tekniker... Gitarrtekniker brukar vi i ibland skippa för att det är lite 

onödigt, om man själv kan stå å stämma liksom å så. Men det är bra om man är 

på lite större turnéer eller festivaler... och det är mycket som ska roddas... Sen 

så, sen så har man sina musiker då, som, som man ska betala... Å så, å så om det 

blir någonting över... Så ska man... får man väl det själv... Det slutar väl med, väl 

med att man går back faktiskt... Jag tjänar ju på att spela solo... Det är det jag 

lever på.’ 

243 Interview with Fattaru. 2003-10-15. M: ’De haa... Det handlar ju liksom om 

säkra kort du vet, att man inte... Asså att man inte chansar, man lägger ner så 

mycket pengar... Man lägger ner 100000 på video... Marknadsföring, liksom, å 

då, man har inte råd å ta liksom, ”det här kan bli en hit” liksom... Du måste ha 

nåt, i alla fall när det gäller oss... Eftersom, efter som att förra skivan gick så 
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bra... då måste vi liksom hålla oss kvar på topp och inte komma tillbaka med 

någon sån där halvdant skit... De e då dom blir rädda liksom.’ 

244 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ’Men de cyniska e inte att dom vill tjäna 

pengar… utan de cyniska, liksom, hur dom väljer vad dom vill satsa på… Ibland 

satsar dom ju inte ens på musik, liksom, ibland satsar skivbolaget ju faktiskt 

bara på nån som ser ut på rätt sätt och sen så får den personen låtar av nån som 

dom har märkt funkat förut…’ 

245 Interview with Fattaru. 2003-10-15. ’Fram till att man har recoupat, liksom, 

eller till att man har betalat tillbaka alla utgifter så får inte vi ut några pengar... 

Det är å det funkar...’ 

246 Interview with Fattaru. 2003-10-15. ’Kravet på att tjäna mer pengar nästa 

gång... om du  tjänar ganska mycket pengar på en skiva... du kommer in i en 

bana liksom. Du kan gå ut tre dagar i veckan... bjuda alla dina polare på krogen 

å... köpa en lägenhet... Sen, pengarna tar ju slut... Pengar tar ju slut om man 

inte, om man in liksom tar hand om dom. Många är ju dåliga på att ta hand om 

pengar. Jag hört det, eller förstått det att folk som är kreativa är skitdåliga på 

den ekonomiska biten.’ 

247 Interview with Zak Tell. 2003-10-31. ’Det funkar så att... Det funkar så att 

basisten och trummisen e hyrmusiker, dom får en fast lön, eh... å de e väl, 

ibland e väl de skitbra, å ibland e de väl... men asså just nu så... vi precis gjort en 

tre veckors sväng å vi går i princip plus minus noll på det. Vi tre, liksom bandet, 

medans dom andra tjänar ju sina... ja jag vet inte exakt vad summan e, men 

dom liksom kommer ju hem med en schysst månadslön, medans vi går plus 

minus noll.’ 

248 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ‘Mycket saker ska artisten, liksom, betala 

själv från sina futtiga procent.’ 

249 Interview with Zak Tell. 2003-10-31. ’Vi vill ju kunna leva på det här, jag 

menar vi har ju bolag, vi tar ut en månadslön, vi e försiktiga med våra pengar. Å 

därför vi sitter här tio år senare och kan leva på det eftersom vi inte har bränt 

det på kola åh du vet alla andra idiotiska prylar... Vi kände att vi splittar allt fyra 

liksom... på fyra, vi startar ett bolag så inte pengarna bara försvinner. Å STIM, 

STIM-klumpsumma whoah, bränner det på en helg. Jamen liksom då e de 
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bättre å ha ett bolag å ta ut sin lön... å så har man liksom en trygg, hyfsat trygg 

[med eftertryck], situation.’ 

250 Interview with Max Schultz. 2004-01-05. ’När man ska göra omslag så blir 

man bokad hos nån jääävligt proffsig fotograf, svindyr, en hel jävla dag. Där jag 

kommer ihåg att jag skulle stå och lyssna på Grateful Dead plattor å försöka stå i 

olika poser sådär med gitarren, med lunchbreak å va fan det va. De känns... 

faaan va mycke pengar som går åt till det här helt i onödan, istället för å han en 

polare ta en bild bara... å sen så vill dom inte betala stråkarrangemang på en låt 

eller vad det va för de, nej de får man betala själv då.’ 

251 Interview with Paris. 2004-03-11. ‘Det är bara att titta på Tv kanalerna… 

musik tv kanalerna… så förstår man vilken skit det satsas på… Nämen… de 

handlar ju om branschen. Att den ehhh… de handlar bara om konsumtion och 

kapital, liksom… I stor mängd, liksom. Det är klart att dom ska tjäna pengar på 

sina artister fö’att, det e ju deras jobb, liksom, att tjäna pengar på sina artister, 

men det har ju blivit ehh… väldigt mycket produktformning, liksom… ‘ 

252 http://www.poemproducer.com/any.php?id=7. (Accessed 2005-05-06). 

Poem written by AGF (Antye Greie-Fuchs). 

253 Deleuze, G. & F. Guattari (1987/1980: 418 – 419). A Thousand Plateaus. 

Capitalism and Schizophrenia.  

254 Guillet de Monthoux, P. (1978). Handling och Existens. 

255 Banerjea, K. (2000: 66). ”Sounds of Whose Underground? The Fine Tuning 

of Diaspora in an Age of Mechanical Reproduction”. Theory, Culture & Society 

Vol. 17 (3): 64 – 79. 

256 Van Maanen, J. (Ed.) (1998: xiv). Qualitative Studies of Organizations.  

257 Pred, A. in Farinelli, F., G. Olsson and D. Reichert (Eds). (1994: 188 –  189). 

Limits of Representation. 

258 Hebdige, D. (1987: 10). Cut ‘n’ Mix. Culture, Identity and Caribbean Music. 

259 Czarniawska, J (2003). “This way to Paradise: On Creole researchers, hybrid 

Disciplines, and Pidgin Writing”. Organization. Vol. 10 (3): 430 – 434; A 

methodological and interpretive promiscuity can be observed in the works by 

Deleuze (& Guattari) for example in the way they use what can be seen as 

empirical material, e.g. novels, trees, war, music and the refrain etc. and how 
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they interpret and recontextualize it to fit his (their) purposes. See any chapter 

or plateau in Deleuze, G. & F. Guattari (1987/1980). A Thousand Plateaus. 

Capitalism and Schizophrenia. 

260 ‘[T]he methods of qualitative research… remain loose and unspecified. Any 

given study tends to be methodologically promiscuous. Even singular methods 

escape formalization’. From Van Maanen, J. (Ed.) (1998: xxiii). Qualitative 

Studies of Organizations.  

261 Volgsten, U. (1999: 6, 49). Music, Mind and the Serious Zappa. The Passions 

of a Virtual Listener.  

262 Strati, A. (1999: 79). Organization and Aesthetics.  

263 Nietzsche, F. (1996/1878: 116, aphorism 171). Human, all Too Human.  

264 ‘The concept is obviously knowledge – but knowledge of itself, and what it 

knows is the pure event, which must not be confused with the state of affairs in 

which it is embodied… The philosophical concept does not refer to the lived, by 

way of compensation, but consists, through its own creation, in setting up an 

event that surveys the whole of the lived no less than every state of affairs. Every 

concept shapes and reshapes the event in its own way… The concept belongs to 

philosophy and only to philosophy.’  From Deleuze, G. & F. Guattari (1993: 33 – 

34). What is Philosophy? 

265 Russel, B. (1938: 163). Power. A New Social Analysis.  

266 Cf. Gray, B., Bougon, M. G. & Donnellon, A. (1985: 83). “Organizations as 

Constructions and Destructions of Meaning.” Journal of Management. 11/2: 83 

– 98. The authors distinguish between the traditional descriptions of 

organizations as static structures and advocate the view of them as dynamic 

concepts. Organizing is understood as ‘constructing and destroying coincident 

meaning among the members’. Cf. Czarniawska-Joerges, B. (1994). Att 

Organisera Organiseringen.” MTC Kontaketens Jubileumstidskrift 1994.  The 

author discusses the dynamics of processes rather than structures. 

267 Artists, e.g. Neil Young and George Michael, have been sued by their 

counterpart in contractual relations for reasons of not performing and achieving 

to what can be expected with regard to their previously recorded commercial 

potential. Record companies have been sued or publicly criticized by artists for 
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not marketing recordings or allowing for creative freedom, e.g. Prince and the 

Clash. 

268 Minh-ha, T. T. (16) in Welchman, J. (Ed.) Rethinking Borders. 

269 Frith, S. (1987/1978: 165). Sound Effects. Youth, Leisure, and the Politics of 

Rock ‘n’ Roll.  

270 There is for example a mix of genres between contemporary R ’n’ B, hip hop 

and rap that aims for audiences from advocates, fans of either of the 

preferences. In a sense this is a mode of arrangement with the explicit aim of 

reaching a crossover effect, for instance by reaching high positions on several 

lists, and increase sales. Certainly this can be achieved with a piece from any of 

the genres by remixing it and adding the “missing elements” of another genre. 

This is neither indigenous for nor exclusively used in contemporary R ’n’ B, hip 

hop and rap (that, by the way, have their separate lists in Billboard Magazine; 

see e.g. http://www.billboard.com/bb/charts/album_index.jsp (2004-12-15) 

where sales are listed according to genre). Mixes of genres are not new to 

marketspace, for instance France has la mélange, Spain mestizo, Algeria pop raï, 

and Great Britain the world fusion. All epithets denote a mix between musics 

with different cultural (and geographic) origins that are blended into novel 

sounds. However, with the important reservation that blending seems to come 

from interests in various kinds of pop more expressly rather than devotion for 

achieving crossover effects. 

271 ’… a correspondence of relations does not add up to a becoming… It is always 

possible to try to explain these blocks of becoming by a correspondence between 

two relations… A becoming is not a correspondence between relations. But 

neither is a resemblance, an imitation, or, at the limit, an identification…  To 

become is not to progress or regress along a series… Becoming produces 

nothing other than itself… a becoming lacks a subject distinct from itself… 

becoming is always of a different order than a filiation. It concerns alliance… In 

a way we must start at the end: all becomings are already molecular. That is 

because becoming is not to imitate or identify with something or someone. Nor 

is it to proportion formal relations. Neither of these two figures of analogy is 

applicable to becoming: neither the imitation of a subject nor the 
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proportionality of a form. Starting from the form one has, the subject one is, or 

the functions one fulfills, becoming is to extract particles between which one 

establishes the relations of movement and rest, speed and slowness that are 

closest to what one is becoming, and through which one becomes. This is the 

sense in which becoming is the process of desire… You become animal only 

molecularly. You do not become a barking molar dog, but by barking, if it is 

done with enough feeling, with enough necessity and composition, you emit a 

molecular dog.’ From Deleuze, G. & F. Guattari (1987/1980: 237, 238, 272, 275). 

A Thousand Plateaus. Capitalism and Schizophrenia; ‘There are becomings, 

such as actions, perceptions, variations and so on; from this flux of becomings 

we perceive or organize beings… So, becoming-animal does not mean acting in 

order to impersonate or be like an animal; it means changing and varying in 

inhuman (animal) ways without any sense of pre-given purpose or goal… 

Deleuze insists that we value action and becoming itself, freed from any human 

norm or end.’ From Colebrook, C. (2002: 145). Gilles Deleuze; ‘The Deleuzian 

ontology I have described… is… one characterizing a universe of becoming 

without being… When seen as a pure becoming, the critical point of 

temperature of 0° C, for example, marks neither a melting nor a freezing of 

water, both of which are actual becomings (becoming liquid or solid) occurring 

as the critical threshold is crossed in a definite direction. A pure becoming, on 

the other hand, would involve both directions at once, a melting-freezing event 

which never actually occurs…’ From Delanda, M. (2002: 84, 107). Intensive 

Science & Virtual Philosophy; See also Goodchild, P. (1996: 170). Deleuze & 

Guattari. An Introduction to the Politics of Desire. 

272 Frith, S. (1987/1978: 64). Sound Effects. Youth, Leisure, and the Politics of 

Rock ‘n’ Roll.  

273 In order to not stretch the analogy too much or attempt to make anything 

elaborately further with it, marketspace is the more encompassing phenomenon 

consisting of a pluralistic multitude of other phenomena. Thus, the space of 

cultural production is in the vicinity of popular cultural production, but not 

necessarily in the part of space of industries and institutions of e.g. health and 

care. However, they are still encompassed by marketspace, which also can be 
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appreciated and envisioned to include departments and societal foundations 

financed by tax revenues and other government and state funding, insofar as 

they can be connected to instances of dealing with any commercial processes 

whatsoever. The distinction is not in any case clear cut. Although for the pure 

instances of using space-time for analogous causes William Gibson’s concept of 

“cyberspace”, coined in the novel Neuromancer (1984), may indicate how an 

analogy of space as consisting of streams of data and information can be imaged 

and represented. 

274 Adorno, T. W. On Popular Music. In Storey, J. (Ed.), (1994: 202 – 203). 

Cultural Theory and Popular Culture. A Reader.  

275 Frith, S. (1987/1978: 53). Sound Effects. Youth, Leisure, and the Politics of 

Rock ‘n’ Roll.  

276 Branson, R. (1998: 166). Losing my Virginity. The Autobiography. 

277 Cf. Frith, S. (1987/1978: 105). Sound Effects. Youth, Leisure, and the Politics 

of Rock ‘n’ Roll.  

278 ‘Receptivity is a two-way movement. To be receptive, one has to turn oneself 

into a responsive mould. The simultaneously passive-active process enables one 

to be tuned by one’s changing environment, while also developing the ability to 

tune oneself independently of any environment. Music, here, is both what 

makes creation possible and the means of receiving it.’ From Minh-ha. T. T. 

(1996: 15) in Welchman, J. (Ed.) Rethinking Borders. 

279 The intricate choice he had was to avoid taking part in activities but not 

feigning anything to be excused from them. ‘Yossarian continuously opposes the 

war and Colonel Cathcart's constant increase of the number of missions that are 

required to be able to take a leave. He argues continuously with Clevinger that 

everyone is trying to kill him, and that anyone who tries to make him fight is 

just as dangerous as the enemy. Yossarian's various attempts to be grounded 

fail. Doc Daneeka repeatedly refuses to grant him the orders, basing his 

arguments on “catch-22”. If he is crazy, then Yossarian would be flying the 

missions. However, if he is not crazy and does not want to fly the missions, then 

he is capable of flying them and must do such.’ See 

http://www.gradesaver.com/ClassicNotes/Titles/catch/shortsumm.html, 
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(accessed 2005-01-19). Suggested in pop music, in other words are instances 

with choices to create and have the music distributed in versions not necessarily 

reminiscent of the original or advocate (contractual) rights to have the initially 

recorded piece distributed and risk it not being marketed, bought and heard, 

and, thus, expose the company to possibilities of terminating the distribution 

deal. Certainly an original version of any output does not necessarily have to be 

considered to be superior to remixes, derivatives, fusions etc. But the 

circumference of creators’ intentions by distributors’ planning is occasionally 

quite evident in pop music space.  

280 Deleuze, G & Guattari, F. (1997/1980: 96, 300 - 301). A Thousand Plateaus. 

Capitalism and Schizophrenia.  

281 Cf. Fogh Kirkeby, O. (2002: e.g. 12 – 13).  “The Touch of Music. Refleksioner 

over Rossinis “Stabat Mater”.” Working paper No. 6/2002. 

www.cbs.dk/departments/mpp   

282 ’A minor literature doesn’t come from a minor language; it is rather that 

which a minority constructs within a major language… in it language is affected 

with a high coefficient of deterritorialization… everything in them is political… 

its cramped space forces each individual intrigue to connect to politics… in it 

[minor literature] everything takes on collective value… The three 

characteristics of minor literature are the deterritorialization of language, the 

connection of the individual to a political immediacy, and the collective 

assemblage of enunciation [énoncé]. We might as well say that minor no longer 

designates specific literatures but the revolutionary conditions for every 

literature within the heart of what is called great (or established) literature… 

How many people today live in a language that is not their own? Or no longer, 
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